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conducting SOJT Events, the process when an incumbent employee trainer
teaches another employee to perform his/her job. The model was composed of
four components, each serving to support the Event. An SOJT Event Process
established a series of steps to follow when conducting SOJT. A Training
Manual and Training Checksheet were Support Documents used to assure the
consistency of each Event and to document standard procedures. Trainers
were prepared to conduct Events during the Trainer Preparation Workshop.
Finally, the last component was the SOJT Event Performance Support System,
a set of guidelines devised to create the support network necessary for Events
to be carried out in the work setting.
The model was implemented as each Trainer was scheduled to conduct
two SOJT Events over a three month period. It was tested by measuring
Trainee knowledge, performance and assessment of the SOJT Events. Other
employees, who had been trained with unstructured training in the past served
as control groups. Subjective observations of the applicability and
acceptability of the model among employees were also noted.
The model was successful in producing knowledge gains among

Trainees. Trainees who were recipients of SOJT assigned higher assessment
scores to SOJT than control group employees assigned to unstructured on-the
job training. There was no difference in performance among employees trained
using structured or unstructured on-the-job training. Employees that were
directly involved in the SOJT Events were positive about supporting the model.
Modifications for the model and the components are suggested. It was
concluded that the model components that were developed and the use of a
consultant with experience in training and instructional design are necessary for
implementation of structured on-the-job training in foodservice operations.
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The Development and Implementation of a Structured On-the-Job Training
(SOJT) Model in one Healthcare Foodservice Operation
INTRODUCTION
Overview

The work within a healthcare foodservice operation is complicated and
dynamic. Food must be acquired, stored, prepared, distributed, served and
cleaned up; numerous employees are involved and many tasks synchronized to
meet mealtime deadlines (1). Individual job tasks may vary with each meal and
as the menu changes with both modifications for special diets and cyclical daily
rotation (1). Employees must be prepared to perform job tasks with training that
is specific for each job position as well as the particular foodservice operation.
The foodservice industry suffers from labor pool shortages and high rates
of employee turnover (2). Frequent turnover dictates the need for more training,
yet shortages among the labor pool make it difficult to schedule additional
employees to receive training. Employees often get placed into positions with
very little training. Yet, poor preparation causes employees to quit (3), and the
labor pool shortage is intensified.
The initial job preparation of employees can influence their productivity
and quality of work, as well as their attitude toward the organization (4). Most
foodservice employees are prepared using on-the-job training (OJT) (5); an
employee unfamiliar with a job is placed with a job position incumbent and the
twosome proceed with the tasks for the day. However, OJT has been criticized
as being the most ineffective form of training (6). Too often, it is unstructured,
unplanned and delivered by unqualified instructors (7,8).
However, on-the-job training appears to be the most logical approach for
training foodservice employees due to much job and task diversity among job
positions (9). Incumbent employees are probably most knowledgeable about
current routine and procedures (10). Likewise, the workload has peak periods
around mealtimes and slack periods in between (1). This peak-valley work
pace is considered conducive to on-the-job training (11). In order for OJT to be
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successful, it requires structured instruction as well as support to assure that the
pace and demands of the work do not interfere with the process of learning
(8,12).
The purpose of this research investigation was to establish a model for
structuring OJT in one healthcare foodservice operation, and to evaluate it both
quantitatively and qualitatively. The basic components of the model will be
based on information found in the literature with modification to suit the
characteristics of the workplace in which it was applied. The process for
developing and implementing the components of the model will be described.
Recommendations based on the evaluation outcomes will be given.
Background: Training and On-the-Job Training
Training
Training is a form of education which focuses specifically upon the
organizational context of work (13). It is the means by which people acquire the
knowledge and skill necessary to do their work. (14). The traditional criteria for
good quality training include: a motivating learning atmosphere, active
participation and practice, clearly defined training outcomes, reinforcement of
behavior, facilitation of learning transfer to the job and feedback on progress
(14). Finally, training is directly linked to productivity (6). Well planned,
structured training should result in employees with knowledge and skills to
perform jobs.
On-the-Job Training
On-the-job training is defined many ways in the literature. It can be
simply defined as "any learning activity occurring outside of educational
institutions" or more specifically as: "learning activities in the worksite by ...
knowledgeable persons who demonstrate a task to a trainee and provide
guided practice when appropriate" (12).
A common understanding of OJT is that it is training that takes place on
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or near the worksite during the performance of a job (15). Perhaps inconsistent
definitions occur because OJT can take several forms. Some OJT takes place
among employees even when interaction among them is not planned;
employees learn from observing, trying out each others' tasks or equipment
during breaks, by interacting with others and from receiving feedback (15).
"Osmosis training" is a term used to describe the training that occurs when
employees are placed directly into the job with no instructional input other than
observing others nearby (16).
However, the literature describes OJT for job instruction as being either
formal (or structured) or informal (or unstructured)(12,17-19). Formal OJT
involves a detailed plan including content, timing, methods and qualified
instructors (7). Informal OJT is usually individualized training on an ad hoc
basis in which an employee is placed on the job either alone or with a coworker or supervisor (15,16). This informal training is also referred to as "work
as you go" training (7), coaching (20) or teaming (11).
The Benefits of On-The-Job Training
On-the-job training has some characteristics that make it an appealing
method for delivery of knowledge and skills to employees. It is time saving
because employees learn more quickly, yet still produce work while the training
function takes place (21). It also allows for coping with large and fluctuating
workloads (11), which are common in foodservice due to the influence of menu
and variations in customer traffic on the workload.
There are also beneficial aspects relative to the learning process. Since
OJT takes place in the actual job setting, there is automatic transfer and
applicability (8). In some cases, it is the best way to learn the process for job
related decision making (22) and ways to deal with the unanticipated events
that can occur on the job (15). The relevancy of the learning is quite apparent to
the adult learner (8), typically the trainee in the OJT setting. Adults also learn
best in one-to-one situations when they do not feel they are in a subordinate
position to the instructor (22).

Concerns with On-The-Job Training
Unstructured or informal OJT has been criticized as a method of training
for several reasons. Training, especially OJT, is disruptive to an organization's
production (14). Meeting production needs can also be a distraction to the
training function (17, 23), especially if meeting work needs receives higher
priority. There can also be more production waste involved when OJT is utilized
(17,19).
Another serious concern relative to the use of informal OJT pertains to
who is given responsibility for training. Although supervisors should be and
sometimes are the trainers, the responsibility is often given to incumbent,
experienced employees (10, 24-26). In both cases, in most organizations,
neither supervisors nor incumbent employees receive much preparation for the
role of instructor or trainer (8,12,25).
Although incumbent trainers may develop some instructional skill with
experience, another risk is the uncertainty of how an incumbent will prepare the
trainee (27). Incumbents have diverse job skill capabilities (18) and may teach
unacceptable shortcuts or by-pass standard procedures (28). They may be
unmotivating or have little interest in training (18) and may not promote the
attitudes that the organization desires among employees. These risks can be
minimized with careful selection of incumbents as trainers (28,29), but there is
no way to eliminate risks.
Finally, it is thought that informal OJT leaves employees with a negative
attitude about the work and the organization (4), and may also perpetuate
employee turnover (11,12). Unstructured, unplanned learning that occurs
simultaneously with work can be disorienting to new employees. It is costly
since it distracts productive workers (17), and it is difficult to evaluate its
effectiveness (16). Some believe that informal OJT for job instruction is
probably the most ineffective method for preparing for job positions (6).
Unfortunately, informal OJT is far more common than formal or structured
OJT. In a survey conducted by the U.S. Dept. of Labor in 1985, 27 million
Americans (49% of those surveyed) indicated that they were given informal OJT
to prepare them for their jobs (30). These data are consistent with a similar
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1962 survey which also noted the use of informal OJT for jobs with less complex
skills (16). In a recent study of non-commercial foodservice operations, 95%
indicated that they used (OJT) for job instruction training (5).
Concern about OJT in Foodservice Operations
The foodservice work force in the United States is one of the largest and
most rapidly growing, employing in excess of eight million workers (1).
However, low wages, dissatisfied workers, problems of limited recognition for
work and no visible career ladders result in an inability to attract and maintain
an adequate labor pool (2,31-35). Many times, foodservice operators are
forced to hire people with little or no work or foodservice experience.
It has been suggested that foodservice employees do not need
prerequisite skills (36). It is not surprising that many employees will receive
only informal OJT to prepare them for their foodservice positions (5,). Yet,
foodservice is also known to have problems with lack of skills and low
productivity among non-supervisory employees (5).
If job training is unstructured and unplanned, there is no assurance that
the necessary job skills will be learned. If most employees have been trained
informally, they may not have learned appropriate procedures. An employee
that is dissatisfied with his job will likely not be a motivating instructor. Similarly,
without preparation for the instructor role, they may not be competent either.
The costs associated with informal OJT reinforce the need to develop
structured OJT. In 1986, The American Society for Training and Development
estimated the annual expenditure for informal workplace training (primarily OJT)
in the United States at 180 billion dollars (12,37). The foodservice workplace
represents close to 10% of the total workplace (2). Extrapolating the data, the
cost for informal OJT in foodservice approximates more than 10 billion dollars.
There is also additional cost associated with high rates of employee turnover,
which might be related to poor job preparation and informal OJT.

The Problem and Proposed Study
Problem Statement
The use of OJT will likely continue as a method of job preparation in
industry (38), and probably for employees in foodservice. Yet, if delivered
without structure and support, there is no assurance that employees will be
knowledgeable of job procedures and capable of performing job related tasks.
Can a model for structuring and supporting OJT be developed for use in a
foodservice operation?
Objectives of the Study
This study involved the process used to develop and implement a
structured on-the-job training (SOJT) model for training foodservice workers at
a mid-sized (350 bed) community hospital foodservice operation. The following
research objectives were posed:
1. Design a SOJT model for use among foodservice
employees.
2. Implement the SOJT model within a foodservice operation.
3. Evaluate the SOJT model in comparison to previous
informal OJT methods by:
a. measuring employees' knowledge of general foodservice
procedures
b. rating of employee's job performance by supervisors
c. assessing formal and informal training by employees
d. subjective observations of the employees' responses to
formal training by the research investigator

Research Questions
The following questions will be examined in this study:
Question One: Will Trainees that are trained using SOJT exhibit
knowledge gains as a result of training? Will knowledge of
foodservice procedures among those Trainees be different than
that of other employees within the workplace?
Question Two: Will Trainees that are trained using SOJT receive
higher performance evaluation ratings from supervisors than
employees in the work place and have been trained using only
informal OJT methods?
Question Three: Will Trainees that are trained using SOJT
assign higher ratings to that training than employees that have
been informally will assign to informal OJT?
Question Four: What will be the success of the Model from
subjective observations and how might the Model be modified
based on testing in an actual work setting?
Significance of the Research
This research was needed in order to contribute to the body of literature
relative to the use of OJT in foodservice. A recent literature exploration
revealed that only three studies have investigated, empirically, the effectiveness
of the use of formal OJT, or formal OJT in comparison to informal OJT (12). In
two cases, the studies were not conducted in actual work settings. As of 1990,
only three commercially available training packages were offered for structured
OJT programs (12). No published studies have been conducted to examine the
use or effectiveness of OJT in foodservice operations. Several calls for more
research relative to the use of simple, in-house methods for conducting OJT for
a variety of workplaces have been made (12,16).
This study was exploratory in nature. It involved the pilot testing of a
SOJT model that is only the beginning of a large body of research necessary to
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improve training methods and work force problems in the area of foodservice.
Due to the methodological difficulties in setting up a study of this nature, both
the qualitative as well as the quantitative outcomes are valuable contributions to
the literature.
Assumptions and limitations of the Study
The assumptions for this study included:
1. The investigator assumed that the employees were
willing participants and results from their testing or
rating instruments reflected actual or honest responses.
2. The investigator assumed that employees at the research
site who were not involved in the SOJT model research
project did not thoroughly read the Training Manuals.
3. The investigator assumed that all employees in the
research facility did not respond differently due to the
research activities occurring in the workplace.
4. The investigator assumed that actions taken to enlist the
support of the administrative staff at the research site
would result in genuine support for the project.
5. The investigator assumed that knowledge changes that
occurred as a result of participating in the research project
did not change over the three month duration of the
treatment period of the study.
The limitations for this study included:
1.

2.

This results of this study were limited to the particular
research site and are not generalizable to all foodservice
operations.
The model that was implemented was limited since some of
the components of the training model are specific for
this particular foodservice operation.

3.

4.

The results of the study were limited because the test used
to measure changes in knowledge of General Foodservice
Procedures, did not necessarily reflect all knowledge
changes as a result of being a recipient of SOJT.
The results of the study were limited because the instrument
used to assess performance was dependent upon
subjective judgment and may not reflect actual
performance capabilities.
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SELECTED LITERATURE REVIEW
The necessity and approach for developing a structured method for
delivering on-the-job training in foodservice is related to three interdependent
factors. The first is that the tasks and job positions within the foodservice
workplace are diverse and numerous and warrant structured preparation for
employees to learn them. The second is that there are problems with the
foodservice labor pool, upon which training may have impact. And lastly,
workers in foodservice are frequently prepared to perform job tasks with on-thejob training, yet methods used for training non-supervisory employees received
little attention from researchers or practitioners. An overview of some important
literature which is pertinent to these factors will be presented, followed by a
review of the studies in foodservice training. Finally, a discussion of the
literature which supports the need for structured on-the-job training as well as
the components of such structure will conclude the literature review.
Overview
Although the research literature on foodservice administration and
management is very limited (39), there have been several studies which have
examined the work within foodservice operations. Greenaway described the
management of foodservice operations as requiring diverse approaches due to
the complexity associated with a production and service operation (40). Many
foodservice textbooks reveal the relationship of the menu to the production and
service and its impact upon the workload (1, 41-43). As the menu becomes
more selective and diverse, the production becomes more complicated. Both
menu diversity and extent of preparation are factors associated with the
productivity of the workers within an operation (44).
Research reveals that productivity differs widely among foodservice
workplaces depending upon the menu, the form of food purchased as well as
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the methods used for production, service and clean-up (45-56). Foodservice
tasks and work efficiency are examined most closely in motion studies and work
sampling research (57-64). Lebeau documents that 54 food production tasks
were associated with the manufacture of just four menu items (64). Production
tasks are most often the focus of the Master Standard Data Code studies, which
are designed to determine production times for individual food items (65-68).
These efforts attempt to balance the workload imposed by the menu (59).
Foodservice tasks in an acute health care facility are also complicated by
service time deadlines (42), with work for production and service employees
timed precisely to meet those. Another factor which complicates the work is the
uncertainty of production demands. It is difficult to forecast exact quantities of
food to prepare (69). Special events or meal functions also contribute to
fluctuations in productivity (50) and additional work tasks.
Low productivity is one of the problems associated with the foodservice
industry (70). Low productivity is highly associated with some of the other
foodservice labor pool concerns such as high turnover and absenteeism, job
dissatisfaction and low morale (2, 5). The problems with the foodservice labor
pool are important since they dictate both the need for more training and are at
times made worse by poor training.
The foodservice industry is one of the largest and most rapidly growing
industries in the United States (2). Foodservice work and the industry both have
a poor image; this limits potential employee interest in jobs (2, 71). Work in
foodservice is considered entry-level by most people; many young person's first
job is in foodservice. Many potential long-term employees leave because of
the lack of a visible career ladder (31, 33). There are few opportunities for
advancement in foodservice (33).
Research data have revealed that foodservice employees are not
satisfied with their jobs (34,35, 72-74). This dissatisfaction is related to pay,
recognition and promotion and exists across diverse demographic groups (35,
36, 72). Research conducted more recently reveals lack of variety and
feedback relative to work tasks as sources of dissatisfaction (73, 74).
Low satisfaction is related to high turnover rates and absenteeism among
employees (71). High rates of turnover and absenteeism intensify the negative
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image of foodservice work. Satisfaction is also related to performance. In a
study among school foodservice employees, Hopkins et al. found higher job
satisfaction scores were related to higher ratings of employee performance (35).
McEachern et al. found that foodservice employees that participated in
an orientation training program expressed greater satisfaction and had lower
rates of turnover (75). Spears reported that more comprehensive training
programs will be needed to develop career foodservice employees (1). Axler
also suggests that problems with productivity in the foodservice work force
indicate the need for improved training (43).
Although the foodservice literature suggests that improved or better
training of foodservice employees may have some bearing on remedying some
of the labor problems, there is no evidence of a directed or a cumulative
research effort. It also seems that the literature is sometimes contradictory when
it comes to training entry level employees.
In 1970, Ninemeier suggested that employees in foodservice do not
need prerequisite skills that are not taught on the job (36). Yet, in the same year
and refereed journal, Zolber justified a work function study by indicating
concerns about the limited availability of trained manpower (51).
Foodservice employees are often trained using on-the-job training (5,
76). Although supervisors frequently conduct training (36, 77), often it is
delegated to job incumbent employees. Since no documentation of tested
structured on-the-job training (SOJT) for foodservice occurs in the literature, one
can assume that much of that training is informal OJT. Simple observation of
the task by an incumbent is one way that informal OJT is conducted (15). Yet,
Mundel, a motion economist, indicated that jobs in foodservice are of such
complexity that they defy simple observation (78).
Good performance is the outcome of knowledge, skills, physical
capability, motivation and support to perform (79). Knowledge and skills are
taught with structured training programs. Orienting employees to new
workplaces and/or jobs sets the stage for their ability to perform as well as their
attitude toward work and the organization (4, 80).
The application of sound training theories and practice, in general, is
given little research attention in the foodservice literature. Frequently, the
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references to training in the anecdotal literature are poorly defined and/or the
context unclear. Considering the skill level and problems with the available
foodservice work force, one would expect a more concentrated scientific
approach to training, an area that has much influence upon organizational
success.
Research in Training in Foodservice Operations
Brown reviewed articles related to research in foodservice
administration, published in the Journal of The American Dietetic Association
from 1925 -1987 (39). During that time, she documented 23 articles pertinent
to training. Although the literature is limited, studies reviewed can be
categorized into three areas: 1) development, description and need for training
programs 2) experimental studies measuring training outcomes and 3) the
impact of training upon the organization.
Description and Development of Training Programs
An early study revealed that the kinds of training for foodservice
employees in hospitals includes job orientation, supervisory training, group
training and continuing education training (81). Most literature simply describes
programs and/or their development.
Several descriptions of untested training occur. Guidelines for
establishing self-instructional teaching manual for teaching modified diets, work
simplification, sanitation and purchasing were described by Jernigan (82).
During the ^SO's, the intricacies of developing government sponsored training
and assistance programs established through the Manpower Development and
Training Act were given (83, 84). McKinley et al. described a work
simplification program for foodservice employees (85).
Gines and Schweitzer (86, 87) published two concurrent articles
regarding the management of training in foodservice. Their articles addressed
the curriculum model and learning model for training and succinctly reveal
procedures for developing training reflective of human resource development,
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performance and related training literature.
Cluskey and Messersmith (5) published a descriptive study which
determined the nature and extent of training for non-supervisory employees in
non-commercial foodservice operations. The study described the nature and
content of training in foodservice. An attempt to draw relationships between
training and perceived labor problems was made.
Tested/Validated Programs or Instructional Methods
Several studies have validated training programs by measuring
outcomes following training. Sumbingco, Middleton and Konz (88) developed
and tested the knowledge and performance changes from a programmed text
for portioning and cutting a pie and cleaning a slicer. McProud evaluated a
training program for foodservice employees in child care and adult day care
centers using a post test measurement of knowledge gains (89). Sparkman
also validated a sanitation training manual for supervisors (90). Reed
demonstrated the effectiveness of a training program in producing knowledge
and performance changes for substitute employees in foodservice (91).
A few authors have compared methods of instruction as a means of
training. Acacio, McKinley and Scruggs compared programmed instruction
and group training among supervisory foodservice personnel (92). Rinke,
Brown and McKinley found no difference in sanitation knowledge scores
using either video or live instruction (93). Waddell and Rinke compared
sanitation knowledge scores using computer versus lecture instruction
methodologies (94).
The Impact of Training upon the Organization
A few studies have addressed the effect of training upon the organization. The
impact that training has upon employee turnover and job satisfaction has been
studied by several authors. Eichorn and Brown (95) found turnover negatively
related to the number of job indoctrination and orientation methods. The extent
of training was negatively correlated to avoidable turnover. Griffith and Moore
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found classroom training related to reduced levels of turnover among five
hospitals (96). McEachers, Moore and Tuthill found introducing an orientation
program in one hospital resulted in increased job satisfaction and decreased
turnover (75).
In order to develop and implement a structured on-the-job training
program (SOJT), it is necessary to adhere to theories of training and
performance. A selected overview of those follows.
Training and Performance
Training
Training is defined by trainers and theorists to address those educational
activities in which the performance of a task within the context of a current job or
work setting is involved. Nadler describes the training process as "...designed
to improve performance on the job that the employee is hired to do, with the
long term goal of improving the way employees do their job" (97). Training
instruction, according to Mager occurs when one or more persons do not
perform as you want them to (98). Training can also be described as the
acquisition of technology which permits employees to perform to established
standards (99).
Components of Training Design
Training is considered successful when the job performance and/or
desired changes in trainees' behavior are practiced appropriately and
consistently in the job setting (100). Instructional and performance
technologists have provided insight into what is necessary for that to occur.
According to the basic instructional system design (ISD) model, there are five
phases in training program design: analysis, design, development,
implementation and evaluation (101).
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Analysis
The training needs analysis or assessment phase may reveal whether or
not training is a solution to a performance problem (98,102). Performance
problems may be related to a variety of causes including: lack of ability, skills,
knowledge or motivation to perform; lack of reinforcement or rewards for
performing; punishment for performing as one should; and finally
organizational and job design obstacles which impede or prevent performance
(79, 98,102). Problems due to a lack of knowledge and skills and, perhaps,
motivation respond to training; the others suggest the need to examine the
organization (79, 98).
The analysis phase is also important for gathering information necessary
in the instructional design. Information which defines the knowledge or skills
deficiency, describes the knowledge and motivational level of the learner, or
other factors relevant to the identified training need may be gained during
analysis.
Design, development and implementation
Once a determination of the need for training has been established, the
process of defining performance objectives and designing the program content
can begin. Mager defines instructional objectives as statements that describe
the key outcomes desired from the instruction (103). Objectives are
instructional blueprints and should indicate what the learner should be able to
do following training.
The design, development and implementation of training is
founded in instructional design theory. There are numerous models, only three
will be described: Gagne' and Briggs, Dick and Carey and Kellar.
Gagne' and Briggs are considered significant contributors to the
instructional development theory and their work in instructional design is
probably the earliest in the area (104). In designing instruction using the Gagne
and Briggs model, one performs a learning task analysis in arriving at the
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essential and supporting prerequisites for learning and in determining the
terminal (or final learning) objectives (104). Learning outcomes are dependent
upon prerequisites (internal and external) or prerequisite learning and are
facilitated by following a sequence of nine instructional events (104). These
events are: 1) gaining attention, 2) informing the learner of the objective, 3)
stimulating recall of prerequisite learning, 4) presenting the stimulus material, 5)
providing learning guidance, 6) eliciting the performance, 7) providing
feedback and performance correctness and 8) assessing performance and
enhancing retention and transfer. This model is valuable in that it is pertinent to
all kinds of learning and training situations and is founded in both behavioral
and cognitive learning theories (104).
Another instructional design theory, Systems Approach Model for
Designing Instruction, by Walter Dick and Lou Carey, is strongly influenced by
the work of Gagne and Briggs (104,105). Their systematic model places
slightly more emphasis on the instruction and the process of design.
Dick and Carey's model has several steps including: 1) identify
instructional goals, 2) conduct instructional analysis and identify entry level
characteristics of learners, 3) write performance objectives, 4) devise criterion
(or objective) based reference test items, 5) develop instructional strategy, 6)
develop and select instructional materials, 7) design and conduct formative
evaluation, 8) develop and conduct summative evaluation and 9) revise
instruction at any point in the stepwise progression (105).
Kellar's instructional theory places emphasis on the motivational level of the
learner (102,104). Kellar does not believe that good instruction is inherently
motivating as was once thought (106). This particular instructional theory is
considered appropriate in job settings where the employee may not be
motivated to demonstrate a performance objective.
The model acronym, ARCS, stands for attention, relevancy, competency
and satisfaction (104). These components represent the value and expectancy
that a learner has relative to the learning which influences the motivation to
perform or learn. Kellar expresses it in a formula: Value X Expectancy =
Motivation. Attention and relevancy are necessary to create a sense of value in
the learning content. Competency and satisfaction reflect the expectation for
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success that the learner has in meeting the performance objective. Kellar's
theory provides mechanisms for gaining attention (familiarity, goal orientation,
motive matching), building confidence (create expectancies, provide
challenging settings, provide attributes for determinants of success) and
assuring satisfaction (provide opportunity for use and reinforcement and assure
quality in task accomplishment) (104).
Evaluation
Evaluation is the final stage of the basic ISD model (101), in which the
designer evaluates the appropriateness of the instructional strategy in meeting
the desired objective or the instructional effectiveness (106). Learner's
performance on criterion (objective) based tests or ability to demonstrate
learned skills during training can be an indication that the instructional strategy
was successful in meeting desired knowledge and skill levels (106,107). In
Dick and Carey's model (105), formative evaluation is utilized to test materials
following the development stage and before implementation, and summative
evaluation assesses the success of the learners in meeting the desired
objectives and/or in achieving the goal of the program.
Watson (108) defines the evaluation of training to include: learner
reaction to the training event determined through evaluations, learning or
knowledge changes determined through testing and demonstration,
performance or behavior changes evident on the job, organizational impact or
the influence upon the organization and additional outcomes such as the
improvement of the employees' self-concept and contribution to society. While it
is relatively easy to determine reactions and knowledge changes, it is more
difficult to measure the other changes that may occur as a result of training
(109).
Performance
Training effectiveness is ultimately measured by evidence of whether or
not it is successful in causing performance changes on the job and ultimately
organizational benefits (110). Provided the performance discrepancy will
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respond to training and that the instruction has been designed to assure
development of performance outcomes (111,112), it should also include
specific mechanisms which facilitate transfer of skills learned to the job setting.
Appropriate follow up and reinforcement are also necessary to assure utilization
of learned skills in the performance environment (109,110,112-116).
Training Transfer
Once training has been accomplished, what makes it translate into
performance on the job? Training transfer is the terminology given to the use of
trained or learned behaviors on the job. Training designs which facilitate
transfer, supervision for performance and the organizational climate all
influence the success of training being transferred to the job. There are not
clear lines of distinction between these three performance influencers. All work
in an interdependent fashion in facilitating or impeding performance. For
example, the trainer must design training so that learners learn how to use skills
on the job while the administration has to allow time and resources to use skills
in order for transfer to occur. However, the organizational climate must support
training and provide adequate resources so performance can occur.
Designing training for transfer
Behavioral designs which incorporate performance based objectives are
more likely to result in transfer, especially when training and application settings
are identical (111), as in on-the-job training. Instructional and presentational
methods and other training design features may also facilitate transfer (100).
Readying the learner for application to the job by asking how they may use the
information on the job is one method. Examples and practice that are directly
relevant to the job are also helpful (100). Practice and feedback and repetition
during training allow learners to immediately determine their skill capabilities
(117). The trainer has a supportive role in facilitating the use of the skills on the
job (116,118). The trainee's attitude toward change and the organization may
also interfere with successful training transfer (115,116).
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Factors within the organization which facilitate transfer
Transfer is also assured by a variety of organizational factors. Lack of
supervisory and administrative support for transfer include: 1) failure to provide
time, opportunity and equipment to use the learned behaviors, 2) failure to
reinforce performance of newly learned behaviors when they are used, 3) job
linkage limitations caused by organizational, supervisory and non-trained
employees' lack of expectation of or familiarity with learned behaviors and 4)
lack of involvement of management and employees in training program
development (112,114-116,119).
The activities following training that are necessary to ensure utilization of
knowledge on the job include feedback, support or coaching and reinforcement.
These may be part of the instructional design (106,120), but, if only provided at
the time of learning, transfer and performance on the job are not likely. These
follow-up activities must be part of the supervision process and organizational
climate. The ideas relative to training and transfer of training are also
expressed in the theories regarding performance and performance
management.
Performance Management Theory
Performance engineering was first introduced by Gilbert in 1978 (121)
and performance technology came to be recognized as an entity at a National
Society for Performance and Instruction conference in 1987 (122).
Performance technology is described as a set of methods and processes for
solving problems or realizing opportunities related to the performance of people
(122). Several performance engineers and technologists (e.g., Gilbert, Zemke,
Mager, Rummler, Herem) have become involved in promoting ideas about the
analysis, intervention and evaluation of performance (122).
A holistic view of the organization is important in considering all possible
influences of performance (79, 98,102,123,124). Gilbert's PROBE model
(124) identifies six major categories of necessities for performance. These
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include three environmental related factors: 1) data and feedback, 2) resources
and incentives and 3) rewards and three performer related factors: 1) skills and
knowledge, 2) mental and physical capabilities and 3) appropriate motives and
expectations (124).
Mager's focus promotes an alogorithmic performance analysis model. It
includes 1) elimination of organizational obstacles for performance, 2) creating
motives and rewards for performance, 3) reducing punishment for performance,
4) allowing for practice or use of skills and/or a prompt (job aid) for infrequent
performance (98).
Herem (79) and Rummler andfBacne (123) also address the whole
organization with a systems orientation or view of performance.rHerer
believes that a performance deficiency is only an indicator that something is
wrong in the system. He defines two systems: the performer and the job
system (environment). A performer system problem occurs when the performer
can't or won't perform and a job system problem occurs when performance is
prevented. Organizational and environmental constraints result in job system
problems; whereas, person job mismatch, underdeveloped competency and
incompatible attitude are constraints upon the performer system (79).
Performance management, simply stated, can be the process whereby
the performer is aware of the expectations for performance, is allowed to use
them and is rewarded appropriately for doing so (125). This process is
achieved when the performer is able and willing to perform and the
environment provides resources and support which allow it (79). The trainer
and the organization both have roles in assuring the ability of the performance
and establishing the parameters within the organization to allow for
performance (126).
On-the-Job Training
Two United States Department of Labor studies revealed that more than
half of all employees receive informal on-the-job training (OJT) for job
preparation (16,127). As a method of training, OJT has several advantages,
particularly for the adult learner (8). The learner is actively involved in learning,
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and is motivated to learn by the direct relevance of what is being taught.
Training is one to one, which is thought to be less anxiety producing than formal
classroom form of instruction (8). Job preparation with informal OJT is popular
among blue collar workers and jobs with lower levels of skills (15). There are
many versions of informal OJT, depending upon the particular task or job (15).
Very simple tasks may be learned by observation, followed by job placement. In
more complex jobs, the trainee works as an assistant, then replaces the
incumbent. In other cases, a trainee works a lower level job and learns higher
level tasks, sometimes simply by practicing those during slack times in the
workshift.
Informal training is often different each time it is used (15). Without
structure, the training outcomes cannot be measured (128) and lead to
ineffectiveness (6). Informal OJT is also described as being flexible or "elastic"
(15). Adjustments in training can occur as the workload or situation changes. It
may be curtailed, when a production demand or labor pool shortage dictates
that need (11). Although this is sometimes a reason that OJT is popular in
workplaces with high turnover and absenteeism (11), those same problems are
perpetuated by the use of informal OJT (11). Inconsistency and an apparent
lack of commitment to training among new hires is disorienting.
Structuring On-the-Job Training
Kazanas and Rothwell undertook a rather comprehensive descriptive
study of the state of the art of OJT training among members of The American
Society for Training and Development (ASTD) (12, 29). They sent a mailing of
500, receiving127 responses, primarily from large industrial firms. They
believed the small response reflects the limited number of ASTD members with
structured OJT programs.
They were interested in determining how SOJT is being conducted,
including how trainers are prepared and what tools and methods are used to
support SOJT. The specific responses to some of the questions on their survey
are found in other areas of the literature review and will not be covered again
here.
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They revealed that much is still unknown about SOJT programs,
including the content or in-house classes to learn OJT methods, supervisory
practices used in the work place during OJT, cost effectiveness and the
application of tools and methods to support OJT. They considered the study to
have limited generalizability due to the small sample size, the predominance of
large manufacturing firms and bias as ASTD members. However, their data
support the program components that are used for the SOJT model for
foodservice in this research.
A few have described SOJT programs that have been developed and
used in a variety of industries. Perlman says a structured or formal on-the-job
training program includes a specified plan, contents and a sequence of
presentation (7). According to Cullen et al., an SOJT program is designed to
bring a worker from zero skill to mastery level (18). Kim describes a structured
training plan for on-the-job trainers to include resources, timing, objectives and
documented standard procedures for the task (129). An SOJT training program
for Ramada Inn includes a process as well as training aids (130). Another
approach to SOJT for the service sector, was established with a nine month
duration. Trainers were selected and trained, manuals were written to
document the training plan, and schedules and reporting forms specified for
each OJT area (26).
The literature on actual programs is limited. However, an abundance of
information has been written concerning problems with informal OJT methods
and how they might be improved. This literature becomes the basis for
establishment of the components and process used to establish the SOJT
Model for this study. These can be grouped into four areas of pertinence: a)
trainer selection criteria, b) SOJT trainer preparation workshops, c) documents
to support SOJT, d) performance support systems necessary to facilitate SOJT
programs.
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Components of a Structured On-the-Job Training Program
Trainer selection
There has been much written about who should conduct OJT and what
personal characteristics facilitate that role. In theory, OJT can be delivered by
human resource specialists, first line supervisors or existing employees. For the
most part, human resource specialists are uninvolved in OJT, one of the
criticisms. Although many advocate that supervisors be responsible for OJT
training, delegation of that responsibility to employees is reported to occur at
frequencies between 80% (131) and 90% (25) of the time.
Supervisors as OJT trainers.The supervisors are in a unique position to
serve as OJT trainers. When the supervisor is trainer, the standards and
expectations for performance are consistent (24) and are communicated by the
person responsible for evaluating that performance (21). Employees are more
easily held accountable for applying what they have learned (12). The
supervisor is able to assess how much the employee knows and can provide
appropriate feedback after the training has ended (21). Supervisors can quickly
create a strong communication bond with the employee when serving as trainer
(21), which is important to their future working relationship (24).
Supervisors are more likely than employees to instill the attitudes and
motivation that the organization desires among trainees (22,138). A trainee
needs to see how the job fits into the whole operation (132), to be in sync with
the values, goals and objectives of the organization (80,133). An employee
probably holds a more limited perspective regarding the organization than the
supervisor does (133).
Employees as OJT trainers.There are some that believe that employees
can be appropriate trainers, and are sometimes better trainers than supervisors.
A trainee or new employee feels most comfortable with a peer employee (24).
Supervisors don't always have the time to do all training (25), and may not be
willing to dedicate long periods of time to trainees. In addition, supervisors may
not have the same skills or have as much current experience as an incumbent
employee (10); job experience and technical knowledge are valuable assets in
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providing OJT (24).
Nilson characterized the benefits of incumbent or peer training to include
a sharing of some supervisory responsibilities (134). These include
transmission of work values and providing an opportunity for motivating and
inspiration of employees through role modeling. The loss of control by the
supervisor is compensated by the increased motivation engendered in the
employee entrusted to the training function. Peer training is motivating for both
employees involved; with constant interaction and feedback, both experience
the success of learning.
Characteristics of trainers.Regardless of whom is given responsibility for
training, there are many ideas about the characteristics necessary in the person
delivering OJT. The characteristics that have been described in the literature
are relative to inherent traits or skills needed by the trainer that foster good
teaching and the ability to prepare employees who support the organization
with quality work and commitment. These characteristics will be discussed in
the following order: 1) job or task mastery and experience, 2) patience,
interpersonal and communication skills and 3) attitude and motivation.
Many describe job knowledge and experience or high quality of work as
a valuable asset for trainers to possess (8,12,132,135). Understanding a job
well enough to know how to explain it to others (132), exhibiting standards of
high performance or exemplary skill (8,132,134,136) and an outstanding work
record (134) are all offered as critical work characteristics in those selected to
train others. The ability to be consistent (136) and flexible in adapting to
training during work (8) are more likely in those with job confidence, resulting
from much job experience.
Several personal traits are also considered important characteristics of
trainers. They need to be patient with the trainee and understand the needs of
learners during training (8,132,134, 136). Possessing strong interpersonal
and communication skills is important (8,135,136). Patience is conducive to
putting the trainee at ease (9). Nilson indicates that those who are tolerant of
the delays that occur when learning is part of the work goals are probably better
candidates for the role of trainer (134). La Greca also indicated that the trainer
is one with organizational and teaching skills, articulation and willingness to go
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slowly and repeat instructions (9). Black reiterated that the willingness to repeat
instructions and interpersonal skills are helpful when trainers need to coach,
give feedback and critique trainees (i^. -Ox
Positive attitudes and high levels of motivation about one's self, the work
and/or the organization are necessary traits in the good trainer (8,12,134-136).
La Greca believes good attitudes and enthusiasm and a seriousness about
one's work and training facilitate conducting OJT (9). Self-confidence is
needed in order to tolerate the competition that occurs between trainer and
trainee, as is the willingness to share ideas about the work and ways to improve
it, according to Nilson (134). Likewise, she indicated that some do not like to be
in the spotlight when training, and, if not, probably should not be selected as
trainers.
A motivation to be a trainer is another important characteristic (8,10); a
volunteer will do better than someone forced into the position (137). Motivation
in the role might be facilitated if incumbent employees, delegated the role as
trainer, receive the title as a form of recognition (10). Perlman believes that it
should be a designated regular function of their job (7).
Trainer preparation
The traits or characteristics of those who conduct OJT are sometimes
inherent and at other times skills which can be developed (137). Several
descriptions of trainer preparation programs or workshops occur in the
literature. Rothwell and Kazanas's descriptive study of SOJT programs
revealed data on trainer preparation (12). Fifty-nine percent of respondents
offered classroom training for trainers. Topics included showing potential
trainers how to break down, demonstrate and teach tasks; provide feedback;
clarify performance expectations; guide trainees in correcting mistakes,
document OJT progress and modify OJT methods for individuals.
An SOJT program should have a component for assuring potential
trainers are prepared to conduct SOJT events, the process used for training a
trainee for a new job position. In addition, preparation and motivation in the role
as instructors is necessary. This can be accomplished with formal training
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programs or workshops.
Trainer preparation: conducting SOJT events. In preparation, most
programs for preparing trainers teach participants a process for conducting an
SOJT event. The process has three parts: 1) job routine overview and
orientation, 2) task instruction and feedback and 3) conclusion and
documentation of training.
Job orientation
The process of job routine orientation includes steps a trainer should
follow in teaching another employee to meet the responsibilities of a particular
job routine or position. Since most OJT is largely informal, this process has not
been well researched or documented. The literature varies widely in the
comprehensiveness of the descriptions of this process, but includes providing
an overview of the job, communicating responsibilities and expectations and
conveying workplace logistics.
An understanding of how the job fits into the whole organization is
important (134). Communicating how the job is of value to the organization
(134) and fostering organizational pride (138), are components of the initial
steps in job routine orientation . Smith describes worker OJT as the most
important part of orientation, providing for employees' psychological adjustment
to the organization (22).
Beginning a new job is an orientation and socializing process according
to Zemke (80). Job orientation begins with a communication of the expectations
or standards for performance (22, 80,132,138,139), a conveyance of job
responsibilities. Farrant cautioned that it is unsafe to assume that the trainee
already knows a phase of the workload; clarifying job expectations is part of
getting employees started correctly (138).
Understanding expectations instills confidence in the trainee's ability
(132,138) and occurs with the dissolution of the uncertainties that exist among
new hires (80). The first few hours in a new organization or job can have lasting
influence (3). New hires need to have help with the transition to a new job. The
management staff should be involved (80); however, job trainers must
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communicate expectations and instill confidence among trainees relative to any
new task.
Good orientation reduces employee turnover, according to Coblentz et al.
(139). They indicated that orientation includes familiarizing employees with
personnel, work specifics and workplace logistics. Some of the important
elements in the process of orientation include: telling employees who they can
question about particular work areas, the when or scheduling of tasks, the job
routines, how to do tasks and why they are done that way and the location of
tools and supplies. Giunta recommended introducing newcomers to someone
they can turn to for assistance as suggestions for starting employees on new
jobs (140).
In summary, job routine orientation begins by introducing the employee
to the job function within the organization, work expectations and
responsibilities. Confidence is built as the employee is familiarized with the
work area, equipment, tasks and co-workers. When conducting structured onthe-job training, task instruction follows, after which guided practice with
feedback, documentation of training and follow-up on the job occur.
Task instruction
Task instruction is a large portion of the job preparation that takes place
in an SOJT event. Exploring the literature on task instruction will give direction
to that portion of a structured OJT program. The basis of task instruction has
been recorded by the American Society for Training and Development (141). It
noted that on-the-job training was one of the first forms of training ever provided
in the industrial setting. Structured OJT programs date back to 1920's (141).
These early programs placed greatest emphasis on the process of job or task
instruction. Frederick Taylor, Horace Mann, Johann Herbart and Edward
Throndike are credited with ideas which fostered development of some of the
earliest industrial training methods. These methods used procedural steps to
condition the learner, one step at a time, demonstrating and explaining, until it is
done correctly (141).
During World War I, Charles Allen developed a method to train ship
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builders in an OJT setting (141). His four steps of instruction, similar to
Herbart's, included: preparation (show), presentation (tell), application (do) and
inspection (check). Allen's work led to the development of the principles of
industrial training, which included among other ideas that training on-the-job
reduces break-in time.
Attention was again focused on industrial training during World War II.
The government borrowed Michael Kane from industry. He elaborated on
Allen's four steps to include seven steps:
1. show the worker how to do it
2. explain key points
3. let them watch you do it again
4. let them do the simple parts of the job
5. help them do the whole job
6. let them do the whole job-but watch
7. put them on their own.
Kane established the Job Instruction Program (JIT). This program was
promoted as being simple, fundamental and on the job level.
Fine tuning of the JIT program resulted in a program which focused on
job breakdown, establishment of key points, four-step method of instruction and
a time table for training (141). Job breakdown simply means instructors were
taught to breakdown job tasks into sequential steps and key points. Getting
ready (organized) to instruct preceded the four step method: prepare the
worker, present the operation, try out performance and follow up. The time table
established approximate time frames for when the trainee would achieve
specific skills. The new program was accepted as a fast solution to training new
workers. It was a supervised, organized method of instruction enabling the
employee to perform the specific skill while actually working.
The JIT program led to the Job Methods Training Program and the Job
Relations Training Program, both more elaborate forms of training. But the JIT
program became the basis of many current on-the-job training programs of
today (141).
More recent literature in task teaching reiterated the basics of the JIT
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program. Gold advocated that OJT involves: preparation of trainee,
presentation of task to trainee, trainee try-out or practice and follow-up (4). The
presentation stage includes: telling, showing, demonstrating and then
explaining task steps to the trainee. The trainer also motivates the trainee by
telling how the task fits into the organization.
Day also indicated that explaining how the task fits into the success of
the employee, department and organization is an important step in task
teaching (24). He places that as the initial step and follows it with a
demonstration, practice and feedback.
Another version of the four step method for task teaching was promoted
by Wichman (21). He begins with a simultaneous explanation and
demonstration of the task. Next, the trainee verbally repeats the explanation as
the trainer demonstrates. In the third step, the trainee tells and shows the
trainer how to perform the task. Finally, follow up on performance is given after
step three and again on-the-job when the trainee is on his own.
Like others, Nilson advocated a task instruction process, but believed
task instruction also involves showing trainees the wrong ways to do a job
(134). She believes the trainee should "teach" the trainer, this role reversal
clearly demonstrates task mastery.
Gardner described the task relative perceptual feedback items,
performance quality decisions and cues for prompting the initiation and
completion of the task (137). Trainees need to learn the reference points to
generate task feedback or the ability to self-judge correct performance.
Lewick-Wallace Jask and Kondrasek suggested that trainers need to be
taught task mastery as well as the process of task breakdown and instruction
(20, 21). Similarly, teaching organization and problem solving relative to the
task are also worthwhile (20).
The process of task instruction includes critiquing progress and providing
feedback. On-the-job trainers need to know how to give feedback to trainees,
and this is an important part of trainer preparation. Administering feedback is
an important skill to be developed. The skill involves making sure the feedback
is based on accurate data, clarifying why it is being given and being specific in
providing feedback inputs (142). Specific feedback results in more rapid
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performance improvements (143). Giving feedback can be emotionally difficult;
however, it must be genuine (144).
Descriptions of feedback provided by instructors in an OJT setting have
been given. Black said critiques of trainees' work during training is important
(132) . That critique should include information about what is wrong and how to
correct. Schaeffer confirmed this and also described the critiquing process as
two way communication between trainer and trainee (23). Day described
feedback during OJT training as necessary for reinforcing and shaping behavior
and indicated that it should include both reinforcement and repetition of the task
(24). Gold said feedback should be precise enough that learners gain some
knowledge from the feedback (4).
Farrant described feedback as an important part of getting employees
started correctly (138). He suggested that work be inspected regularly, since
new employees want to know progress. If it is satisfactory, employees will be
encouraged and motivated to learn more. If not, specifics relative to
improvement should be given.
Concluding and documenting training
After teaching tasks and providing feedback, it is important to indicate
what input, flexibility and participation the employee has in his job and what
controls the supervisor will exercise following training. Putting employees in
motion, giving opportunity for task repetition and guided practice, and following
up when on their own on the job are the last pieces of job routine orientation,
according to Black (132). At this time, the trainer should build confidence, set
examples and motivate to reach standards. The worker training program
developed by Carlisle et al., emphasizes that the steps after task instruction
include: direct practice, explore questions and document training (130).
A method to delineate what has been achieved during training and
listing the outcomes or objectives reached are important in order to measure the
effectiveness of a program (129). Kazanas and Rothwell found that
checksheets are sometimes used by both trainers and trainees according to
their study of those with SOJT programs (12). Trainers need to be taught what
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documents are used and how to complete them. The specific documents to
support SOJT will be described in the section that bears that title.
Trainer preparation: Preparing for the role as trainer. Many SOJT
trainers may be employees that may not be comfortable in the role as trainers.
Trainer preparation programs may assist in preparing for the role by teaching
instructional skills and fostering traits necessary for the role. Motivating the
trainer for the role is also part of trainer preparation.
Instructional skills
Learning instructional skills is an important part of trainer preparation.
Assessing if the learner has learned (23) as well as determining the amount of
training a trainee needs (21) have been suggested. The ability to assess why a
learner may have failed is also important for trainers to learn (21) as are skills to
motivate learners to learn (20).
Schaeffer and others believe that those who instruct need to understand
principles of teaching and/or adult education (12, 23,145). Without those, the
responsibility for ability to instruct lies with the supervisors (23). A program for
preparing trainers in a health clinic begins by teaching trainers the basics in
adult education, ending with a session in which participants observe videotapes
of themselves involved in actual OJT (145). However, caution has been
expressed that trainers do not need to know about learning theory, but
techniques which reflect those theories (135).
Fostering traits necessary for the role
Training preparation may teach a variety of other skills or may otherwise
foster traits or characteristics that are important in the role of employee trainers.
LaGreca indicates that trainers need skills to familiarize them with training
manuals and other materials that might be part of an SOJT program (9).
Building interpersonal skills may be a part of a trainer preparation program (21).
Sullivan and Miklas trained their OJT trainers ("mentors") in order to
communicate the role and responsibilities as mentors and the procedures and
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goals for the training program (26). They believe that training serves as
recognition, fosters communication, exchange of ideas and good relations
among those involved.
Sussman, Talley and Pattison believe that non-trainers need preparation
(135). Their assumptions include ideas about non-trainers: 1) they need
support in their role, 2) they are often insecure in their role as trainer, 3) they
fear failure in that role since it is not what they were hired to do, 4) they must
believe in the content of what they are teaching in order to be good trainers and
5) they need skills and not learning theories. They believe that preparing them
with training may allow them to overcome those feelings.
Jacobs and McGiffin, Carlisle et al. and Cullen et al., have all indicated
that training is an important part of a structured OJT program and have included
but do not describe the specifics of their training preparation program (18,130,
146).
Motivating for the role of trainers
An important function of providing a formal training program for SOJT
trainers is motivating them in that role (8). The importance of teaching
employees to do their jobs well must be instilled and reinforced among the
trainers (10). Trainers do not always feel secure in their position as instructor
and confidence may be fostered through a training program (135). The
trainer's attitude toward the task influences the trainee's attitude. If the trainee
is motivated to learn, training goes smoothly and is more effective. Sloman
suggested that, even if a formal training program is not established, group
discussion or bulletins could be used to enhance the status of the trainers,
which would be motivating (27).
Sullivan and Miklas frequently allude to the need to motivate their
mentors (OJT trainers) (26). The role of mentor in their program was respected
within the organization; their reputation was "the best we had". Therefore, a
large component of their preparation program involved recognizing them, since
they believed that the success of their SOJT program was critically dependent
upon them.
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Farrant suggested that emphasizing the responsibility and prestige
associated with serving as a trainer will motivate them to accept that role (10).
Trainers that are motivated will speak favorably of those duties and inspire
others to be trainers. Although motivation may be instilled by training (20),
trainers will perceive the real advantage if rewards relative to the use of their
skills are provided.
Documents to support structured on-the-job training
The role as trainer will be facilitated by the use of supportive documents
or training tools. These tools may serve several purposes including 1)
prompting or documenting the content or objectives in SOJT and 2)
documenting standard procedures. The trainer preparation program may also
include familiarizing trainers with tools and how to use them when conducting
OJT.
Supportive documents: promptina/documentina content of SOJT .Some
of the concerns expressed regarding development of a SOJT program is the
need to assure the content and consistency of the on-the-job training. Well
experienced incumbent employees become so familiar with their jobs, they
often forget to tell trainees something about the job (147). It is often risky to
assume that employees delegated as instructors will convey all job information
desired, or that they will communicate that information in a manner similar to
how the supervisor would (133,138). Training tools may be useful to control
some of the uncertainty and content variability in unstructured OJT.
Most indicate that the objectives to be accomplished during training
should be established for a SOJT program (12,129,147). The content of
training from beginning to end revolves around the objectives (147). Objectives
need to be specified and this can take the form of a checksheet or a time table
(141) or simply a schedule for training (129). A checksheet can serve as a tool
for assuring that all information is covered during job orientation (28,139,148).
Checksheets are often useful for listing objectives of SOJT, in order to
prompt the memory of the trainer. Nilson believes it is useful to list tasks on a
checksheet which can be shown to the trainee during training to offer a sense of
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successful learning achievement (134).
The checksheets recommended by La Greca offer such a task listing but
also include information about the knowledge necessary to perform the task as
well (9). She believes that the checklist is important in assuring that training is
complete, and to document the training as well as a tool to use in hiring and
maintaining performance standards.
Jacobs and McGiffin included a performance rating checksheet for the
trainee to use in evaluating competency in job task objectives (150). This
approach has been suggested by others using self-instructional materials for
SOJT (26).
The trainer may also use the checksheet as a document to rate trainee
performance during SOJT (134), similar to the performance checksheet used in
the SOJT program at Ramada Inn (130). LaGreca also used the checksheet as
a scoresheet; the trainee's performance is scored by the trainer at the end of
training (9). Others advocated the sheet as a document of training which
includes trainer recommendations and suggestions for practice (130) and/or
other comments relative to the SOJT event (134).
Supportive docments: documenting standard procedures .In addition to
training checksheets which serve to prompt the trainer when conducting SOJT,
procedural manuals are another supportive document which serve to assure
that standardized procedures are documented and used. Kazanas and
Rothwell found that training manuals were the most common component of
SOJT programs (12).
Training manuals are combinations of job aid, policy manual and written
procedures (129). A job aid is a written reference or document, a tool used in
the job site when performance of a task is too complicated or infrequent to be
recalled (98). Job aids are simple to read and use and easily referenced within
the workplace. Procedural manuals serve as a reference for the trainee (9) to
consult during training and afterward.
In the SOJT program advocated by Kim, the job procedures were
documented and standardized in a manual (129). Jacobs and McGiffin also
used a training manual in their self-instructional SOJT (146). A manual is
helpful when there is too much information to be remembered (148), and it is
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reassuring for trainees to know it is available.
LaGreca used training manuals for job training (9). She indicated that
the content of the manual is chiefly step by step job procedures. The
procedures should be written so that they are precise, in full sentences and
prose. She believes that manuals written in columns or blocks are difficult to
read. They should be simple and include pictures which often help to clarify
meanings.
Most training procedure manuals include job breakdown, indicating step
by step instruction (136). There should be sufficient detail to assure that
appropriate procedures are followed (136). The SOJT at Ramada Inn is based
heavily on the guided training packages, which are narrative job aides (job
breakdowns) (130). Gold suggested that the availability of job breakdowns
fosters confidence among trainees (4).
A rather comprehensive OJT training manual was used by Sullivan and
Miklas (26). Their manual combined schedules for meetings and timing of the
training sequence as well as job procedures. In addition, communication
matrices, reporting forms and self-assessment tools were included in the
manual.
Job procedures and guides are necessary components of an SOJT
program in order for it to be successful (21). Wichman believes that if they are
not available and cannot become available, then OJT is not appropriate (21).
SOJT performance support system
SOJT as a method of training is the best way to learn a job in some
situations. When position responsibilities involve dealing with customers or
emergencies or learning decision making, speed, accuracy and timing of tasks,
OJT is helpful (15,149). If job responsibilities change often, it is easier to learn
as one works (15).
However, a major criticism of on-the-job training is the conflict between
the need to train and to simultaneously meet work place demands or production
needs. Some of the jobs that are best learned in the work site may also be in
settings which are not conducive to training. Support systems are necessary to
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create or control the work environment for structured and consistent teaching to
take place. Performance support systems must facilitate the conducive
environment and enlist administrative support of the program.
Performance support systems: Creating conducive environments.
Certain requirements are necessary for satisfactory training anywhere,
according to Otto and Glaser (150). Those requirements which may be difficult
to achieve in the OJT setting are: freedom from noise and distraction, privacy
for the learner to make mistakes and be corrected, physical comfort to allow for
complete concentration and a feeling that they are the center of the learning
situation and that the instruction is intended seriously for their benefit.
Broadwell describes distractions as interfering with communication
between trainer and learner, and thus learning (147). He indicated that
distractions (e.g. presence of other workers, conversations, movement and
noise of equipment and the surroundings in general) occur even when training
is not on the job.
However, many believe training should be removed from the pressures of
production (151). In Kondrasuk's study comparing OJT coaching to attending a
seminar, interruptions and other elements of the job are cited as reasons OJT
was not effective (20). Demands of work make it important to control the amount
of OJT that goes on at one time, minimizing the number of people being trained
within the same workplace (21).
The environment in which SOJT is to take place must be controlled in
order for successful learning to take place. Modifying the workload to minimize
stress and interruptions of those involved in SOJT requires support from the
organizational administration.
SOJT performance support system: Administrative support.-SuQaestions
from a descriptive study about the criteria for a successful OJT program are
made by Kazanas and Rothwell (12). The first suggestion is management is
willing to commit time and resources to training. The second is the people are
available to carry out a structured program. The third is that distractions are
minimized and production does not interfere with training. Finally, supervisors
and co-workers that serve as trainers are prepared and possess skills to
conduct training.
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A successful on-the-job training program has some prerequisites,
according to Wichman (21). Support must be given to assure training is not
interrupted. He also believes that support and communication within the
workplace are important to successful OJT programs; if OJT is not a priority, it
will not be successful. Trainers (supervisors) should be expected to train, and
they must get feedback and rewards relative to that function. The program must
have goals and the results should be evaluated. Any conditions or criteria for
successful training that are not met must be strengthened.
Management must be convinced that a structured program is necessary
(150), and the administration must meet the conditions which support it (20).
Sloman believes that OJT needs to be better recognized, and identified as a
priority (27). OJT should be treated as an important element of the formal
training within an organization.
SOJT performance support system: support for trainer. Training
conducted by peers or incumbents must be facilitated and supported by
supervisors and the administration. Training is a supervisory responsibility.
When it is delegated to an employee, the administration should support and
recognize that trainer (137). Otto and Glaser believe that supporting an SOJT
program means willingness to allocate time and money to the development of
trainers and materials (150). Kondrasek believes that OJT trainers need
adequate time and privacy to conduct SOJT (20).
Sussman et at. emphasize the need for support repeatedly in the
description of a program designed to teach non-trainers to train (135). They
suggest that trainers are uncertain about the expectations of management
relative to their new role as trainers. Management needs to provide
reassurance to them through both physical and moral support. Supervisors
should acknowledge the pressures the trainers perceive in their new role.
Trainers need recognition, which can come in the form of pay, bonus,
privileges, advances, or even in the form of a title or pin, according to LaGreca
(9). Kondrasek also suggested that trainers receive rewards for using their OJT
skills (20).
Poor support is given as an explanation for failures that occurred in one
program which was used to prepare OJT trainers (145). Loose rules relative to
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trainer participation in classes caused problems in one SOJT program.
Contractual arrangements and greater commitment to classes were suggested.
Process for Developing a SOJT Program
Steps in program development
Approaches to the development of SOJT programs have varied. Sullivan
and Miklas designed their program by first getting top level support from
administration (26). Next they identified the departments that would be
participating, developed performance competency, determined a schedule,
assigned trainers (mentors), designed a manual and finally a reporting system
(26).
The first step, suggested by the developers of the SOJT program at
Ramada Inns, is to gain approval and support, which included providing
employee resources to develop training aides (130). Next, they selected tasks
for which they would develop aids. They analyzed the task and developed
materials, conducted field tests and then disseminated the program. The last
step was evaluation of the program.
A theoretical SOJT program was used in a study by Cullen et al. in which
a laboratory setting was used to test the program (18). Their steps to
development of the program included: job analysis, training design decisions,
production of training program, testing and revision of program.
Sussman et al. described the first three steps of a program developed to
teach non-trainers to train (135). Their first step involved identifying the
philosophy of the program which was described as necessary to determine and
enlist support for the program. The next step was the selection of trainers and
then the program design.
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External consultants in program development
The literature describes the use of external consultants (97, 99 130,141,
150, 152). Organizations often use external consultants for program
development and implementation (141). This is done for several reasons
including the need for unique expertise, time limitations of the in-house staff and
objectivity that may be gained from an outsider (99,141). It is important to
select a consultant with the skills to carry out the task and with familiarity in the
product or service offered by the client (150).
Champion et al. describe the consultant's role within an organization
(152). That role may vary depending upon whether the consultant has
responsibility for project outcomes and results or for promotion of growth within
the organization, leading to it's ability to perform without the consultant at the
conclusion of the project. When a new task of project is being developed, the
consultant plays the role of helping the client learn to perform the task; the
consultant becomes a modeler.
Obtaining transfer of the project or training to the work site requires
support within the organization. An external consultant needs to clearly define
both the consultant and client role with the client (141,150). A written contract
facilitates and documents the agreement (150). Nilson suggested a plan which
includes defining management responsibilities, and methods for monitoring,
documenting and communicating expectations (134). Defining roles and
expectations instills committment and enlists and fosters support within the
organization (152).
Empirical Studies of OJT
In conclusion to the literature review, the six published studies testing
structured on-the-job training programs will be discussed. Although there are
several descriptions of SOJT programs that are in use in industry (11,129,130,
145), few have measured or included information about measuring the
effectiveness of those programs. There are only six published studies where
any attempt at measuring results of SOJT or Train the Trainer programs are
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revealed.
Cullen et al. described an experimental case study in which they
designed and developed a structured OJT program for a plastic extruder
manufacturing process (18). The structured program involved training
trainers, developing manuals and job aids to use in training. They
established a control group which conducted OJT, using informal methods as
would be done typically in the work setting.
The research hypotheses involved a comparison between methods
relative to: length of time to achieve competency on the machine, costs for
training, production losses during training, trainee problem solving ability and
attitude toward job or training. The SOJT program was significantly better
than informal training in all aspects except cost of the program and attitude
toward the job and training. This investigation has limited application to OJT
since it took place in a lab outside of the work environment.
Another study with limited applicability was performed by Beggley and
Maggard (38). They conducted a computer simulation of the work place to
study the effects of placing an employee needing training on the job with
employees who are involved in work. They believe that, despite criticism of
OJT, research efforts need to detail what is necessary to improve the problems
inherent in such training. The study involved examining how the production
capacity is slowed when an inexperienced employee is placed into on-the-job
training. They tried to determine who should be given responsibility for
training in order to maximize productivity. They concluded that in order to
maximize production loads, trainees should not be placed initially with the
best or most competent employee, but should be placed with a lower
performing employee. The investigators do not discuss the potential value of
placing trainees with the most experienced incumbent employees, as is
described in the literature.
Kondrasuk studied the effect of training via classroom seminar and
training via OJT coaching in the use of principles of management by
objectives (MBO) (20). The study involved three groups: seminar, coached
and control. All participants took a standardized, objective test to assess
knowledge of MBO principles as a measure of the effectiveness of the
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training. The coached group scored lower than the seminar group, and the
difference among participants was attributed to the fact that OJT coaches
frequently interrupted the training process to attend to work demands. This
study indicated the necessity of support and priority establishment to
successfully implement an SOJT program.
Another case study investigation of a structured OJT program was
performed by Sullivan and Miklas (26). They established a nine-month long
program for training assistant bank managers using OJT. The program
involved mentors (OJT coaches), a training program for mentors, tools
including procedure manuals, checksheets, schedules for training and
meetings. Although the evaluation of the program is not described in detail,
they concluded by indicating that the trainees from this program have
received higher performance evaluations than new assistant managers have
in the past. The trainees were performing at above average level for
employees in the position and had made valuable suggestions for improving
procedures in the bank.
A manufacturing setting was used by Jacobs and McGiffin to conduct a
study to determine the effects of an SOJT program for manufacturing
technicians (146). They suggested that when task and performance outcomes
are specified for SOJT, it has several advantages over other forms of training.
Their program included a coaching (preparation) program, performance rating
sheets and training manuals. They indicated that initial evidence of
effectiveness included cost savings and reduced training times for
technicians.
A related case study explored the value of developing a workshop for
training non-trainers to train. Sussman et al. established a program to teach
supervisors techniques in training (135). The program was evaluated on the
basis of participant feedback. Only one participant (out of 27) left the program
and the remaining participants all indicated that they felt better prepared to
train.
There have been some unpublished dissertation research studies in
related areas. Stanley studied the use of adult education concepts in job
training , some of which is OJT (154). Mangum tested a model to accurately
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determine the cost factors in OJT and to define the optimal mix of classroom
and OJT training (149). Kruger conducted a study similar to Kazanas and
Rothwell (12), in trying to determine the extent of OJT conducted by
supervisors and the extent to which it receives support (153).
Summary
In summary, the need to provide foodservice employees with structured
job preparation training is evidenced by the diversity and dynamic nature of
foodservice operations. Structured training may influence the employees'
attitude toward the organization, and/or have impact upon the job satisfaction
or turnover among employees.
Research literature in foodservice training is sparse. The published
empirical studies involve testing of methodologies for providing instruction in
specific tasks. No published study has specifically addressed on-the-job
training in foodservice operations.
The training and performance literature is extensive, defining and
describing quality training and it's development and the relationship of
training to performance. Performance management literature conveys
theories and practices associated with diagnosing and solving performance
problems.
The need for structured on-the-job training has been expressed
repeatedly in the training and human resource development literature. This
very popular method of job training is largely informal and unstructured.
Descriptions of how a program can be structured occur often within the
literature.
A structured OJT program should include trainer selection and
preparation, supportive documents and systems to support the program.
Stepwise processes for developing programs have been suggested.
Only a few structured OJT programs that have been developed and
implemented are described empirically in the literature. Of those, only two
have been tested in actual work settings.
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METHODOLOGY
This research involved the development and implementation of a
structured on-the-job training (SOJT) model for use in a foodservice operation,
titled, A Foodservice SOJT Model. It was developed and tested in one
community hospital foodservice operation. Figure one provides an overview of
the Model and its Components.
The researcher for this investigation served as Training Consultant and
developed the Model. This structured Model is comprised of four Components.
The Components were developed from the literature which describes what is
necessary to improve the structure of on-the-job training. Processes used in
both development and implementation of the Model were derived from
descriptions of similar models and approaches found in the literature.
Of the four Components, three are supportive of the SOJT Event, the
fourth Component. An SOJT Event, is defined in this Model as the process in
which a job incumbent employee (Trainer) prepares another employee
(Trainee) to perform the tasks of the incumbent's job. After completion of the
SOJT Event, the Trainee should demonstrate job knowledge and skill
competence.
The SOJT Event is made up of a sequence of activities: explanation of
job overview, conveyance of job responsibilities and routines, task instruction
and utilization of Support Documents: the Training Manual and Checksheet.
One Component, the Trainer Preparation Workshop supports the SOJT Event
by preparing Trainers as instructors and to conduct Events, and to use the
Support Documents. Another Component, the Support Documents
(Checksheet and Manuals), serve to prompt and document conduction of the
SOJT Events. Finally, the Performance Support System establishes guidelines
which provide the support necessary to establish the Model in this work place.
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Overview
The project consisted of two phases. In phase one, the Model
Components were developed using input from the employees and
administration within the foodservice operation. Phase two involved Model
implementation, a three month period beginning with the Trainer Workshop and
concluded with the completion of the SOJT Events. During this time, Trainers
conducted SOJT Events with two separate Trainees.
This chapter will be divided into three sections. In overview, the research
site and participants involved in the study will be described. In the second
section, development of the Model Components will be detailed and the final
will describe the Model Implementation. The final section will include the
methods used to develop and administer instruments and in evaluation of the
Model.
Research Site
This sixteen month research investigation took place within the Nutrition
Service (foodservice) Department at a 350 bed community hospital in Oregon.
The Training Consultant identified the need and the administrators of the
Nutrition Services Department were enthusiastic about participating in the
study. Permission from the hospital administrators to allow a volunteer Training
Consultant to conduct such an effort was gained.
The foodservice operation within the hospital is a self operated
facility, serving approximately 2000 meals per day to patients, guests and
employees of the hospital. The kitchen is open 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
They serve three patient meals a day, a full service cafeteria for employees and
guests and a 24 hour room service for patients and their guests and employees.
In addition to the routine foodservice production, the department provides an
extensive menu of food items for catered functions occurring regularly within the
hospital and some for events outside the facility. The hospital has an
endowment to support educational activities and seminars which are often held
there. Both catering and special functions create additional tasks for a
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foodservice operation.
The menu offers many selections and a comprehensive variety of
therapeutic diets. The food production system is both conventional and cookchill. The patient menu items are produced in advance and held chilled until
service time. Food is assembled on plates, loaded onto carts, reheated and
then delivered to patient floors. Foodservice employees deliver trays of food to
individual patients. The food for the employee cafeteria, room service requests
and for all special event meals are produced conventionally and served using
either cafeteria or buffet style service or are delivered to individuals.
New foodservice employees are sent to personnel for a hospital-wide
orientation program. Following orientation, new employees report to their
Supervisor to receive more specific job instruction, which usually means
reviewing some basic foodservice procedures and safety rules and then
delegating an employee with job experience to conduct informal OJT.
Within the Nutrition Services Department, a Director of Nutrition Services,
Assistant Director of Nutrition Services, Clinical Manager, and seven first-line
Supervisors are employed. An organizational chart is provided in Figure 2 to
understand their organizational relationship. These personnel are responsible
for the activities of fifteen Registered Dietitians and 175 foodservice employees.
Many had involvement in this study.
Participants in the Study
Training Consultant: A volunteer Training Consultant who was responsible for
the design, development, implementation and evaluation of the Model and
research project.
Director of Nutrition Services: The Director was ultimately responsible for all
policy decisions pertinent to the implementation of the Model and research
project, and assisted in the development of Model Components.
Assistant Director of Nutrition Service: The Assistant Director was responsible
for day to day decisions pertinent to implementation of the Model and assisted
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with the development of Model Components.
Clinical Manager: The Clinical Manger was responsible for decisions pertinent
to the implementation of the Model when those decisions affected the Clinical
Nutrition staff (Registered Dietitians and Dietitian Assistants).
Foodservice Supervisors: Seven Supervisors were directly responsible for day
to day activities of Nutrition Service Dept. Supervisors had direct
responsibilities in both development and implementation of the Model.
Trainers: Eleven employees were selected to become SOJT Trainers. All were
involved in the development of the Model and all participated in the Trainer
Preparation Workshop. Two were lost to job separations and one was excluded
from the data collection phase of the project, because the job is performed
outside of the foodservice production area. Eight Trainers were participants in
the Project for the duration of the study, representing the following job positions:
AM Cook, PM Preparation Cook, Baker, Dishwasher, Room Service Worker,
Cafeteria Cook, Cafeteria Prep Cook and Cafeteria Grill Worker.
Trainees: Fourteen foodservice employees served as Trainees, who were
recipients of training during SOJT Events.
Employees or Foodservice Employees: Other employees of the Nutrition
Services Department were also participants in the development of the Model
and research project. Many provided Model development input and/or served
as members of the control group for the research project.
Phase I: Development of the Model
Establishing the Model Goals
The need for the Program occurred as a result of the Training
Consultant's (Training Consultant) work with the foodservice employees at the
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research site. During a three month period, the Training Consultant was to
learn the job responsibilities for a variety of foodservice positions. While
working directly with the employees, it became clear that each episode of
informal OJT was inconsistent. When speaking informally with the Supervisors
and employees, dissatisfaction with the informal method of conducting OJT was
expressed.
The Training Consultant and the major professor for the research project
met with both the Director and Assistant Director on several occasions to solicit
ideas and to determine the extent of support that they had for the research idea.
Both were enthusiastic and expressed no reservations in proceeding with the
project. The Assistant Director was delegated by the Director to work with the
Training Consultant in developing and implementing the Model. The
development, phase I, is depicted in Figure 3.
After getting ideas and endorsement from the Directors, the Training
Consultant pursued enlisting support and gaining input from the Supervisors.
The Training Consultant was scheduled to appear at a Supervisor's meeting to
present the project concept. At that time, the Supervisors and the Directors
were asked to complete an eight, open-ended item questionnaire soliciting
information to help identify the performance problems with informal OJT
(Appendix A, page 124).
The Training Consultant believed it was important that the Supervisors
were given opportunity to provide input into the development process. The
questionnaire provided the Training Consultant with input regarding the
performance expectations that the Supervisors and Directors had for those that
conduct OJT. The responses confirmed the current lack of consistency in OJT
methods and described characteristics of good OJT trainers and training.
The next step was to get input from employees within the foodservice. An
employee meeting was scheduled and they were asked to complete an eight
item, open ended questionnaire similar to the one done by Supervisors and
Director (Appendix B, page 125).
The Training Consultant synthesized the input and with the assistance of
the Assistant Director, determined the following Model goals:
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1. Develop a SOJT Model that would result in consistent methods for
conducting OJT, and produce trainees with job knowledge and skills.
2. Establish a SOJT Model that would support a variety of job
positions.
3. Establish a Model that would be similar to current OJT and that
could be maintained with existing personnel.
The next step was to determine the job positions for which SOJT would
be designed, followed by selection of incumbents that would serve as Trainers.
A wide variety of positions were to be included. The Model Components were
to be job specific and development could not occur until job positions and
Trainers were determined.
Trainer Selection
Trainers were selected by the Training Consultant and both the Assistant
Director and Director of Nutrition Services. It was decided that experienced
employees who were incumbents, (regularly scheduled employees assigned to
perform a specific job position on a full-time basis), were assigned the role as
Trainers for that position. Employees, rather than Supervisors were selected as
Trainers due to the extensive job diversity within this particular foodservice
operation and because of a high ratio of employees to Supervisors.
Supervisors in this operation could not be removed from daily supervisory
activities and job incumbents were considered to be most knowledgeable about
job routines.
The incumbents that were selected as Trainers were experienced and
qualified in the procedures necessary to do the job. They possessed an interest
in performing tasks well and in encouraging others to do so also. It was
desirable that incumbents selected as Trainers were consistent in using and
advocating procedural accuracy, which served to define and reinforce
adherence to those standards. They were also thought to have a good
understanding for the flow of the work.
Trainees selected exhibited the necessary personal characteristics
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expressed in the literature. Employees selected to be Trainers were to be those
that had been employed in the facility for several years and/or who were not
likely to voluntarily separate from their employment in the Department. The
Directors and Supervisors wanted employees that possessed positive attitudes
about the organization and the work. They tried to select employees that had a
history of willingness and success with conducting OJT in the past, and those
who take the training responsibility seriously.
Developing the Model Components
Once Trainers and job positions were known, development of the Model
Components could begin. The Components were not developed in a specified
sequence, but rather simultaneously. Some ideas for the Performance Support
System were determined early while the Model concept was being developed.
The Training Manuals and Checksheets (Support Documents) were developed
soon after determining job positions for which SOJT would be developed. The
SOJT Event Process was determined and designed concurrently with the
Support Documents, as the Training Consultant became more aware of the
specific needs for structuring OJT in this operation. The Trainer Preparation
Workshop, which taught Trainers how to use the Documents followed in the
development process. After the SOJT Event Process was established and
before the Workshop, more pieces of the Performance Support System were
identified.
The Training Consultant was scheduled to work with employees that
were to become Trainers in the SOJT Model. At this time, the Training
Consultant focused specifically on asking questions about how the employee
made work related decisions and how OJT was conducted in the past. The
perspective of Trainers was gained for two reasons: 1) to enlist support for the
SOJT Model and 2) to obtain input from the existing subject matter expert
relative to structuring OJT for their job positions. Both shaped the plans for the
Support Documents, SOJT Event Process, Trainer Preparation Workshop and
the Performance Support System. Their development will be discussed in that
order.
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Model Component: Support Documents
Ideas from the literature and input from the Directors, Supervisors,
Trainers and employees all provided insight into the kind of supporting
materials that were needed. There was need to assure that training was
complete and accurate, that job procedures were taught correctly and that
training was documented. Based on the literature and this particular work site,
the Training Consultant decided that the training tools would include two major
pieces: a job specific Training Checksheet for prompting and documenting the
content of training and a Training Manual to specify related Job
Routines/Responsibilities and Procedures.
Support Document: Training Checksheet
The Checklist, is a two page sheet which verifies that the SOJT Event
was completed. It has several sections (Appendix C, pps. 126-7). The first
three sections describe 1) what information the Trainee has been told or shown,
orienting the Trainee to workplace 2) what information the Trainee has been
given to keep or read, (a written copy of the job routine/responsibilities and the
Training Manual) and 3) what tasks and procedures the Trainer has observed
the Trainee performing successfully without assistance. The last section on the
Checksheet includes a Trainer signed verification of the Trainee's job related
abilities at the conclusion of Training and, finally, recommendations for
additional training. At the bottom of the sheet is a recommended sequence for
the SOJT Event Process. This reminder, placed where the Trainer should see it
first, prompts the Trainer to follow SOJT Event Process.
The Training Checksheet is a job aid. A job aid, by definition, is a tool
which is used when a task is too complicated or performed so infrequently that
one has difficulty recalling all steps (98). The Checksheet prompts Trainers to
recall all information and task instruction to be included in SOJT.
This supportive tool conveys and documents the expectations of the job
which translate into the objectives or content of the SOJT Event. The objectives
were intentionally written in simple and brief form for maintaining simplicity in
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reading and use (154). Likewise, since job aids should be easily referenced
within the workplace (154), they were placed in two locations. One copy of the
Checksheet was bound in plastic and remained permanently at the front of the
Training Manual. Additional copies were in the pocket of the Manual for
Trainers to remove and when conducting SOJT Events.
The Training Checksheet allows Trainers to document or verify what
training was completed during the SOJT Event. The Trainer signature verifies
that for each item checked, the Trainee 1) demonstrated knowledge or ability to
perform 2) adhered to standard procedures and 3) exhibited readiness to do
the job. During the development of the Model, employees expressed
dissatisfaction with the time allowed for conducting OJT. Therefore, Trainers
were instructed to check only the objectives that were met. They were
encouraged to make recommendations for further training. This was included to
provide confidence and motivation in their role by giving Trainers a sense of
input into decisions relative to need for further training. It was also motivating in
that it exempted them from responsibility for Trainees' inability to perform due to
insufficient training. At the conclusion of the SOJT Event, Trainers were to turn
in the completed Training Checksheet to Supervisors.
The first draft was written using the job position descriptions to delineate
job tasks and responsibilities. Discussions with the Trainers assisted in
determining which pieces of equipment and other tasks and information were
necessary to perform their job. Then the Supervisors reviewed the first draft,
and after revisions, again, reviewed the second. Finalized copies were
approved by the Directors.
Support Document: Training Manual
Training Manuals is a packet of written documented standard procedures
for job related tasks and responsibilities (Appendix D, pps. 128 -165). Eleven
Training Manuals were written, individualized for each position for which the
SOJT Model was being designed. The Manuals had several sections, all
following a standard set of contents. In the first section, a written summary of the
Job Responsibilities provides an overview of the job function and how it fits in to
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the organization. The Job Routine follows and is a detailed description of work
activities as they occur over specified time periods.
The next section of the Manual is comprised of three parts, all dealing
with the job related procedures. The first is Work Procedures: instructions for
performing tasks that are done in the job. The second is Equipment
Procedures: instructions for safety, care, cleaning and appropriate handling of
large pieces of foodservice equipment that are used in the process of
performing the job. The third is General Foodservice Procedures: descriptions
of procedures relative to food production, sanitation and safety in foodservice.
A final section of the Manual is the Appendix of Samples and Forms.
This is a collection of pertinent form/samples that are used for the job. These
are grouped in the back, and reference made to them when necessary in the
body of the Manual.
The Training Manuals were both procedure manuals and job aids.
Some of the materials were written so a Trainee could take time during a slack
period to concentrate and read a step wise procedure from beginning to end.
Other procedures were written to serve as job aids, a reference to use to cue a
complicated procedure such as interpretation of a cook's production sheet, or
setting up food holding tables. Standard procedures support consistent
instruction and serve as a future reference for Trainees to use following SOJT.
The inclusion of a written Job Routine was necessary to provide Trainees
with documented copies of work deadlines. Employees repeatedly expressed,
that, when learning a new job, meeting deadlines is usually a concern.
Neither the Procedures nor the Job Routines and Responsibilities had
ever before been documented for foodservice positions in this Department.
There was concern about the need to assure consistency in the General and
Work Procedures. The Equipment Procedures were necessary due to the
potential for personal injury and damage to expensive equipment with misuse,
and the Directors believed that equipment was often mishandled.
Due to the sizable number of potential procedures that could have been
included, limitations were decided. Work Procedures were limited to those that
were considered too complicated to be remembered or that could be forgotten
even after having performed the procedure once or twice during an SOJT
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Event. The General Foodservice Procedures were limited to very common
procedures, pertinent to any position. Since there are many pieces of small and
large equipment used by foodservice workers, procedures for using only the
large and/or particularly hazardous pieces were included in the Training
Manual.
The Job Routines were written by taking the job description and applying
times to the specified activities. The Training Consultant did this after conferring
with the Supervisors and the Assistant Director. Employees working the jobs
provided input into scheduling alternatives and the drafts were given to
Supervisors and then Trainers for review. The Training Consultant revised
these and inserted Director approved, final drafts into the manuals.
The Procedures are written in a narrative form, sequential step listed.
The format was consistent with the recommendation by LaGreca (9), who has
written training manuals for foodservice employees. The procedures may make
reference to other manuals which specify further instructions or clarifications.
Diagrams and tables were used often within the Procedure sections.
The Work Procedures were written while observing and discussing work
techniques with potential Trainers. Not all employees perform tasks the same
way, much clarification had to take place with Supervisors and the Assistant
Director. Not all employees were willing to convey information necessary to
detail tasks. Initial and second drafts were reviewed by Supervisors, final drafts
by the Directors.
The General Foodservice Procedures were written using foodservice
texts and manuals (1, 42, 155) and professional experience of the Training
Consultant. The procedures were written in the simplest form to facilitate ease
in reading. These Procedure drafts were read by three other foodservice
professionals and tested by a group of foodservice employees in another
operation.
The Equipment Procedures were written by the Training Consultant
using experience, observation, foodservice texts (1, 42,156) and the equipment
manuals provided by the manufacturer. After the final drafts were written, the
Equipment Procedures were taken to another foodservice operation and tested
with an employee using the same makes/models of equipment. A few revisions
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were made before compiling final drafts to be included in the Manual.
Training Manuals were bound in large three ring binders, sections
tabbed and pages color coded, and placed in the Supervisor's office in the
kitchen. The Assistant Director had a copy of the manuals in the Directors'
office and Trainers were given their own copies during the Trainer Preparation
Workshop.
Model Component: SOJT Event Process
The process that Trainers were to follow in conducting the SOJT Events
was decided by the Training Consultant. The Directors, Supervisors and
employees influenced the determination of the process. The Process is based
chiefly on the job orientation and task instruction literature covered earlier.
The SOJT Event Process was made up of five sequential steps:
1. Explain job function.
2. Give copy of job responsibilities and Job Routine to
Trainee to keep.
3. Give Training Manual to Trainee to read.
4. Conduct training on all routines and tasks, using the Four-Step
Method.
5. Complete Training Checksheet, sign, and give to Supervisor.
An explanation of the job function gives the Trainee the "big picture" for
the job position within the organization. This provides a frame of reference for
recognizing how the tasks within the job position support the work of the
operation as well as the organization. Completion of tasks and work among
foodservice employees is interdependent; frequently one employee preprepares a product for an employee in another job position to finish.
Understanding this relationship is important for employees to value accuracy
and meeting time deadlines in task completion.
Distribution of written Job Routines and Responsibilities provides
Trainees with documentation of job expectations and deadlines. The Training
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Manuals support the task instruction process (21). Completion of the Event is
finalized with the completion of the Training Checksheet.
The process was designed to be easily accomplished during the
scheduled SOJT Event time period. Trainers gained familiarity with this process
during the Trainer Preparation Workshop. The Training Consultant believed
that the SOJT Event Process would provide organization to the informal process
of instruction used previously in the operation.
Model Component: Trainer Preparation Workshop
The need to prepare Trainers to conduct SOJT Events is also expressed
repeatedly in the literature (8, 9,12, 20, 26, 28). Following development of the
SOJT Event Process and Support Documents, The Training Consultant
developed and taught the Trainer Preparation Workshop. The Workshop
provided instruction in conducting SOJT Events and in the use of those
Documents. It was also intended to provide them with preparation and
motivation in their role as instructor. The Training Consultant used professional
knowledge and experience, literature and input from personnel at the Nutrition
Services Department in developing the Trainer Preparation Workshop. The
development process followed the ADDIE model (102).
Assessment/analysis
The assessment of training need took place early in the investigation and
has already been discussed. A lack of knowledge and skills necessary to
conduct OJT in a structured way determined that training was indicated. A
subjective analysis of the participants' motivation levels revealed that the
participants selected to be Trainers were already somewhat motivated to be
good trainers. The Assistant Director and the Training Consultant agreed that it
would be an inappropriate assumption that the participants had any skills
relative to instructional methods and no one in the facility had knowledge of the
procedures to follow in the new methods of conducting SOJT.
The analysis concluded with establishment of the goals and objectives
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for the Trainer Preparation Workshop. The Workshop goals included:
1. Convey to Trainers that they were recognized as employees whose
performance and attitude was acknowledged positively by their
Supervisors and Directors.
2. Motivate Trainers in the need to be good SOJT Trainers and to
recognize the value of SOJT.
3. Provide Trainers with techniques to use when conducting
SOJT and communicate the procedures and documents to
use in the new SOJT Model.
The Workshop goals were to be achieved by building confidence,
knowledge and skills necessary for participants to become good SOJT
Trainers. The Training Consultant believed that participants needed an
understanding of the problems with OJT and lack of adherence to procedures.
It was intended to serve as motivation for them to use and advocate procedural
accuracy. Understanding the elements of learning which result in the ability to
perform would encourage them to create performance-conducive atmospheres
during SOJT Events. Finally, learning methods to use in teaching tasks and
giving feedback and in the use of Documents to support SOJT would facilitate
their role as Trainers.
The Training Consultant developed Workshop objectives to meet the
Program goals. These included:
1. Identify two characteristics of a good SOJT Trainer according
to Supervisors and Directors at the Nutrition Services
Department.
2. State the elements of good instruction which influence a Trainee's
ability to perform a task.
3. Provide a written breakdown for a job task, indicating sequential
steps and key points in performing the task.
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4. Accurately demonstrate a task to the instructor using the Four
Step Method of the task instruction.
5. List three ways to assure that a Trainee gets independent
practice when learning to perform a job.
6. Give a verbal feedback statement to the instructor regarding the
Workshop, which specifies what was good or bad, why it was
good or bad, and if bad, how it could have been better.
7. Write the steps for a foodservice procedure which meets the
standard for performance at the Nutrition Services Department.
8. Write a job function which describes how your job position fits
into the whole Nutrition Services Department at the hospital.
9. State how the Training Checksheet is to be used and one way that it
supports and documents SOJT.
10. List three of the four sections in the Training Manual and describe
one way that they can be used when providing SOJT.
Objectives were met through teaching the participants needed
knowledge and skills. The Training Guide delineates each step in the
Workshop and the intention of each step (conveying knowledge, skills or
attitudes, etc.) The Training Guide also defines the methods, materials, and
timing for each part of the Workshop. A Training Guide and the packet of
materials which was given to Trainers at the Workshop are included in the
appendix (Appendix E and F, pps. 166 -197).
Design, delivery, implementation
The design of the Workshop ensued after specifying the objectives. The
Training Consultant believed that it was critical that the Workshop serve as an
example of good teaching and the instructor, as a role model for Trainers. The
design needed to get attention; create expectations; teach knowledge; attitudes
and skills; and provide for practice and feedback. Participants' confidence was
built by allowing for success with learning and providing reinforcement and
motivation during the Workshop. The value and relevance of learning was
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communicated to participants to facilitate motivation. Participants were actively
involved throughout training and an informal tone was set in which participants
felt comfortable discussing and sharing concerns with other Trainers and the
Training Consultant.
The design had to foster transfer of learned SOJT skills to use on the job.
Examples, activities and practice were all directly related to the participants'
regular work activities and reference to how tasks being taught could be used
on the job were frequently made. The Training Consultant scheduled a followup task instruction activity with each individual participant within one week
following the Workshop.
The Workshop was scheduled during regular working hours for the
Trainers and took place for 2.5 hours, each, for two days (Tuesday and
Thursday). Trainers could choose from two time periods to attend the
Workshop. Supervisors were told that the Trainers' job responsibilities were to
be covered while they were attending the workshop.
Training was scheduled to take place in a classroom, located near the
foodservice production area. Participants received the Workshop packets on
the first day of the Workshop. The Training Checksheets and Manuals were
distributed and utilized during the second day.
Evaluation
The Workshop was evaluated in several ways. Participants were given
activities and worksheets during the Workshop which was evidence to the
Training Consultant of achievement of specified objectives. Pre/post tests were
given to measure knowledge changes as a result of the Workshop (Appendix G,
pps. 198 - 200). Finally, a follow-up session was scheduled. At this session, the
Training Consultant went to the work place, met the Trainers, and was taught
the task for which they had written a job-task breakdown during the Workshop.
Following the Workshop, the Training Consultant met with the Directors
and the Supervisors and gave them an abbreviated version of the Workshop
presented to the Trainers. Sample Training Checksheets and Manuals were
distributed and examined. The Training Consultant presented some of the
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subjective evaluations from the Trainers relative to the success of the
Workshop. All of this was necessary to enlist endorsement and support from
them. At this time, the SOJT Performance Support System, established earlier
among the Training Consultant and The Directors, was described to the
Supervisors.
Model Component: SOJT Performance Support System
Certain work site characteristics have been described which are
considered conducive to successful SOJT. Those include: freedom from
distractions, production demands and time pressures. In a foodservice setting,
these are difficult to control. Additionally, for new procedures or performances
to take place, employees need to be supported and allowed to perform as they
have been trained. In order to assure that environment and support,
adherence to some guidelines which give priority to the SOJT needed to be
specified. The Performance Support System was designed to establish those
guidelines and the Supervisors, Training Consultant and Directors all had roles
in the System.
The Supervisors' role in the Performance Support System was reflective
of their direct supervisory responsibility for the employees and work site in
which the SOJT Events were to take place. They had responsibility to schedule
Trainers and Trainees in the SOJT Events. Many of the guidelines for the
Performance Support System pertain to the scheduling of Events and
controlling the work environment when they are taking place.
The SOJT Event Process that Trainers were taught was communicated,
formally and informally, to Supervisors. It was also documented on the bottom
of the Training Checksheet. The Supervisors were instructed to support the
Trainers and encourage adherence to the Process. Suggested forms of support
for Supervisors included: checking on the Trainer/Trainee, provision of
Documents or seeing that they were being used and offering relief or assistance
from work tasks to provide additional time for training. There were several
written guidelines pertinent to the Performance Support System. They can be
summarized in seven items:
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1. Supervisors were to relieve Trainer for the first half hour of the
shift during the time they were conducting SOJT Events.
2. Supervisors were to schedule SOJT Events for not less than
three consecutive days, with Trainer matched with the same
Trainee.
3. Supervisors were to give no additional responsibilities,
beyond the job position to either Trainee or Trainer during the
SOJT Event.
4. Supervisors were not to pull or remove the Trainer or Trainee
to conduct another job during an SOJT Event
5. Supervisors were to collect completed Training Checksheets
from the Trainers at the conclusion of the Training Event.
6. Supervisors and the Training Consultant were to offer support
in the transition to the use of structured OJT.
7. Directors, Supervisors and the Training Consultant were to
offer support to the Trainers during the implementation phase.
The Performance Support System was designed to give Trainers
freedom from the work demands to conduct a well organized Event, consistent
with the SOJT Event Process that was taught in the Workshop. They were to
feel comfortable to stop and take time to review Support Documents and tasks
with the Trainee.
The role of the Training Consultant in supporting the SOJT Events is
reflective of the need to facilitate transfer of newly learned skills and in easing
the transition into new SOJT procedures. In addition, it was the Training
Consultant's role to maintain the motivating and supportive atmosphere created
among the Trainers during the Workshop.
In facilitating the transfer from the classroom to use on the job, the
Training Consultant requested that SOJT Events be scheduled to take place
within the first month following the Workshop. During that time, the Training
Consultant visited the workplace. This was supportive for both Trainers and
Supervisors because it communicated the expectation that all should be going
as planned. At that time, Supervisors and Trainers were reminded of the steps
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in the SOJT Event Process and assistance with decisions about the use of
Documents or task instruction was offered by the Training Consultant.
A follow-up visit to the Trainers at the conclusion of the Training Event
was also made. This was another supportive action. The Training Consultant
would tell the Trainer that a return visit would be made. Therefore, they would
be motivated to follow the new SOJT procedure because they knew that they
would be asked about it, at the time of the Consultant's return visit. During the
return visit, Trainers were asked about the Events; what was successful or not
and what could have made it more successful.
It was also critically important for the Directors to create a motivating and
supportive environment. Their support needed to be direct as well as through
the chain of command. Trainers had to be aware that there was an expectation
by their superiors to follow the established procedures for SOJT. They also
needed reinforcement for doing as was expected. Likewise, Trainers had to
feel that the Directors were enforcing the Supervisors' adherence to the
Performance Support System. The Consultant's supportive role was important,
but the critical support for Trainers needed to be from those with organizational
authority over them.
Phase II: Model Implementation
Implementation Process
A representation of the implementation process, which involves the
application and evaluation of the Components during actual use in the work
setting is provided (Figure 4). The first implementation step was the delivery of
the Trainer Preparation Workshop. That, however, was discussed in the section
(Model Component: Trainer Preparation Workshop) which reviewed the
Workshop design and development and will not be discussed again here.
The next step was the scheduling and conducting of SOJT Events
among Trainers and Trainees. For three months following the Trainer
Preparation Workshop, each Trainer was to conduct an SOJT Event with two
Trainees. The Events were evaluated by testing the Trainee's knowledge
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Figure 4. Implementation Process for a Foodservice SOJT Model
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before and after each Event, and by asking him/her to complete an Assessment
of the Event. In addition, the Supervisors were asked to complete a
Performance Evaluation instrument, evaluating the Trainees' job relative
performance on the last day of the Event. The development process for the
instruments used in evaluation will be discussed first. The administration of
those instruments to Event participants as well as control groups will follow.
This section and chapter will conclude with statistical evaluation used.
Evaluation Instruments
Trainer Preparation Workshop pre/post test
The Trainers that participated in the Trainer Preparation Workshop were
tested to determine if knowledge changes occurred as a result of participating in
the Workshop. A pre/post test design was used to evaluate it. Half of the
participants took the pre-test and all of the participants took the post test. This
was done in order to control for the influence of taking the pre-test upon the
results on the post-test.
The twenty item, multiple-choice instrument was developed based on the
objectives for the Workshop (Appendix G, pps 198 - 200). The items covered
both procedures listed in the Training Manual and information conveyed during
the Workshop. One point was assigned for each correct answer.
The instrument was given to six Oregon State University undergraduate
students to evaluate for readability. The test questions pertaining to Procedures
(from the Manual) were tested to assure that reviewing the General Foodservice
Procedures in the Manual would result in knowledge gains. Ten foodservice
employees from another operation were given that section of the Manual and
pre/post tests containing identical questions. After reviewing the manual, the
test employees exhibited gains in knowledge as measured by improved scores
on the post test.
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Trainee Knowledge Pre/Post-test
It was necessary to determine if Trainees participating in SOJT Events,
exhibited knowledge changes as a result. A pre-post test was used (Appendix
H, pps. 201-202). Although the content of each SOJT Event was job specific,
an instrument was developed that could be generalized for all Trainees who
were recipients of Training in the Events. Likewise, the instrument had to be
administered to other employees that served as the control group. Therefore,
the instrument measured knowledge relative to General Foodservice
Procedures described in the Training Manual. Two job specific questions were
incorporated.
The researcher and one other foodservice professional constructed the
fifteen item instrument. It consisted of nine multiple-choice questions, one truefalse and five open ended items. Two of the open ended items were job
specific, relative to cleaning responsibilities or procedures, three others
pertained to General Foodservice Procedures. The instruments were given to
six foodservice employees, located in Corvallis, Oregon and six Oregon State
University undergraduate students for readability and face validation. General
Foodservice Procedures questions were tested using ten foodservice
employees in another foodservice operation.
Open ended items were scored by three foodservice professionals. Each
wrote the response that was considered correct, their answers compiled to
make a key. The Cleaning Procedures Manual, used in the Nutrition Services
Department, was used in scoring the job specific items. Each correct answer
was worth one point.
Trainee Performance Evaluation
A goal of the Model included that completion of an SOJT Event would
produce Trainees with job knowledge and performance skills. A Performance
Evaluation tool for Supervisors to use in rating Trainees was developed
(Appendix I, pps. 203 - 204).
The Performance Evaluation reflected performances that would be
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pertinent to learning of a new job. Items included: knowledge of position
responsibilities, meeting position deadlines and adherence to standards and
procedures. Each of the eleven statements on the performance assessment
were to be ranked in a scale of one to five; one representing low performance
and five representing high or best performance. The instrument was given to
four foodservice professionals with experience in evaluating employees to
determine readability and judge appropriateness.
SOJT Event Assessment
It was important to determine if Trainers followed procedures for
conducting SOJT and if Trainees considered SOJT "better training". An
instrument was devised which asked questions about the Trainees' overall
assessment of the Training Event and solicited information about the Trainer's
behavior and how they went about conducting SOJT (Appendix J, pps. 205 -6).
The ten item instrument was devised with assistance from the Survey
Research Consultant at Oregon State University. After several revisions, it was
sent to eight foodservice employees in Corvallis, Oregon for face validation. A
finalized draft was drawn.
The instrument was scored based on the judgment of the Training
Consultant and one other foodservice professional. Each of the first nine items
asked about Trainer performance during Training. Each response received a
weighted score, the highest score was assigned to the statement which
reflected the optimal action the Trainer should have practiced. The tenth item
allowed for a choice of three responses pertinent to the perception of overall
Training. Again, the optimal response gained the highest score.
Administration of Instruments
Trainer Preparation Workshop Pre/Post-test
The pre/post test for the Trainer Preparation Workshop was administered
by the Training Consultant at the beginning and end of the Workshop.
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Participant Trainers were randomly chosen from each session to take the Pretest. Post-tests were administered to all Workshop participants (Trainers). The
Trainers were seated in the room where the Workshop was to be delivered and
they were each given 20 minutes to complete the instruments. The
administration of instruments to all groups is depicted (Figure 5).
Administration of Instruments to Evaluate SOJT Events
Several control groups were used to obtain comparative data to use in
evaluation of SOJT Events. Data from control groups were gathered at both the
beginning and end of the Implementation Phase. At each time, a group of
employees was asked to complete the Knowledge Test and/or the Training
Assessment tool. Likewise, Supervisors provided baseline performance data
by using the Performance Evaluation instrument to evaluate control group
employees.
Knowledge test
Experimental group. After each SOJT Event was scheduled, the Training
Consultant made an appointment with the potential Trainee to give a
knowledge pre-test. These appointments were made so that pre-tests were
given between one and three days before the SOJT Event began. After SOJT, a
matched post-test was given by the Training Consultant.
Control group. At the beginning of the Implementation Phase, a control
group of fifteen employees were given the knowledge test. The Training
Consultant administered the test in a separate room, removed from the
workplace. Randomly chosen employees came at the end of their shift and
were given as much time as they needed to complete the instrument. At the
conclusion of the Implementation Phase, the process was duplicated with a
control group of fourteen different employees.
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Figure 5. Diagram of administration of instruments
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Performance evaluations
Experimental group. At the conclusion of the scheduled SOJT Event,
Supervisors that were on duty during the last day of Training were asked to
complete Performance Evaluations regarding the Trainees' performance in the
new position. Supervisors were asked to evaluate the Trainees from what they
had observed of the performance thus far.
Control group. Supervisors used the Performance Assessment
instrument to evaluate two control groups, all randomly assigned by the
Training Consultant. The control group Performance Evaluations were also
completed at two times. During the first evaluation period, a control group was
made up of forty-five employees who were regular incumbents in job positions.
This provided a baseline of data on performance among regular job-incumbent
employees. It was also thought that it would be a reflection of the performance
level as a result of training informally. During the second data collection
period, Supervisors were asked to complete Performance Evaluation for thirtyfive control group employees. Eighteen were repeated evaluations (the same
Supervisor evaluating the same job-incumbent employee, three months later).
The other seventeen were a new control group, employees being evaluated for
performance in new positions or for positions that they do not perform regularly.
The repeated Evaluations served as a means to see if Supervisors'
performance ratings changed over time. It also provided a method to compare
Trainees' performance ratings to those of both regular job-incumbents and to
employees who were also new to jobs (non-incumbents), but trained with
informal OJT.
For both data collection periods, Supervisors were given Evaluation
instruments by the Training Consultant at a Supervisors' meeting and they
were asked to return them within two days to the Clinical Manager. The
Training Consultant believed that the Supervisors may have been more honest
in their evaluations if they were not to be returned to either of the Directors.
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SOJT Event assessment
Experimental group. At the conclusion of each SOJT Event, the Training
Consultant asked the Trainer to complete an assessment of the SOJT Event.
The Training Consultant visited the research site on those days, delivered and
waited until the instrument was complete. On occasions, the Trainees were
given the instrument to complete and an envelope to put it in. Sealed
envelopes could be given to Supervisors, and picked up the next day by the
Training Consultant.
Control group. Again, at the beginning of the Implementation Phase,
control group employees were asked to complete a Training Assessment
instrument. They were asked to assess the most recent episode of informal OJT
that they had received. The Training Consultant administered the instrument in
a separate room, removed from the workplace. Twenty randomly chosen
employees came at the end of their shift and completed the instrument. At the
conclusion of the Phase, the process was duplicated with another group of
fifteen employees.
Subjective Evaluation of Training Event
During the time Training Consultant visits were made to the operation
when scheduled SOJT Events were taking place, interviews were conducted to
determine the Trainers' perception of the success of the Event. An eight item
interview form was used to record subjective responses made by Trainers
(Appendix K, page 207). Observations of Trainers', Trainees' and Supervisors'
actions and attitudes during these visits, also provided subjective evaluation of
the status the the Implementation of the SOJT Model. In addition, observations
and impressions made subjectively by the Training Consultant during the
eighteen month development and implementation phases were noted. The
lengthy time frame and the closeness with which the Consultant worked among
employees within the operation provided much opportunity to make judgments
about the acceptance and applicability of the Model.
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Evaluation of Objective Data
Trainer Preparation Workshop
The scores for the Trainer Preparation Workshop were analyzed by
examining mean scores on the pre and post test. Increased percentage scores
suggested improvement in knowledge as a result of participating in the
Workshop.
Trainee Knowledge
The knowledge test for the Trainees following SOJT was evaluated in
two ways. Positive changes in scores among individual Trainees from pre and
post test time suggested knowledge changes as a result of participating in
SOJT. Additionally, mean scores on the Knowledge test among employees in
the experimental and both control groups were compared.
Trainee Performance
The comparison of the Performance Evaluations was conducted two
ways also. The means scores on Evaluations among three groups
(experimental, control group-incumbents, control group-non-incumbents) were
compared. This comparison excluded repeated performance evaluations, an
attempt to measure changes in Supervisors' ratings over time.
SOJT Event Assessment
SOJT Event Assessments by Trainees were compared to control groups'
assessments of informal OJT. Percentage scores on the assessment scores
from all groups were compared.
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Summary of Terms
Model - Refers to the entire process of developing and implementing
structured on the job training (SOJT) for this research project.
Model Components - The Model as developed consisted of four Components:
1) Trainer Preparation Workshop 2) SOJT Event Process 3) SOJT
Support Documents and 4) SOJT Performance Support System.
Trainer - Incumbent employee designated to conduct SOJT for this project.
Trainee - Employees selected to be recipients of SOJT for this project.
SOJT Event - The process of conducting structured on-the-job training for this
project.
SOJT Event Process - The actual steps that Trainers were to follow when
conducting SOJT.
Trainer Preparation Workshop - A two-day workshop conducted by the Training
Consultant to teach Trainers to conduct SOJT Events
SOJT Performance Support System - Guidelines for all to follow, pertinent to the
scheduling and conducting of SOJT Events, necessary to modify the
environment and support the process of conducing SOJT.
SOJT Support Document - Documents developed by the Consultant to support
the SOJT Event, ie., Training Checksheet and Training Manuals.
Training Checksheet - Checksheets which designates what aspects of the job
to cover during SOJT and to use in documenting what occurred during
SOJT.
Training Manual - Job specific Manuals to use during SOJT which contain
standard procedures for work related tasks.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Development and Implementation Phases of A Foodservice
Structured On-The-Job training (SOJT) Model both included objective data
collection. The results of the data are reported as they were sequentially
collected, followed by a discussion of the same. In the process of Model
Implementation, the researcher accumulated subjective findings and
impressions which are also relevant to this discussion. Those will follow the
discussion of the objective findings. A discussion of the successes and
shortcomings of each Model Component precedes the conclusions. A review
of the outcomes and success and recommendations for modifying the Model
and for future research are given in conclusion.
Development Phase Data Collection Results
Results of the Employees On-The-Job Training Questionnaire
Sixteen employees with responsibilities for OJT responded to the eight
item, open-ended instrument (Appendix A, page 124) which identified methods
used and problems or difficulties perceived relative to OJT. They were also
asked about the process of conducting OJT: how long it takes, whether or not it
is a good method for training employees and what they might like to learn to do
better when conducting OJT.
Most responses confirmed that the chief outcome of OJT was the ability to
perform the job and that achievement was determined by observing trainees in
actual practice of the work tasks. Many indicated that they were using a two
step task instruction procedure (observe and practice). Sanitation, safety,
equipment use and job procedures were listed as important skills for their job,
and were included when they conducted informal OJT.
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Some respondents commented that it is difficult to always remember
everything a trainee needs to know, and also remarked that OJT is not easy to
conduct. Although almost all respondents indicated that they believed they
were good trainers, they also confirmed that they would like to learn to become
better trainers, and ways to motivate employees.
Findings confirmed the need to include the process of task instruction
and ways to foster motivation and performance among Trainees. Completion of
the instrument may have also initiated motivation for the Trainer Preparation
Workshop (TPW), since some of the respondents were employees that were to
become Trainers and would participate in that Workshop.
Results of Supervisors/Director On-The-Job Training Questionnaire
Nine respondents (seven Supervisors and two Directors) completed the
instrument (Appendix B, page 125) which identified characteristics needed of
good employee trainers and expectations for newly trained employees. They
were also asked to judge the extent to which their current employees are good
trainers and what their employee trainers might need to learn. Most responses
were consistent with the literature relative to the traits or characteristics needed
by trainers. Some of the common responses were: accuracy, consistency,
thoroughness, patience, job knowledge, good communication and
interpersonal skills, and positive attitude toward the work and organization.
Responses which describe the expectations for newly trained employees
consisted of outcomes like job and procedural knowledge, ability to follow job
routines and make job related decisions, job confidence and accuracy in
procedures. There were mixed responses from the Supervisors regarding
whether most newly trained employees met their expectations following
training. The majority (88%), expressed negative or tending-toward-negative
comments. Similarly, many expressed negative responses when asked if many
of their current employees were good trainers.
The ideas that the respondents provided relative to what their employees
might need to learn to become good trainers also reflected ideas expressed in
the literature. Some of these included: systematic way to teach, how to
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demonstrate and explain tasks, motivating trainees, and again, consistency,
patience and thoroughness.
Although it was useful to get input from the supervisory personnel relative
to their expectations regarding good training and/or good trainers, the ideas
expressed were not different from those already revealed in the literature. This
confirmation, however, provided assurance about the Model content and
shaped some of the goals for SOJT in this workplace.
A more significant reason for the data collection was to determine the
extent to which the supervisory personnel concurred with the need to structure
OJT within this foodservice operation. The majority of responses tended to
suggest the need to strengthen OJT. The Consultant reminded them of that fact
throughout the Development Phase in shaping their ideas about what the
Model would look like. However, it was most useful to remind them of their
acknowledgement of the need for the Model during the Implementation Phase,
when their support was needed most.
Implementation Phase Data Collection Results
Results of Trainer Preparation Workshop
Knowledge gains among participants in the TPW were assessed using a
pre/post test instrument, titled, Trainer Prep Workshop Quiz (Appendix G, pps.
198 -200). The individual, mean and percentage scores for pre/post test
responses to the twenty item instrument are provided (Table 1). The instrument
was administered, so that only half of the participants (n=6) completed the pretest. This was done to determine if the process of taking the pre-test influenced
the outcome of the post-test. Post test mean scores did not differ among either
group so it was concluded that taking the pre-test did not influence the outcome
of the post-test.
The knowledge gains on the pre/post TPW knowledge test were
evaluated by examining individual gains in scores for those taking both pre and
post tests. The tests suggested that participants increased their knowledge
relative to both the training methods to be used during the Implementation
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Phase of SOJT, and in general foodservice procedures.
Table 1. Individual, mean and mean percentage scores for Trainer
Preparation Workshop for participants taking both pre and
post-tests or post-test only.
Participants taking both
pre and post-test
Participant

1
2
3
4
5
6
Mean score ± s.d.
(Mean % score)
Participants taking
oost test onlv
Participant 7
8
9
10
11
Mean score ± s.d.
(Mean % score)

Pre-test score3
8
8
13
5
12
7
8.83 ± 3.06
(44%)

Post-test score
16
13
18
17
16
17
16.17 ±1.72
(81%)

15
20
14
15
17
16.2 ±2.38
(81%)

a - Maximum score = 20

Subjective Results of the Trainer Preparation Workshop
The subjective responses from participants received by the Training
Consultant during and after the Workshop were positive. Participants (Trainers)
clearly expressed enthusiasm for being participants in the Workshop and in
Implementation of the Model. During the Workshop, discussions pertinent to
problems in the work place which affect OJT became lively, with almost all
participating in the discussions. Trainers appeared to be seeking the support
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from the Consultant in providing solutions to those problems. Some of the
participants expressed skepticism that the Implementation of the Model would
go smoothly. The Consultant discussed those doubts with the group,
communicating the reporting process to follow in the event of failures in the
Implementation Phase.
At the conclusion of the Workshop, participants expressed thanks to the
Consultant in front of the group as well as in private. One participant expressed
her feelings to the group by stating, "This is the first time anyone has ever
thought my job was important enough to do anything about it." On every
subsequent visit and interaction with Trainers, the Training Consultant was
always positively acknowledged.
Results of SOJT Events
During an SOJT Event, a Trainer was scheduled to conduct SOJT with a
Trainee, by proceeding with the steps of the SOJT Event Process. Three
outcomes of those Events were measured using objective instruments,
completed either by or with reference to the Trainees, including: a knowledge
test, a performance evaluation, and an SOJT Event assessment. These data
make up the experimental group data. For comparison, similar data were
collected from employees, who make up the control groups. The control group
data were collected at two times, the beginning and end of the Model
Implementation Phase. The subjective results reported were gathered by the
Training Consultant upon interaction with participants during visits to the facility
when scheduled SOJT Events were taking place.
Knowledge Test: Experimental Group
A fifteen item pre-test (Appendix H, pps. 201-2), pertinent to general
foodservice procedures included in Training Manuals, was given to Trainees
within a three day period preceding their scheduled SOJT Event. A matched
post-test was administered either on the last or following day of the Event. A
table of pre/post-test scores is provided (Table 2). Examination of individual
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scores revealed that gains occurred from pre to post test time.
Table 2. Individual, mean and mean percentage scores for knowledge pre and
post-tests among experimental group.
Experimental Group
Traine!e 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
Mean score ± s.d.
(Meani % score)

Pre-test score3

Post-test score

9
16
7
11
10
12
10
11
7
11
9
11
11
8
3
10

11
18
9
17
8
12
20
11
11
11
8
14
14
14
4
12

9.78 ± 2.60
(47%)

12.13 ±4.05
(58%)

a - Maximum score = 21
However, the mean post-test scores (48%) for Trainee knowledge were
not as high as those post-test scores (81%) measuring knowledge among
Trainers at the conclusion of the Trainer Preparation Workshop. Both tests were
tested to assure that reading the Procedure Manual would result in the ability to
answer the questions. Perhaps Trainers scores were higher because the
Training Consultant was responsible for their training or since they were longer
term employees, with more experience with the concepts. Lower scores among
the Trainees was the first suggestion that they may not have read or reviewed
the Training Manuals during the SOJT Events.
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Knowledge Test: Control Group
Control Group One took the knowledge test at the beginning of the
Implementation Phase and Control Group Two took it at the end. These control
groups, made up of randomly selected Nutrition Services Dept. employees,
provided a method to compare the knowledge gains among Trainees who
received SOJT to knowledge among employees that have received informal
OJT in the past. The scores for all groups' knowledge test are reported (Table
3).
Table 3. Knowledge post-test mean and percentage mean scores for
experimental and control groups.
Group taking test
Experimental (n=16)
Control Group 1 (n=15)
Control Group 2 (n=14)

Post test score3 ± s.d.
12.13 ±4.05
13.86 ± 4.31
12.36 ± 4.09

Mean percentage score
58%
69%
62%

a - Maximum score = 20
The mean score for the knowledge test taken by Control Group One
(n=15) was 13.9, and for Control Group Two (n=14)I was 12. 4. Both groups
contained persons that had received informal OJT within the last six months.
Examination of scores revealed that differences in knowledge scores among
experimental and control groups were not large.
Although Trainees had significant change in knowledge from pre to post
test time, mean knowledge post test scores were not very different among either
the experimental or control groups. Failure to realize greater knowledge scores
among Trainees at the conclusion of SOJT Events may have been attributed to
not reading the Training Manual. This may have occurred due to insufficient
time during the Training Event and/or a lack of support and encouragement to
do so by Supervisors. Since the Trainers had greater knowledge gains and
since the instrument had been tested, it was assumed that the participation in
an SOJT Event should have produced knowledge changes if the Procedures in
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the Training Manual were read.
Another explanation for the failure to realize greater scores would be that
the control groups both contained some employees of longer tenure in the
foodservice operation. When examining scores, employees of longer tenure
have slightly higher scores. The gain in score from pre to post test time signifies
that the Trainees learned somewhat. Perhaps this will become a better
knowledge base upon which subsequent knowledge can be built, as they gain
tenure. The SOJT Events brought these employees to the baseline level of
knowledge in this operation. Subsequent testing or observation of these
employees may reveal that in the future they have a greater knowledge of
general foodservice procedures than other employees.
In order to have validated this instrument, one must find a way to
determine the knowledge as the result of being trained in each of the positions.
Since there is only one person working each position and since multiple
numbers of people are not trained for this position, it is very difficult to
statistically arrive at a valid measure of post-training knowledge. Since this test
was not validated to assure that it reflected the actual knowledge as a result of
training, Trainees may have known more about the job position or had other
gains in knowledge that were not determined by the instrument used.
Performance Evaluation: Experimental Group
The performance of the Trainee relative to the their ability to perform job
tasks and adhere to procedures was assessed by Supervisors that were on
duty during the last day of the SOJT Event. Supervisors observed Trainees
and rated their performance in the position for which they were being trained.
They were to use the Employee Performance Evaluation instrument (Appendix
I, pps. 203-4) and to rate the Trainee to the best of their ability at this time. Mean
performance rating scores for the experimental group (Trainees) are reported in
Table 4. The mean performance score was 44.6, out a possible 55 points.
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Performance Evaluation: Control Group
Supervisors were also asked to evaluate the job performance of two
control groups, one each, at the beginning and end of the Implementation
Phase. Control Group Three, (n = 44) consisted of employees that held job
positions on a regular full time basis and were rated at the beginning of the
Implementation Phase. Three months later, at the end of the Implementation
Phase, Control Group Four (n = 18) was evaluated. This group was selected to
represent recently trained employees who were working in positions for which
they were unfamiliar, recently trained and/or not regular employees. At the same
time that they were rating Control Group Four, Supervisors were asked to
repeat the ratings of 13 employees that they had rated as members of Control
Group Three. This was done to test the consistency in Supervisors' ratings over
time. The performance rating mean scores are reported in Table 4.
Table 4. Performance evaluation mean score for experimental and control
groups.
Group evaluated
Experimental group (n = 16)
Control group 3 (n = 44)
Control group 4 (n = 18)

Mean performance rating3 ± s.d.
44.56 ± 4.62
43.09 ± 5.45
42.17 ± 8.43

a - Maximum performance rating = 55
The performance evaluation data were used as a baseline measurement
of performance ratings for two kinds of employees. In general, regular,
incumbent employees (control group 3) probably demonstrate the standard
level of performance. Employees recently hired or new to a position (control
group 4) probably demonstrate performance levels that are not as high as that
of incumbents. Data reflecting mean performance levels for both kinds of
employees were important to serve as comparison to the performance levels of
Trainees at the conclusion of SOJT Events.
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Since rating of performance is highly variable in nature, a means to
determine if Supervisory ratings of employee performance changed in general
direction or consistently over time was needed. Asking Supervisors to repeat
ratings would hopefully identify if performance (or the rating of performance)
changed in general due to something that occurred in the work place during the
time of the Model Implementation. Examination of repeated ratings revealed
that there was no difference in Supervisors' repeated ratings of employees over
time.
This result indicates that the Trainees participating in SOJT Events
exhibited no difference in level of performance than regular incumbents or nonregular employees trained with informal OJT. This suggests that SOJT Events
were no more successful in producing Trainees with greater job performance
skills, or that performance differences were not measurable in this study.
Performance is a function of ability and willingness to perform (Herem,
81). Optimistically, it was thought that structured OJT would produce superior
job knowledge and skills which might be evident in greater ratings of
performance. The failure to realize this outcome may be related to an
acknowledged limitation for this study. Methodologically, measuring
performance in a foodservice workplace is most difficult. One cannot count
number of items produced or served as that output measure varies with each
position and with daily changes in the menu. Either observing or video taping
an employee's performance is also suspect to validity because people respond
differently when they are watched. Therefore, it is extremely difficult to obtain an
objective assessment of performance.
The performance evaluation was used because, despite questions of
validity, they are still commonly used in the work place. It was hoped that since
this evaluation was not turned in to the Administration and because there were
no risks associated with poor evaluations, Supervisors would be honest in their
evaluations.
However, the mean performance rating scores indicate that overall
performance was not different among any of the groups. Item analysis revealed
that Control Group Three (employees with regular job positions) consistently
earned the highest ratings on the items, "...knows position responsibilities" and
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"...meets time deadlines...". Employees in Control Group Four, who were more
similar to the SOJT Trainees (not in regular job positions) and who were trained
informally tended to receive lower ratings than either the regular employees or
even the SOJT Trainees. Perhaps, SOJT Trainees were more knowledgeable
about the job responsibilities for their newly trained positions.
The timing of the performance evaluation may also have been a reason
for inability to recognize differences among groups. Newly trained employees
need an opportunity to practice their performance within a job. Perhaps,
Trainee performance will improve over time. It is possible that performance
differences did occur but were not measurable due to the difficulty in measuring
performance and the lack of objectivity of performance evaluations.
SOJT Event Assessment: Experimental Group
At the conclusion of the SOJT Events, Trainees were asked to complete
an instrument which measured their assessment of the quality of SOJT and the
extent to which Trainers adhered to SOJT procedures (Appendix J, pps. 205-6).
A maximum score of 54 was achievable on the SOJT Event Assessment
instrument. Trainees in the experimental group assessed the Training Events
and Trainers with a mean score of 40 (74%). Individual assessment and mean
scores are reported (Table 5).
Training Assessment: Control Group
Control Group Five and Control Group Six also completed the Training
Assessment instrument at the beginning and end of the Implementation Phase,
respectively. This assessment measured their impressions of the quality of
training and procedures used when they were recipients of informal OJT
(Appendix J, pps. 205-6). The mean assessment scores assigned to SOJT
Events by Trainees and to informal OJT by both control groups is reported in
Table 6.
Control Group Five (n = 20) completed the assessment, assigning a
score of 30 (55%) to informal OJT. The next, Control Group Six (n= 15),
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assessed informal OJT with a score of 30 (55%). The experimental group
assessment of the SOJT Event was higher than either of the control groups
(Table 6).
Table 5. Individual and mean SCX'T Event Assessment scores assigned by
experimental group.
Experimental group

SOJT Assessment score3
_

Trainee 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
Mean score ± s.d

51
46
47
39
41
38
44
15
43
42
36
36
39
31
37
39.69 ± 8.51

a - Maximum score = 54

Table 6. Training assessment mean and percentage score for experimental
and control groups.
Group Evaluated
Experimental Group (n = 16)
Control Group 5 (n = 20)
Control Group 6 (n = 15)
a - Maximum score = 54

Assessment Score3 ± s.d.
39.69 ± 8.51
30.20 ± 13.50
29.93 ± 9.86

(%)
74%
55%
55%
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This revealed that those who participated in SOJT Events rated their
Training more highly than those that participated in informal OJT. This result
was not surprising. The SOJT Events offered organization to a process that is
important to employees. The need for improved methods had been repeatedly
expressed.
The Training Assessment instrument solicits much information about
what the Trainer did during training and served to determine the extent to which
they followed procedures taught during Trainer Preparation Workshop. A high
score from the Trainee suggested that Trainers followed those procedures.
Training Assessment scores of 74% for SOJT, although higher than the control
group, were not the highest possible score. It appeared that Trainers did not
consistently follow through with the use of procedures taught during the Trainer
Preparation Workshop.
Although not all objective measurements of outcomes as a result of SOJT
were as positive as the researcher had anticipated, higher assessments of the
quality of Training was an important result. The foodservice industry has
serious problems with loss of employees through voluntary separation and high
rates of employee turnover. Employees often become frustrated by poor job
preparation in this complicated work place, and quit soon after being hired. If
structured OJT can have impact upon reducing voluntary job separations, that
alone, is a worthwhile outcome to strive for.
Subjective results of SOJT Events
An instrument was developed for recording subjective comments from
Trainers at the conclusion of SOJT Events (Appendix K, page 207). The
responses clearly indicate that Trainers frequently acknowledged poor support
and adherence to the Model Performance Support System on the part of the
Supervisors. In most cases, the Supervisor's lack of adherence was relative to
scheduling of SOJT Events and assignment of additional responsibilities
during the SOJT Events. Trainers began to lose confidence in the commitment
of the Supervisors to the Model. The Training Consultant discussed these
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infractions of the Performance Support System to the Assistant Director and she
indicated that she would correct the problems.
During the conduction of SOJT Events, the Training Consultant visited
the work site frequently, interacting with Supervisors, Trainers and Trainees.
That provided opportunity to make observations of the success and progress of
the Implementation of the Model. The first impression that was gathered was
that participants truly seemed surprised that the Training Consultant appeared
on the days when the Events took place. That led one to believe that they were
not accustomed to having follow-up occur as planned. For some, the initial
visits took participants off guard. If they had not yet brought their Training
Manuals/Checksheets into the work area; they promptly went to retrieve them.
After, seeing the Consultant appear as planned for the first few scheduled SOJT
Events, Trainers soon realized that follow-up would be occurring, and they were
not surprised at her presence at subsequent visits.
SOJT Events were canceled and rescheduled on numerous occasions
due to employee absenteeism. Another subjective impression that occurred at
this time was that Trainers seemed to want to express sympathy toward the
Training Consultant when an SOJT Event had been canceled. They had begun
to realize that the success of the Implementation was important to the Training
Consultant and felt badly when it did not go as planned. In one case, a Trainer
offered to try to continue SOJT with a Trainee that had been placed into another
related position for the day. This was all evidence that the Trainers committed
support to the SOJT Model.
Another result, subjectively gathered during the visits to the work site was
that some employees expressed sarcasm toward the administration (Supervisor
and Directors) relative to failures in the Performance Support System. They
made comments to the Training Consultant which suggested an attitude of "I
told you so"; meaning they knew that the Implementation according to the
Performance Support System would not be successful. This was evident also
as enthusiasm seemed to be stronger initially, at the beginning of the
Implementation Phase, than at the end.
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Discussion of Model Components
The Components that were established are all considered critical
elements of an SOJT Model for use in foodservice operations. From both the
literature exploration, objective measurements and subjective evaluations
made as a part of this research effort, their relative importance has been
established. Some of the Components could be modified to have greater
impact upon structured training, which may ultimately result in objectively
measurable positive outcomes.
The usefulness of this Model was not simply measured by the objectively
measured outcomes of the Events. But objective evidence of success is
important in order to promote the use of this Model to others. Therefore,
recommendations for building the Components after this initial testing becomes
important.
The Components each served to support the Events. After
Implementation was complete, insight into how each of these Components was
successful or had shortcomings became apparent. Some suggestions for
modifications necessary to improve those Components and the efficiency of this
Model in the workplace are given.
Trainer Preparation Workshop
A discussion of the Trainer Preparation Workshop already conveyed that
this Component seemed to be one of the most successful aspects of Model.
Objective results indicated that this was successful as evidenced by the gains in
knowledge scores and in the Trainers performance on activities during the
Workshop. Comments expressed by participants also suggested that
motivation was created among the participants. Additionally, the attitude of the
participants (Trainers) toward the Training Consultant during the time of SOJT
Events also seemed reflective of support for the Model gained during the
Training Preparation Workshop.
Trainers had the opportunity to interact with each other and with the
Training Consultant during the Trainer Preparation Workshop. They
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participated in numerous role playing and other activities that assisted in
transferring learning to the job. Although they weren't asked to formally
evaluate the Workshop, many expressed positive comments about being
participants and that their involvement and participation made it most
worthwhile.
It was a good idea to offer the Workshop during a regular working day for
the participants. Frequently, foodservice workers are asked to attend training
and educational events on their own time or at the end of their shift. Such a
schedule is not conducive to gaining and holding their attention and most
employees do not like to sacrifice time off to go to the work place. Additionally,
the Workshop was short enough that the participants' work loads could be
managed in their absence.
Although the Trainer Preparation Workshop was planned and
implemented to foster transfer to the job, the shortcoming in the success of
Model Implementation are also related to transfer flaws. Supervisors should
have been participants in the Trainer Preparation Workshop, or a separate
workshop should have been planned for them. Their adherence and support
may have been reinforced by that participation.
Similarly, a larger critical mass of participants from the work place may
have fostered better transfer. Another transfer prerequisite is sufficient numbers
of those knowledgeable about procedures for adherence to take place.
However, because of the desire to compare structured versus unstructured
training in this Model, a limited number of participants were involved in the
Model Implementation. That shortcoming, unavoidable for this study, could be
eliminated when applying similar SOJT models in other work arenas.
SOJT Event Process
The Process established for conducting SOJT Events was one of the
Components for the Model. It provided a structured and organized procedure to
follow when training employees for job positions, which did not exist before. It
was considered successful since Trainers acknowledged that it was easier to
train someone when following a systematic routine and Trainers gave high
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assessment scores to SOJT Events.
The Training Consultant's previous experience in this work place had
been that employees conducting OJT in the past would begin by just talking
about what they did as they did it. Some employees were better at providing
task explanation than others. Other employees said very little. Most employees
gave no view of the job as a part within the organization. The SOJT Event
Process provide an organized and specific set of sequential steps to follow in
conducting SOJT and in providing task instruction.
The shortcomings of the Process that were acknowledged reflect a
limited knowledge of the complexity of work tasks and extent of task diversity
that exists for employees in foodservice positions. The SOJT Event Process did
not specify, even in broad terms, a length of time for the Event to last. This made
it difficult to predict how long to schedule SOJT Events. The Performance
Support System specified that they be a minimum of three consecutive days.
Although Trainers could provide input reflecting the readiness of the Trainee to
do the job and requesting additional training time, their recommendations are
often arbitrary. For some, a three day Event was not long enough and for
others it was sufficient.
The SOJT Event Process did not specify a time for the Trainee to
thoroughly read the Training Manual. This should have been delineated
because, for some job positions, the work pace became hectic and the Manual
was not read. It is believed that reading the Training Manual was also a
problem since this group of employees are not accustomed to reading as part of
their regular work tasks. A mechanism to assure that Trainees have an
opportunity to look at and understand the Manual may improve that
shortcoming. Perhaps, a solution for this shortcoming might be for the
Trainer/Trainee to spend a half-day, in a quiet room removed from the work site
to review the Procedures in the Manual. It could also be achieved by having the
Trainer, Trainee and Supervisor go through them together. Lastly, another
medium of communication might be more appropriate, using a visual media
such as video or computer to communicate the procedures.
Lastly, the Four-Step Method of task instruction slowed Trainers/Trainees
from completing work tasks. Since the workplace is hectic; and timing
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important, there was reluctance to always utilize the Four-Step Method.
Trainers/Trainees may need to have work loads decreased and/or be relieved
of time deadlines and pressures when initially reviewing procedures using the
Four-Step Method. Perhaps, most important or dangerous tasks could be
taught, initially off-the-job using this method of instruction.
Support Documents
The Support Documents, including the Training Manual and
Checksheets were also both considered successful Components of the Model.
Trainers, Trainees, Supervisors and even employees all expressed positive
comments about each of the Documents, those pertinent to the Manual will be
discussed first. Over the Implementation Phase, both Trainers and Trainees
gave input about worthwhile additions to the Manuals. On two occasions,
Trainees expressed that they would have liked to keep a copy of the Manual.
The Manuals documented procedures that were previously
undocumented. In some cases, they were only known to incumbents and
reflected worthwhile approaches to tasks that had been gained by many years
experience by the incumbents. Most Trainees felt that the Manuals were helpful
because they felt a sense of relief knowing that there were places to look back
on procedures when they might need to refer to them. Prior to the use of SOJT
in this work place, informal OJT would dictate the need for trainees to take their
own notes while being trained in order to remember some of the procedures
that were recorded in the Manuals.
There were a few shortcomings to the Manuals. Unfortunately, because
of the nature of this foodservice work place, tasks, procedures and routines
frequently change. There was a constant need for Manual revision. The
Training Consultant was changing and updating Manuals all throughout the
Implementation Phase.
Another shortcoming was that often more task procedures were indicated
for the Manuals. Since SOJT was new, it was not always clear to the Training
Consultant or the Trainer which procedures were necessary inclusions for the
Manuals. Additionally, Trainees expressed different ideas about which written
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procedures were necessary. Although, it is not clear how to correct this short
coming, it would have been easier to develop the Manuals during the
Implementation Phase.
Training Checksheets were satisfactory tools for prompting and
documenting the content of the SOJT Events. Prior to the existence of the
Training Checksheets, Trainers had to rely on their own memory to recall what
they needed to teach Trainees. If a particular day became very hectic, many of
those were not recalled. Also, if a task did not occur on a day when training was
taking place, it was not taught. Many times, employees were not taught about
the use of equipment or given review concerning general foodservice
procedures, all components listed for SOJT on the Checksheets.
However, during Implementation of this Model, for some reason, several
Training Checksheets were not turned in at the conclusion of the Events. When
attempting to determine the reason for this, the Training Consultant perceived
that Trainers were somewhat fearful about documenting the SOJT Events. It
seemed that they did not feel comfortable when the SOJT Event was not
complete.
Reflecting on this, perhaps the problem was that Trainers believed they
were responsible for the success of the Event, or that the Checksheet made
them accountable for that. Without special recognition or compensation for this
responsibility, documentation was perceived only as a threat. Rather than an
opportunity to document need for more training, it might have appeared that the
Trainer was remiss in his/her responsibility to complete an SOJT Event. Also,
Trainers did not feel comfortable in evaluating Trainee performance.
This situation could be corrected if the role of Trainer was given
recognition and/or compensation for the additional responsibility. If so, Trainers
may sense that they have the authority to rate other employees and would,
therefore, feel comfortable doing so and in documenting it.
Performance Support System
Without any Performance Support System, the Events would not have
taken place and the Model would probably have failed. Therefore, essentially,
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the Performance Support System served to provide the basic guidelines
necessary for establishing a sophisticated new procedure into a complicated
work place. It defined how to schedule SOJT Events as well as put limitations
on the responsibilities that could be assigned during those Events. It also
provided basic guidelines for providing support during the Events.
Prior to the implementation of the Performance Support System, OJT
would be scheduled only when an employee was "extra" on the schedule. That
training was often sporadic and interrupted. An employee might receive one
day of training in a position and not any more for several months. Often, training
would be discontinued if a shortage of workers occurred.
It was clear to the Training Consultant that the need for support is critical
to success in transferring skills learned in training to the job. The Model was
designed, specifically, to determine if it would be successful as planned, with a
Performance Support System established which defined the support network
necessary for Implementation.
However, it is also clear that this Component was the weakest link in the
success of the Model Implementation. Much of the shortcoming, as perceived
by the Training Consultant pertained to the actions of the Supervisors with
reference to scheduling of SOJT Events and in providing support to Trainers
during those Events. Supervisors were inconsistent in following through with
actions as specified in the Performance Support System. One very difficult
aspect was that Supervisors were frequently collectively and not individually
responsible for work activities. Many Supervisors would independently work on
the employee work schedule. Often, an Event would be scheduled by one
Supervisor and canceled or changed by another. Another problem in
scheduling was that there were often insufficient numbers of employees
available to free those scheduled for Training. When the Training Consultant
reported a problem to the Assistant Director, she would indicate that the
problem would be corrected. Subsequently, the Supervisor would indicate that
it could not be corrected.
Another problem with pertinence to Supervisors was that there simply
were not enough of them available to provide direct support to Trainers or SOJT
Events. When there was absenteeism, Supervisors were assisting other
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employees and were unavailable for several hours at a time.
These shortcomings could not all be corrected with modifications to the
Model. However, some modifications may have improved it. One Supervisor
could be appointed to be the "SOJT Supervisor". Therefore, scheduling SOJT
Events would be the responsibility of that person alone. Likewise, that person
could always be available to support Trainers when Events were taking place.
Since absenteeism is unavoidable, a mechanism to "shield" those
involved in SOJT from the impact is needed. One mechanism would be to
specify a minimum number of employees hired to fill the full-time equivalent
positions before SOJT Events can be scheduled. Another possibility is to not
place names of untrained employees on the master work schedule until the
SOJT Event is concluded. Thereby, employees would not be considered
available for work until they are finished with training.
Responses to Research Questions
The results indicated that in response to the first research question that
the Model produced knowledge gains among Trainers participating in the
Workshop as well as Trainees who were recipients of SOJT. Although Trainees
did learn as a result of participating in the SOJT Events, that learning was not
any greater than employees trained informally. SOJT only brought them to the
baseline level of knowledge for the foodservice operation. Perhaps, the
Trainees' baseline of knowledge will become a better one upon which
subsequent learning will be facilitated. Their knowledge gains may have been
better if Trainees were supported and felt less pressure to complete the work for
the shift, freeing them to review the Manuals.
In response to the second research question, there was not a difference
in Supervisors' ratings of performance among Trainees participating in SOJT
and employees trained informally. The inability to realize this difference among
methods of training is attributed to the difficulty in measuring performance.
Long term use of this Model may indicate performance differences that were not
measured in this initial implementation.
For the third question, addressing the assessment of quality of SOJT
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Events by Trainees, results suggest another positive response. SOJT
assessments were higher than assessments of informal training by the control
groups. This suggested that the SOJT Events are a better method to provide
job preparation training from the viewpoint of the trainee. If this is so, perhaps
this structured approach to training was better for the foodservice work place,
since poor job preparation can lead to frustration and voluntary job separations.
Lastly, the Model was found to be very positive upon subjective
evaluation. Those that were directly involved were enthusiastic about their
participation. It aroused interest even among employees who were not
involved. The Model requires much support for development and
implementaion and that is a feature that is recommended to be improved upon
with subsequent modifications.

Conclusions
Summary of Outcomes
The results reveal that the Model was successful. The Model was
successful in that Trainees who were recipients of structured training rated the
quality of that training more highly than recipients of unstructured training.
Trainees experienced gains in knowledge during the time frame in which
structured training took place, however, knowledge at the end of SOJT only
brought them to the baseline level of knowledge comparable to other
employees in the foodservice operation. Similarly, although there were no
differences in performance among employees trained with SOJT, those
indicators were not easily measured during this initial implementation.Over
time, it is believed that the consistent use of SOJT for training foodservice
employees will result in greater levels of job knowledge and skills.
Model Successes
A summative evaluation for a training program involves determination of
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whether the program met the goals for which it was established. Those Goals,
specified in the early stages of the Development Phase included developing a
Model which would 1) consistently produce Trainees with job knowledge and
skills, 2) support a wide variety of positions and 3) utilize existing staff with the
operation.
One way to review the success of this Model is to consider the extent to
which the Goals were achieved. The first Goal indicated that the Model be
successful in teaching consistent methods for conducting SOJT, producing
trainees with job knowledge and skills. The Model Components were
developed specifically, to provide ways to assure consistency in SOJT. The
results indicate that the knowledge gains occurred as a result of SOJT but
performance was not any greater among employees that were trained using
SOJT versus informal OJT. Realization of performance improvements may
occur over time.
The second Goal for the Model specified that it would involve a wide
diversity of job positions. This goals was achieved. Eleven job positions were
included in the Model development. At the same time, if this Model were to
have been developed for immediate use, and not the focus of a research
investigation, it would have been better to increase the numbers of employees
involved. A large critical mass of those with knowledge of new procedures may
have fostered the transfer of what was learned in the Trainer Preparation
Workshop to the job.
The third Goal specified that the Model be designed so as not to require
additional staff. That is one reason that incumbent employees were chosen as
Trainers. This Goal was met, but it is not a realistic one for such a project. It
may also have imposed limitations. There were not enough Supervisors
available to provide support to Trainers and Trainees involved in this new
procedure. It is believed that the lack of Supervisory support and demands of
work placed on Trainers created limitations on the use of procedures defined for
SOJT. A more successful SOJT Model in this work place may not be possible if
there is unwillingness to add extra staff or responsibilities to the Supervisors.
Lastly, the need for additional expertise in the development of such a
Model is important. If the administration does not possess the skills for training
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and instructional design, the need for a Training Consultant automatically
imposes the need for additional staff. At minimum, development of Training
Manuals would need the expertise of such a Consultant.
The Goals established for the Model and the literature base on which it is
founded, lead to the development of the Components, the pieces of structure of
which it is comprised.
Review of Model Components
The four Components of this Model include a Trainer Preparation
Workshop, Support Documents (Training Manuals and Checksheets), SOJT
Event Process and an SOJT Performance Support System. All served to
support Trainers and Trainees involved in training, called an SOJT Event.
The Trainer Preparation Workshop was considered very successful. It
produced knowledge gains among participants and also became an important
motivator for Trainers. Without it, it is believed that the Model would not have
been successful at all. Involving Supervisors in the Trainer Preparation
Workshop may have increased their level of support for the Model.
The Support Documents are also considered successful aspects of the
Model. Individualized Training Checksheets prompted and documented the
objectives for SOJT Events and the Manuals documented standard procedures
for each job position. These were completely new documents for this work site
and subjective findings suggest that they were welcome additions. There was
evidence that those Documents were used to some extent during SOJT Events.
The SOJT Event Process included the steps which Trainers were to
follow when conducting an SOJT Event. The Process was considered
successful in that it provided organization to the conduction of on-the-job
training. The Four-Step task instruction, process slowed Trainers down, a
conflict for those who were trying to meet work deadlines. However, it was an
improvement over previous methods which did not provide much opportunity for
organized task instruction and supervised practice.
The Performance Support System was necessary to define what the
Supervisors, Directors and the Training Consultant were to do in order to
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assure that the Model was successfully implemented within this work site. Most
of the System pertained to the scheduling of SOJT Events and the provision of
support to Trainers by Supervisors. It was successful in that if it had not been
defined, implementation would have probably not occurred at all. However, this
System was not powerful or enforced well enough to compensate for the time
pressures that occur in a very hectic and complicated work place.
Review of Model Modifications
The Model as developed and implemented was successful, despite a few
shortcomings. One can speculate about whether or not the Model shortcomings
are design flaw or if this particular site was the problem. It is believed by this
researcher that this Model had greater strengths than weaknesses and that this
foodservice work site was not an atypical one. Therefore, to improve upon
some shortcomings, some modifications of the Model are suggested.
If these modifications were incorporated, the Model may be more
successful for this work site as well as others. The basic structure and
Components of this Model with the suggested modifications could probably be
used as a framework from which others may try to establish structured on-thejob training programs for use in other foodservice operations.
The major modification needed pertains to provisions for support and the
Performance Support System. It has already been suggested that Supervisors
be included in the Trainer Preparation Workshop. In that Workshop, specific
ways to provide support to Trainers/Trainees could be taught. That would
provide a mechanism to foster their recognition of the value of SOJT and
commitment to the SOJT Event Process.
But additional support was needed. Trainers felt insecure in the
responsibility for documenting the abilities of Trainees at the end of SOJT
Events. This insecurity may have been offset by the recognition of that
responsibility and official designation of authority to make judgment about the
performance of the Trainees. The designation of authority would have provided
recognition which may foster greater sense of support among Trainers as well
as the Supervisors. This designation of authority should come with both title
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and monetary reward as well. It would also create a career ladder step,
something that is needed among non-supervisory foodservice employees.
Another support mechanism recommended is the allocation of a
specified, work-free time for the Trainer and Trainee to spend reviewing the
contents of the Training Manual. The General Foodservice Procedures were
tested; reading the Manual should have produced greater knowledge gains. A
designated time period is needed to assure that standard procedures are
reviewed, perhaps through another medium of communication.
The Performance Support System should always contain specifications
about the scheduling and priority given to SOJT Events. But those must be met
with people, assigned specific responsibility for doing so. The collective
responsibility for activities among Supervisors, as occurred in this work site,
may have made it difficult to hold anyone accountable for infractions to the
System. A specific Supervisor assigned responsibility for SOJT may be
indicated.
Simply assigning the responsibilities for SOJT to a specific Supervisor is
not sufficient to assure that the Model is successful. Sometimes, the problems
with the support and scheduling of Events was due to the numbers of people
available. Therefore, it is necessary to determine a minimum number of fulltime employees hired or on staff before SOJT can be scheduled. Likewise, an
additional Supervisor may need to be hired since it is clear that in this work site,
the demands upon their time is already burdensome. Also, with a Supervisor in
place with sole responsibility for SOJT, the role of the Training Consultant could
have been reduced.
All of these modifications to improve support would probably dictate the
need for investment of additional human resource dollars. This may be an
obstacle that discourages foodservice operators from considering adoption of
such a Model.
Whether or not structured on-the-job training is a better way to provide
job preparation training in foodservice is a difficult question to answer. If one
simply examines the objective results of this study, the conclusion may indicate
that it is not. However, subjective evaluations of what transpired and reevaluation at some future point in time may reveal outcomes not discernible at
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this time. Performance improvements may be revealed in time. Improved levels
of job satisfaction and lower rates of employee turnover may be realized
because employees sense they are being treated better.
The lack of support for the Model, in this situation is not considered by
this investigator to be a unique one for this operation. Foodservice work places
are hectic and often short staffed. Lack of support occurs simply because of the
time limitations of the management staff. SOJT must occur if on-the-job training
is to continue, but the structure must reflect the needs of the workplace. This
study reveals that SOJT was both needed and appreciated by the employees in
this foodservice operation. It is also a good idea but the support network must
be strong since the environment is not one that is conducive to learning as one
works. Success must be built into the structure by modifying the proposed
Model as suggested.
In summary, the literature review and evaluations that took place when
implementing this SOJT Model in an actual foodservice operation have served
to reveal that the Components were indeed relevant and useful for this type of
work setting. Three of the Components, the Workshop for Trainers, the SOJT
Event Process and the Performance Support System are transferable to any
foodservice work site with little or no on site adjustments. The Training
Documents are highly individualized and need to be developed on a custom
basis. For that reason, someone with expertise in training material and
instructional design is needed to implement it. If this is not available on site, it
becomes another Component for the Model.
It is most likely that the practice of using OJT to provide job preparation in
foodservice will probably continue. Overall, this Model was successful. There
were positive knowledge gains and both subjective and objective evidence
indicated that the employees were receptive to structuring OJT. Therefore, this
researcher believes structured OJT with the proposed modifications is needed
in the foodservice industry.
In order for the serious labor pool problems to be corrected, attention to
the development of those employees is mandatory. Providing well structured
beginnings in the work site is critical to shaping their attitude about the work and
the organization. A good basic preparation provides a foundation upon which
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subsequent employee development can occur. Foodservice operators must
realize that it is an investment they cannot afford to ignore.
Implications for future research
Several of the suggestions for modifications of the Model would be
worthy of research investigation. The Model could be modified, implemented
similarly, and tested again in this work place.
Some additional measurements that could be conducted with reference
to this Model or a modified one are worth noting. The length of time to learn job
routines and/or comparing length of time to learn using structured versus
unstructured OJT would both be areas of interest. Testing Trainees for
knowledge of procedures and evaluating their performance at some later point
in time after conduction of SOJT would also be worthy of subsequent
investigations.
Another avenue of investigation would be to determine if the Program
would have fared differently if the Training Consultant were a paid Consultant.
Another approach would be to test the Model with the responsibilities of the
Consultant designated to one of the Supervisors or Directors, with guidance
provided to that person by the Training Consultant.
Additionally, it would be of great value to take the recommended modified
version of this Model to another foodservice work place and test it there, the real
test of its applicability and effectiveness. Similarly, the Components' inclusion
in the Model could be validated by a Delphi technique or with a panel of
experts.
Since the foodservice industry is so large, and since OJT popular for
training workers, it is clear that more research is needed. Likewise, there are
so many problems related to the productivity and performance of workers that
more research exploring foodservice work and and methods in job preparation
is needed.
One of the problems in conducting studies of this nature in the
foodservice area is the establishment of a solid methodological approach.
Testing of this Model could have been done more validly if a work place with
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more employees doing the exact same job could have been used.
Unfortunately, that doesn't occur. The very nature of the diversity of jobs is what
makes the use of SOJT necessary. Nevertheless, greater numbers of persons
doing the same jobs would allow for design of a validated instrument which
would determine knowledge as a result of training. Performance indicators
could be more objective if employees repeated the same tasks in a given period
of time. The research design could have been changed so that one trainer
provided SOJT, repeatedly, for numerous trainees.
A variety of research ideas have resulted as a consequence of
performing this investigation, many which have to do with the foodservice
workplace and performance, training and education among foodservice
employees. Some of these pertain to learning styles, propensity for reading
and reading abilities, and their responses to testing and being tested. Methods
to objectively measure performance and identification of ways to conduct
performance evaluations are just a few.
In the process of writing Manuals and job routines, the complexity of the
work place became apparent. Specific references to the complexity of the
foodservice work place were nonexistent in the literature explored. No one has
published studies comparing the diversity of tasks among foodservice workers
to other kinds of work.
It is unfortunate that more research is not available which measures the
value of structured on-the-job training. As one of the most common methods for
preparing entry-level employees in a variety of industries within the United
States, strengthening the process would probably serve to provide a more
sound base for improving the productivity of all workers.
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SUMMARY
This study proposed and tested a model for conducting structured on-thejob training in a foodservice setting. The objectives of the research study were
to determine the effectiveness of the model relative to trainee knowledge,
performance and assessment of training, and to gather subjective impressions
pertinent to it's acceptance and applicability.
On-the-job training (OJT) is a popular practice in many U.S. industries.
Unfortunately, more often than not, it is unstructured and informal, probably
resulting in training that is less than adequate. The practice is also common in
the foodservice industry, one of the largest industries in the United States. The
use of OJT in foodservice should be of particular concern. Employees in
foodservice operations are not satisfied workers, absenteeism and job turnover
is high. If employees are poorly prepared to do the work, they may become
frustrated and quit.
Yet, the use of OJT in foodservice operations is also a good idea for
some reasons. In job settings where responsibilities change often and tasks
vary, OJT is a good idea. Similarly, when decisions need to made during the
course of the work, learning needs to take place during actual work times.
Foodservice workplaces are dynamic and complicated. Menu changes and
unpredictability in demands for food and perishability of food make each hour of
each day different. Most work places, especially health care foodservice
operations have a large variety of job positions and responsibilities among
employees. Therefore, OJT seems to be the best way to prepare employees.
Consequently, the need to structure OJT in foodservice is clear. In order
to provide well prepared workers in a diverse and dynamic setting, the methods
for that preparation should be defined. Objectives, specifying the content of
training, processes to follow in task instruction, documents to support the
training, preparation for those that will conduct training and finally, support to
reinforce the use of the structured training in the work setting are all
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requirements of a model for structured on-the-job training (SOJT).
The Model in this study was developed and implemented by a Training
Consultant who was also the investigator for the research project. The need for
the Model was determined by the Consultant and the Administration of the
foodservice operation at the research site. Input was gained from employees,
supervisors and the administration regarding the needs for SOJT. This input
enlisted support and helped shape the goals for the Model.
The Model was established, relying largely upon the literature with
adaptations for this particular research site. The Consultant's experience with
the foodservice industry served to offer insight in shaping this particular Model.
For the purposes of the research project the application of this Model to this
work site was divided into two phases: Phase I: Model Development and
Phase II: Model Implementation. Both Phases involved approximately 18
months.
During Phase I, the Model was designed to utilize incumbent employees
as trainers that would conduct SOJT. Since this particular facility has a large
number of job positions and a high employee to supervisor ratio, incumbents
were the most knowledgeable of job responsibilities and more available than
supervisors to conduct the training.
The Model design included four components. These were: Trainer
Preparation Workshop, Training Documents (Checksheet and Manual), SOJT
Event Process and SOJT Performance Support System. The SOJT Event
Process are the steps the Trainer was to follow in the process of conducting an
SOJT Event. The other three components serve to provide support in
conducting the SOJT Event.
The Trainer Preparation Workshop was a five hour workshop, divided
into two sessions. During this time, eleven Trainers were given lectures and
activities to learn about training and performance and ways to provide task
instruction feedback, and methods to use when conducting SOJT. Trainers
were taught about their new role and given explanation about how to use the
Support Documents. The feedback from the participants in the Workshop was
very positive. Participants were given a pre/post test to determine knowledge
changes and gains were noted.
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The Support Documents were developed, revised and finalized for
eleven different job positions, one for each Trainer in the Workshop. There
were two kinds of Documents. The first, Training Checksheet, provided the
Trainer with a prompt to recall all information and tasks that needed to be
communicated during SOJT. At the conclusion of the Event, they were to turn in
completed Checksheets to their Supervisors. Each item on a Checksheets that
was marked signified completion; the Trainer signature verified completion to
satisfaction. Trainers could recommend the need for additional training.
The second Document, Training Manuals, were written procedures
pertinent to the job position for which it was written. Each Manual contained
identical sections, with individual procedures written for each. There was a
section for Work Procedures (tasks), Equipment Procedures and General
Foodservice Procedures. Procedures were written in narrative form with
graphics to support the narrative, when appropriate. Sets of specific
procedures did not exist previously and were necessary to serve as
documentation of standards for performance of work tasks for the positions.
The next component, SOJT Event Process was a series of steps to follow
when conducting SOJT. One of the problems noted with OJT in the past was
that each person had their own way of conducting training. Therefore, a
systematic and organized routine was indicated. This Process included:
explain job function and workplace orientation, distribute job
responsibilities/routines, review Training Manual, provide training on all tasks
using the four-step method and complete Training Checksheet.
The last component was the SOJT Performance Support System. It was
a set of guidelines for all to follow which was hoped would serve to provide the
support necessary for the implementation of the Model in this hectic work site.
The guidelines were chiefly related to: provision of relief to Trainers when
conducting SOJT, scheduling of SOJT events, limitations on additional
responsibilities given to Trainers when conducting SOJT and the provision of
support to Trainers by the Consultant, Supervisors and Administration. This
component was probably the weakest link in the Model.
During Implementation, Trainers were scheduled to conduct SOJT
Events with two Trainees each, one at a time. These Events were scheduled by
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the Supervisors. Prior to the Event, the Trainee was given a knowledge pretest, containing items about the General Foodservice Procedures in the Training
Manual. After the Event, they were given a matched post-test and an instrument
to assess the SOJT Event (SOJT Event Assessment). Finally, during the last
day of the Event, Supervisors completed a Performance Evaluation on the
Trainee.
At both the beginning and end of the three month Implementation Phase,
similar data was collected from randomly selected employees (control groups)
within the foodservice operation. At both times, control groups took the same
knowledge test and/or completed a training assessment (regarding informal
OJT). Supervisors completed identical performance evaluations on employees
in control groups at both times also. This was to serve as data to use in
comparison with the Trainees.
The results of the objective data collection only revealed some of the
successes of Model implementation. Trainees did gain knowledge during the
Event, as evidenced by the gain from pre to post test time. However, the
knowledge gains only brought them to a baseline level of knowledge, not
greater than other employees who had been trained informally, in the past. The
Trainees assessment scores for the SOJT Events were higher than the scores
assigned in the assessment of informal OJT. Performance differences were not
discernible among groups of employees.
The objective data for this study was also difficult to obtain. Since only
one or two persons work a given position and since the foodservice facility does
not want multiple employees trained for one position, available methodologies
were limited for this study. Likewise, due to limited numbers, a valid test for
knowledge as a result of training was not feasible. Similarly, since tasks and
routines have such day to day variety and productivity so difficult to measure in
foodservice, valid, objective performance indicators to use in measuring
performance changes were not available. Therefore, reliance on evaluation of
the Model by merely objective evaluation is not recommended. Developing and
testing of this Model in an actual work site, reporting of the process and
subjective observations made during development and implementation become
significant contributions to the foodservice literature.
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Therefore, the evidence that was gathered subjectively is also important
and worth noting. The employees that were directly involved (Trainers and
Trainees) clearly expressed motivation and support toward the Model and
appreciation for the efforts of the Consultant. Trainers were very positive in the
Trainer Preparation Workshop and in subsequent interactions with the
Consultant. Trainees wanted to keep the Training Manuals. The Process for
conducting SOJT Events made the job of training easier, according to Trainers.
The greatest Model flaws were in the Performance Support System.
Numerous Events were canceled and rescheduled. Trainers did not always get
relief from tasks in order to provide good Training to Trainees, or to take time to
thoroughly review the contents of the Training Manuals. Only a few of the
Supervisors gave the Trainers support during the Events. It is believed by the
Consultant, that the Supervisors simply did not have the time to be as
supportive as necessary.
Some modifications to the Model are indicated in order to strengthen
some of the shortcomings. Supervisors need to be more directly involved.
They could be participants or conductors of the Trainer Preparation Workshop.
Perhaps a SOJT Supervisor needs to be appointed with responsibility for
scheduling and supporting the SOJT.
Another method for teaching or documenting Procedures might be
indicated. It is suspected that the Training Manuals were not read thoroughly;
another medium for communication may be more appropriate for this group.
Trainers need to be given more support and recognition. It seemed that
Trainers did not feel comfortable in being responsible for the completion of all
tasks on the Training Checksheet. They should be given some form of
recognition for the authority vested in the position as Trainer. This would also
create a career ladder step within the work place.
SOJT Events may need to be divided into some combination of on-thejob/off- the-job activities. A foodservice work place has the pace and demands
that make it almost impossible to conduct organized training and to meet
production needs simultaneously. Some combination of time away from the job,
with Trainer, Trainee and Supervisor together may be necessary.
Similarly, SOJT Events must be complete before employees are relieved
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from training. A minimum number of employees may need to be established,
before which SOJT can be scheduled. Untrained employees should not appear
on the master work schedule until trained.
After testing in one foodservice operation, the Components that were
included were concluded to be essential elements of such a Model. All of the
Components, except the Support Documents could be transferable with little or
no on site adjustments. In order to develop and implement such a Model,
expertise in training material and instructional design is necessary. If no such
person is on staff, then a training consultant becomes another necessary
component for structured on-the-job training.
This foodservice work place is not unique. This Model would have
probably fared similarly in another work site. The dynamic, unpredictable and
complicated nature of the work creates a pace that is hectic. Absenteeism and
high turnover results in working short-handed; Supervisors are not always
available to give support to employees. Therefore, the Model needs to be
adapted to suit this kind of a work place.
The results of this project indicate a few avenues of further research. The
first would be to try to establish a valid methodology to objectively test the
Model. Another area would be to arrive at objective performance indicators, in
order to measure productivity and reveal the results of training. A study to
reveal ways to assess and communicate performance in the work setting are
also necessary. There is need to study the nature and complexity of tasks within
foodservice and to learn the best ways to teach those tasks. Lastly, how
foodservice employees learn best, respond to learning and testing would also
be worthwhile avenues of investigation.
On-the-job training in foodservice will likely continue. Ways to strengthen
that job preparation training are needed in order to adequately communicate
job expectations, teach skills and instill positive work attitudes and support
among employees. As this large industry struggles to meet the demands for
candidates for its labor pool, consideration must be given to why they have such
labor problems. Training of employees is a critical part of improving employee
output and relations, and one that the operators in this industry cannot afford to
overlook any longer.
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Appendix A

DIRECTORS/SUPERVISORS OJT TRAINING QUESTIONNAIRE

Please answer the following questions regarding your beliefs of ideas
about on-the-job training among the foodservice employees.
1. Define or describe the "best" employee trainer:

What does he or she do differently than others when they train?

What personality traits or characteristics seem to affect their
ability as trainers?

2. Describe or list three things that you expect an employee to know or
to be able to do after they have been trained:

Do you find most employee meet the three expectations?

If not, why do you think they are unable to meet those expectations?

3. How do your employees compare to your own description of the "best"
trainer?

4. Name one or two things that your employees might need to learn to become
"best" trainers:
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EMPLOYEES OJT TRAINING QUESTIONNAIRE

1. What information do you always make sure that an employee you are training
knows before you are finished training him/her?

2. How can you be sure that they employee knows what is needed to do the job
or that he/she can co a particular task

3. What general foodservice skills (those used in any foodservice) are important for
your job?

4. Do you think you are a good employee trainer?

5. What is the most difficult thing about training employees on-the-job?

6. How long does it take an employee to learn to do your job? What part
takes the longest?

7. Do you think that on-the-job training works well at
Hospital Nutrition
Services Department? (If yes, why and if no, why not)

8. What would you like to learn to do better as an employee trainer?
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TRAINING CHECKSHEET

AM COOK

#1

Trainee has been told/shown:
Basic job function
Location of production sheets/menu
How to read production sheets
How to get census count
Location of standardized recipes
Location of food items
Location of Dry Storage Requisition Form
How to request food items from stores (complete form)
Tools, chemicals and equipment location
Location of Cleaning Procedure Manual
Trainee has been given:
Job Responsibilities
Job Routine and deadlines
Training Packet to read

Trainee has successfully practiced (without assistance):
How to determine inventory
How to adjust/maintain food par levels with census
How to determine "special - add ons"
Preparation of "add ons"
Preparation of items for "Diabetic School" as requested
Making all food products:
patient breakfast items (including toast for trayline)
roasts, meats and other entrees
regular and modified gravies and sauces
"to order" breakfast items
soups and vegetables on Saturdays
Filling Satellite Unit food requests (Sat only)
Operating and cleaning after use:
tilter
blast chiller
slicer
steamer

mixer
fryer
Performing daily cleaning responsibility:
blast chiller

tilter
counters, drawers and shelves in work area
beneath handwashing sink
Completing Dry Sorage Requisition form

/when
^^
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Purina training, trainee praaiced:
Use of general foodservice skills according to standards:
appropriate handwashing practices
appropriate food handling/tasting techniques
hand sanitizing methods for tools, cloths and equipment
safe work habits (including equipment)
appropriate portion control techniques
appropriate use of standardized recipes
correct food measuring techniques
Trainee has:
worked Position #1 independently
met the job deadlines
shown ability to meet product quality standards
followed appropriate procedures

Do you believe that the trainee needs additional days of training?.
Recommended number of additional days of training needed:

_, (Trainee) was trained for Position # 1 on.
(dates) At the conclusion of training, I believe the trainee was able to perform all tasks
and procedures according to acceptable standards and/or consistently with the
descriptions given in the Training Packet.
, Trainer
(signature)
RECOMMENDED SEQUENCE FOR TRAINING:
1. Job function explained
2. Training Packet given to trainee to read
3. Copy of job responsibilities/job routine given to trainee to keep
4. Training on all routines and tasks
5. Checksheet completed, signed and given to supervisor
6. Follow up on trainee while working the job on his/her own
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TRAINING MANUAL
500AM -ISOPM

JOB ROUTINE

AM COOK #1

500:

Check production sheet and inventory stock levels
on hand.
Check for specials or "add ons" for the day.

500830/900:

Have special items complete, cooked and
panned.
Be ready for chilling items prepared.
Mark pans for items prepared while food
is cooking.
Cook and pan the following items:
cereals, breakfast meat, starches,
macaroni and cheese, gravies, daily special.
Clean, cook and blast chill turkeys.
Get roast into blast chiller.

700 - 830:

Must be available to do "ready to order"
breakfast items if needed.
Clean work area (light).
Make toast as requested for trayiine.

900 - 930:

Break

930:

Clean titter braiser.

1000:

Clean work area, Mark pans.
Scramble eggs (or do slicing).

1100:

Slicing of meats (or poach eggs).

1150:

Clean titter (Tilter should be available
for pm cook #2 by noon).
Put away items that are finished chilling.

1230-100:

Lunch break

100-130:

Pan meats and other items.
Make out food requisitions.
Wipe and clean area.
Assist pm or other cooks if time.
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JOB RESPONSIBIUTIES:

AM COOK

The AM Cook is responsible for:
Preparation of all patient breakfast items for inventory and "to order"
Preparation of all patient entrees: roasts, meats, casseroles, gravies, sauces and
other entrees.
Determining and maintaining inventory par levels for all items produced.
Filling food requests for Satellite Units (psyche and rehab) and preparation of
soups and vegetables on Saturdays.
Attending quality assurance meetings as requested.
Performing daily cleaning:
filter, blast chiller, counters, drawers and shelves in work
area, beneath handwashing sink
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WORK PROCEDURES

Production of Food Items
Poached Eggs using Tilter
Miscellaeous Cooking Adjustments
Requisitioning frcm Dry Stores

A
B
C
D
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AM COOK - #1

WORK PROCEDURES

Kev for production of food items: The preparation described in the code will be
performed on the day that item appears on the production sheet.
MENU ITEM ON
PRODUCTION SHEET

PREPARATION CODE

Roasts/Meats/Entrees:
Roast Pork
Ground Pork
Roast Veal
Groud Veal
Roast Beef
Roast Turkey
Pot Roast
Filet of cod
Taco meat
Low Salt Taco meat
Macaroni & Cheese
Lasagne
Modified Lasagne
Beef Burgundy
Stuffed Cabbage Rolls
Modified Stuffed Cabbage Rolls
Tuna Noodle Casserole
Manicotti
Veal Gourgere
Ravioli

(if not done by PM cook)
(if not done by PM cook)

- Make sauce only

Mix with sauce made by Prep Cook#3

Starches. Gravies. Sauces:
Apple Stuffing
Mashed Potatoes
Beef Broth
Beef Gravy
Modified Beef Gravy
Turkey Broth
Turkey Gravy
Modified Turkey Gravy (veloute)
Mushroom Sauce
Modified Mushroom Sauce

7
8
9
9
5
9
9
5
4
4

Cereals and other Breakfast Items:
Hot cereals
Poached Eggs
Low Choi. Scrambled
Low Choi Omelettes
Western Omelettes
Mushroom Omelettes
Cheese Omelettes

10 Coffee shop - use double boiler
4
6
4
4
4
7
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Pancakes (all kinds)
French Toast
Low Choi. French Toast
Hash brown Patties
Shredded Hash Browns
Sausage
Canadian Bacon

8
4
4
6 - Deep fry
6 - Grill
6
7 - Slice

SATURDAYS INCLUDE:
Carrots
Soups (Patients)

5
8

KEY CODE:
1 • Cooked day before, Pull from oven, Chill, Slice, Pan, Store
2 • Run chilled, sliced meat through chopper/dicer, Pan, Store
3 • Pan, Bake, Chill, Store
4 - Recipe or procedure to follow, Cook, Pan, Chill, Store
5 • Ready to cook product, Pan, Steam to thaw, Store
6 - Ready to cook product, Cook, Pan, Chill, Store
7 - Ready to use product. Pan, Store
8 • Product from mix. Cook, Pan, Chill, Store
9 - Make from roast drippings, simmer on range top, finished by PM cook
10 - Boil in steam kettle undercook, Pan.Chiil, Store
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WORK PROCEDURES

AM COOK #1

Poachsd Eoas using Tiltino Skillet:
1. Spray tilter/braiser with pan coat spray.
2. Spray 2-3 hotel pans and steamer inserts with pan coat spray.
3. Place pans in bottom of tilter and fill with 2" of water.
4. Turn on skillet and wait until water comes to a rapid boil.
5. Prepare hotel pan with ice water while waiting for water to boil.
6. After water boils, reduce to a low simmer.
7. Crack eggs into simmering water, approximately 10 eggs per hotel pan.
8. When egg whites are done, lift out steamer insert and place insert into
ice water bath.
9. Trim egg white edge of frayed and loose pieces of whites to improve
appearance of egg.
10. Place one flat of poached eggs (3 dozen) into hotel pans, place in milk
walk-in.
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WORK PROCEDURES

AM COOK #1

Miscellaneous Cooking Procedure Adjustments
In a cook-chill system production system, food is prepared, chilled, held cold and then
reheated before serving. This production system dictates a few adjustments in the
cooking procedure in order to produce satisfactory products. The following procedural
adjustments are necessary for products made by the AM Cook:
1. Gravies that are made should be of a thinner consistency than would
be used for conventional (ready to serve) gravy.
2. Roasts and other non-poultry meats are cooked to an internal
temperature or 135 -140° Fahrenheit.
3. Poultry is cooked to an internal temperature of 160° Fahrenheit.
4. Macaroni and pasta products are underbaked.
5. Scrambled eggs: Using frozen product, cook at skillet temperature of
250oF. Undercook until eggs are coagulated to a consistency similar to
applesauce.
If using unfrozen egg product, use steamer to cook and do not undercook.
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WORK PROCEDURES

COOKS. PREP COOKS.
ROOM SERVICE. BAKER

Procadum for nnrnplfltion of Reauisiton from Drv Storage:
1. Obtain copy of form from manila folder in box of files in Supervisors' office. Forms
are filed by position.
2. Check the level of supplies in your area. Indicate the amount needed in the column
to the left.
3. Fill out the top of the form. Submit to stores.
4. Order will be placed on shelving racks immediately across from the storeroom door.
5. Order enough supplies for two to three days.
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DRY STORAGE REQUISITION FORM
Production Area: A.M. Cook
Today's Date:
Date needed:
Starches It Pastas

Requested by:.
Issued by:
Cost Center: Patient
Meat tc Meat Broths

Oatmeal, old fashioned, 42 oz pkg

LS Beef broth mi::, 4.2 oz pkg

Cream 0+ wheat, 28 oz pkg

LS Chicken broth mi::, 4.2 0: pkg

Cream o-f rice, 28 os pkg
Wheat, rye, Ha::, 1 lb pkg
Malt-o-meal, 28 oz box
Potatoes, powdered, S.S lb can

Miscellaneous - Food £< Supplies
Pan Coating, aerosol, 22 oz can
Salad oil, vegetable, 1 1/4 gal
Vinegar, white, 1 gal
Mixes
Pancake mix, buttermilk, S lb bag
Pancake mix, whole wheat, 5 lb bag

■

Economy wipes, 35 ct/pkg
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EQUIPMENT PROCEDURES
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Appendix D
EQUIPMENT PROCEDURES

BIAST CHILLER

Use of blast chiller:
Blast chiller is used to rapidly cool foods that will be used in the cook-chill Regethermic
system.
1. Pans of food to be chilled is loaded onto rolling rack.
Place heavy and or very full pans of food at about waist height.
Place lighter pans on higher and lower shelves.
2. Carefully roll rack into blast chiller.
3. Turn on and set timer on chiller.
4. When food is done chilling, unload from rack and place into
appropriate positions in bank of Traulsens refrigerator holding
units along wall.

Cleaning blast chiller:
1. Sweep inside of blast chiller.
2. Wipe inside and out with sudsy cloth.
3. Dry with clean dry cloth.
4. Clean outside with stainless steel polish.
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EQUIPMENT PROCEDURES

CONVECTION STEAMER

Use of Cleveland convection steamer
A steamer is a unit which cooks as the food comes in direct contact with steam. The
steam forced around the food by convection cooks rapidly. Steamers can be used to
cook many foods, in this operation they are used primarily for vegetables and
reheating products.
1. If the steamer is in use, confer with the other cooks to determine the
availability for your use.
2. Prepare the item to be steamed by placing it in steamer pans.
3. Slide steamer pan into compartment steamer.
4. Close door. Latch by lifting vertical bar as the door is closed and
placing it flat again once the door is snugly closed.

^N.

0
5. Turn steamer on and set timer.
a. If timer digits are flashing, press the start button twice to cancel
b. Press the timer digits (tens or ones) to set total number of minutes
c. Press the start button below the timer to start
d. When steamer has reached pressure, small dot will appear
in the lower right of the timer individual minutes
e. Minute countdown appears in the "cook time" after steamer
has reached pressure
f. To operate without timer, start by pressing manual button
6. When food in done, cancel flashing timer by pressing start button
twice. Cautiously release steam by cracking door and allowing
steam to escape before reaching for food in steamer.
7. Remove food from steamer using hot pads.
8. Close door, but leave slightly ajar.
Cleaning Steamer
1. After steamer is no longer in use and has cooled, it is ready to be
cleaned.
2. Look inside and clean any visible food spills or pieces of food.
3. Wipe insides and bottom with a warm sudsy cloth. Wipe door, checking
gasket for worn or cracked areas.
4. Take warm clean cloth and wipe sudsy water from interior. Wipe
outside of steamer with cloth, dry outside.
5. Steamer door can be polished with stainless steel polish.

\ i.

^ 00
©CD

!',NII/AL|fW

TlM&fl.
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EQUIPMENT PROCEDURES

TILTER BRAISER

Use of Groen tilter braising pan
This piece of equipment is versatile and can perform the same tasks as range tops,
griddles, small steam kettles, stock pots, fry pans and skillets. It saves much time and
effort in eliminating the lifting that is necessary with other cooking equipment.
1. Place food item to be cooked into the tilting braising pan.
2. Adjust to the appropriate temperatures using dial. Suggested
temperature settings:
Simmering - 200oF
Sauteing - 225 - 275° F
Searing
- 300° F
Frying
- 325 • 3750F
Grilling
- 350 - 4250F
3. When food is cooked adequately, remove food
by hand or use automatic tilt control to tilt pan so
that items can be poured through lip on center
of pan. Tilt pan slowly.
4. Scrape out food and add water to pan to rinse
out excess food. Tilt and emply water into stock
pot placed below lip. Clean tilter with mild
detergent.
5. Outside of tilter braiser is cleaned with
Grease-Kicker and a scouring pad.
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EQUIPMENT PROCEDURES

SUCER

Cleaning of Slicer:
Slicer should be cleaned after each use. Follow these steps:
1. Make sure machine is off and unplugged.
2. Set slicer blade control to zero.
3. Remove food carriage. Turn knob in the center on the
backside of carriage.
4. Remove back blade guard. Depress and hold lever at
very bottom of guard.
5. Remove the sharpener by pulling up on the lever that says
"Berkel" until it stops. Push out on "J" shaped catch which
releases the sharpener.
5. Remove the top blade guard. Loosen knob on side of
top guard.
6. Hand wash and sanitize parts. Do not submerge sharpener in water, wipe clean
and sanitize with a cloth. Allow all parts to air dry.
7. Wash, rinse and sanitize machine shell and blade.
a) set blade at wide cutting (turn control knob as far as it will go, counterclockwise.)
b) wash blade first using cloth doubled up and dipped in detergent,
rinse and sanitizing solution.
FRONT
c) cover blade with plastic guard.
BLADE
d) then wash shell of machine
GUARD
e) allow to air dry
f) remove blade guard and set control at zero again
MEAT GRIP
8. Replace front guard immediately. Tighten knob.
9. Replace back guard. Slide pin on top into hole, snap
bottom into place.
10. Replace food carriage. Tighten knob.
11. Leave blade control at zero and
machine unplugged.

MEAT GRIP
KNOB

CARRIAGE
HANDLE

SLICER
BLADE
CONTROL

ON-OFF
SWITCH
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EQUIPMENT PROCEDURES

SLICEF

USE OF BERKEL SLICER
Operation of an automatic slicer requires great care due to the potential of serious cuts
if proper proceaures are not followed. The following procedures are requirea.
1. Before setting up for operation, make sure machine
is off and unplugged.
2. Adjust slicer size, turn blade control knob counter clockwise
until desired slice number is reached. (Smaller numbers
are for thinner slices).

jk-—

3. Place food to be sliced on food carriage, loading so that
slices will be made in desired direction (across meat grain, etc.).
4. Swing food grip forward to secure food in place.
5. Plug machine in and turn slicer switch (located in front) on.

6. Feed food into slicer by pushing carrier forward, using meat
grip knob. Pull back and continue process until amount
needed has been cut.
7. Slicer can be set to slice automatically by sliding the knob in
front to the hi or lo position.
8. Remove sliced food from food catch tray as it accumulates. Turn
machine off before reaching for food on catch tray. Do not let
food accumulate on tray so that it interferes with the dropping of
additional slices onto the tray.
9. Turn off and unplug.
10. Disassemble, clean and sanitize slicer.
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SLICER SAFETY

DO NOT OPERATE MACHINE WITHOUT SAFETY GUARDS IN PLACE

NEVER TOUCH THE KNIFE (BLADE) WITH YOUR HANDS

ALWAYS USE THE FOOD GRIP TO FEED THE SLICER, NEVER YOUR HANDS

DO NOT CATCH THE FOOD AS IT SLICES, PICK IT UP FROM THE RECEIVING TRAY

ALWAYS OPERATE ON A LEVEL SOLID SURFACE

UNPLUG MACHINE BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO REMOVE JAMMED FOOD
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GENERAL FOODSERVICE PROCEDURES
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FOODSERVICE PRODUCTION
USING STANDARDIZED RECIPES
Read recipes thoroughly
Weigh and measure exactly:

Fill to line on liquid measure

Level dry ingredients
with back of knife

Weights are most accurate
for dry measure

Pack firmly solid fat
and brown sugar

Convert recipe quantity using factor method:
1. Determine factor

Desired # portions
Known # portions (recipe) = Factor

2. Convert measures to weights
3. Multiply all ingredient weights by factor
EXAMPLE: If you have a recipe that makes 25 portions
and you need 60.
Factor is: 60 + 25 = 2.4
For
Inqredient
Eggs
Cheese
Milk
Margarine

25.
8 large
12 02.

Igal.
1 stick

Weight
16 oz
12 oz
128 oz
4oz

Factor
X 2.4 =
X 2.4 =
X 2.4 =
X 2.4 =

*Round up if .5 or more, round down if .4 or less.

For
J6Q Rovnd*
38.4
38 oz
28.8
29 oz
307.2 307 oz
9.6
10 oz
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FOODSERVICE PRODUCTION
PORTION CONTROL TECHNIQUES

Follow standardized recipes; measure and
weigh exactly; serve portion size specified
on recipe
Portions are made by cut size
Portions are made by volume:
Disher, dipper or scoop

JO

JV^K
^sf
v_

Disher # Portion
2/3 c.
6
8
1/2 c.
12
1/3 c.
1/4 c.
16
30
1/8 c.

Ladles and Spoodles (perforated ladles with
long handles)

Portions are made by weight:
Portion scales
Slicers can be set to slice a consistent weight slice
Pre-portioned weighed food items

LIVER
'60- 3ox pc^y
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FOODSERVICE PRODUCTION
PORTION CONTROL TECHNIQUES

Portion control means:
cost control
reduced waste
customer satisfaction
nutritional needs met
better production planning
fair customer pricing
avoid run-out
avoid leftovers
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FOODSERVICE PRODUCTION
SERVING HIGH QUALITY FOOD
Never serve a food that is not or does not
appear to be fresh
Prepare food attractively in holding tables,
platters and plates
Use garnishes and seasoning to add accent
colors and contrast
Serve/hold food at optimal temperatures:

Ice Cream
Milk
Puddings, Cream Pies
Fruits, Salads
Vegetables
Entrees, Sauces
Thin Sauces, Gravies, Soup
Coffee, Hot Beverages

10-120F
32 -360F
34 -360F
40oF
140-150oF
160-165oF
180-185oF
180-190oF
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FOODSERVICE

SANITATION

SANITARY FOOD STORAGE

Always store fresh food in original containers,
open food should have open date indicated
Always cover, label and date food stored during
stages of production
Keep storage areas very clean
Some foods deteriorate rapidly:
ground meat, fatty fish, turkey and creamed foods,
gravy and puddings, foods defrosted in microwaves

Keep food at correct holding temperatures:

Q

r

450F or less
*Fresh food
*Food waiting to
be cooked

no-

140oFormore
*Food in steamtables
*Food in warmers
*Food in carts ready for patient
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FOODSERVICE

SANITATION

PROPER HAND WASHING TECHNIQUES

Wash hands in handwashing sinks only,
using warm water and soap

Wash hands and arms to the elbow,
rubbing between fingers and around
nails

Rinse arms and hands from the elbow
down

Use a clean paper towel to dry arms and
hands

Turn off water with towel, discard towel in
open waste paper or use trash can with
foot operated pedal to lift lid
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FOODSERVICE

SANITATION

SANITARY FOOD HANDLING TECHNIQUES

Don't handle food directly with hands

Don't handle food unnecessarily

Don't let food or ingredients stand or thaw at
room temperature

Cool foods rapidly in shallow pans

Keep wiping cloths in sanitizing solution when
not in use

Never touch food surfaces of clean dishware

MO
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FOODSERVICE

SANITATION

SANITARY FOOD SAMPLING TECHNIQUES
Use a proper food tasting procedure:
A. One spoon per taste, never return spoon to batch after tasting.

OR
B. Use cup, sample directly from cup only.

^
*£^

Never stick a sampling spoon or your hand
directly into a batch of food
Never return leftover or unsampled product back
into the batch
Minimize the sampling of food in the production
area
Wash hands after sampling/tasting food
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FOODSERVICE

SANITATION

HAND SANITIZING PROCEDURE

1. Prescrape excess dirt
2. Wash in warm (110 -120 0F) sudsy
water
3. Rinse in warm clear water
4. Sanitize:
1 minute if submersed in chemical
sanitizer in warm,(not hot)water
30 seconds if submersed in hot (170oF)
water
5. Air dry
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FOODSERVICE

SANITATION

PREPARING SANITIZING SOLUTIONS
Prepare solution:
Add chemical sanitizer to clean luke warm
(<120oF) water
Add the correct proportion of sanitizer
to water to reach concentration needed:
SANITIZER

HEM WILL BE

llbMWILLBE

USING:

SUBMWGEP:

WIPEPINPLACf;

Chlorine
Iodine
Quats

50 PPM*
12.5 PPM
200 PPM

100 PPM
25 PPM
200 PPM
* parts per million

Check solution:
Dip test strip into prepared sanitizer solution
Compare color of wet strip to key on test strip
container
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FOODSERVICE SAFETY
SAFE EQUIPMENT OPERATION
Read equipment instruction packet before
operating for the first time
Use equipment under supervision when using
for the first time
Don't operate electrical equipment with wet
hands
Don't try to touch food or reach into moving
equipment with hands; feed food into
machines with food pushers and grips
Always unplug before cleaning or
disassembling
Don't try to operate without safety guards; use
guards provided to protect blades when
cleaning

RF;
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FOODSERVICE SAFETY
PREVENTING CUTS
Use correct knife for the task:
French knife:

Chopping/Dicing

Utility knife:

Cutting Lettuce/Fruits

Paring knife:

Trimming Skin of Produce

Slicer:

Carving/Slicing Meats

Serrated SUcer

Cutting Bread/Cakes

Keep knives sharp

Cut away from you, never into your hand

Use cutting boards held in place with damp
towels

Dont place knives in water filled sinks

/y—r
HO
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FOODSERVICE SAFETY
PREVENTING CUTS

Store knives in racks

Discard broken and chipped glassware,
open cans and defective utensils

Never try catch a falling knife

Don't use kitchen knives to cut or pry open
boxes
Sweep, don't pick up broken glass
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FOODSERVICE SAFETY
PREVENTION OF BURNS

Load and unload ovens when traffic
is at a minimum in aisles
Use puller or paddles to reach into
ovens, dry hot pads when handling
pans

Remove lids on pans away from you

WCrack steamer doors slightly to allow
steam to escape before opening fully
</-■-'■

■ -i

Do not place wet foods into fryers

Do not fill kettles too full

Clean spills on range top promptly

.^

M
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FOODSERVICE SAFETY
PREVENT STRAINS AND INJURY
Use proper lifting techniques:
Place feet securely on floor
on either side of object to be lifted \JjL^^\
Bend knees, keep back straight
Use both hands, get a good grip
Lift, using leg muscles, not your
back

Use carts to transport when possible

fC^~^n
fi>

®

Don't place very heavy items on
lowest shelves
NO!

Get assistance with heavy loads
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FOODSERVICE SAFETY
PREVENT FALLS AND ACCIDENTS

Clean spills immediately

Keep aisles free of clutter, boxes and
equipment

□.£
Don't carry loads you can't see over

Give right of way to those carrying food
and dishware

Stay to the right of double doors
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FOODSERVICE SAFETY
SAFE CHEMICAL UTILIZATION
Follow guidelines for storage and
safety in the Material Safety Data
Manual

Always store chemicals and soap
separately from food

Store chemicals in original containers Never transfer to food containers

NO'
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APPENDIX OF FORMS/SAMPLES
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A.M. COOK PRODUCTIOM SHEET

DATE

Thurs cVa^

BREAKFAST
Breakfast Steak:

^

LUNCH

Chicken Nuggets:
Tater Tots:

DINNER
Fish Strips:
Tater Tots:

£ -h

^9 f /
)

^
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A.M. COOK PRODUCTIOfI SHEET

Breakfast Steak:

(jo-fl

40, CA/ ^ TSf o- LS&r^-U
LUNCH
Chicken Nuggets:

DT^'NER

Fish StHps:
Tater Tots:

¥ r , da^

o

BREAKFAST

Tater Tots:

DATE

///

i. .
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"EMPLOYEE TRAINERS"
WORKSHOP TRAINING GUIDE
A trainer must be:
A GOOD TEACHER

Be patient and motivating; Use a four-step task
instruction procedure

ACCURATE -

Use/advocate standard procedures

THOROUGH -

Use Training Packet to assure consistency
while training

In order to meet job performance expectations, good on-the-job training should
include:
COMMUNICATE EXPECTATIONS
PROVIDE KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES AND SKILLS
PROVIDE OPPORTUNITY FOR PRACTICE
PROVIDE MOTIVATION AND BUILD CONFIDENCE
A series of Training Packets have been developed to accompany this training program.
A Packet has been assembled for each position for each participant. Each Packet
consists of:
Training Checksheet list of all information to be communicated/taught to
trainee
Job Routine •
^Ssk-Procedures ■

sequential, time specified, listing of typical daily
activities
written standard procedures for any tasks necessary for
the job which are complicated enough that if
unpracticed would be easily forgotten

Equipment Procedures • written, standard procedures for the operation, cleaning
and safety of major pieces of equipment that are
particularly complicated or hazardous to operate.
General Foodservice Procedures written standard foodservice procedures anyone
working in the position should be know ledgable of

The Packet is a job aide for both the trainer and the trainee. The trainer can use the
Training Checksheet as a tool to prompt his memory of everything (s)he needs to
communicate to a potential trainee. The trainee can use the Packet as a resource to
refer to procedural instructions and timing for the job during and after training.
The training program focuses on teaching employee trainers to provide good task
instruction, to emphasize accurate and standard procedures and the implementation of
the Training Packets during on-the-job training of employees.
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Content: Pnmnsc

OPENING:
'3^ * ^eiyj^:
Motivate

Method
Discussion: Instructor
lead discussion re: Previous
experience when they
were trained to do
their current job.
Ask:
•How long did it take to
feel comfortable in this
job? Why was that so?

Materials

Time

None

lOmin

•What was good about their
training for this job?
•What would they have liked
to have had different about
their training for this job?
'What kinds of things have
you used to help trainees leam
your job?
INTRODUCE:
Motivate,
Expectations

Lecture:
'What this training event is about.

None

1

'Advantages/disadvantages of
On-The-Job Training (OUT)

OH-1

2-5

Motivate

•Why they have been chosen
to be participants - What their
new role as trainer wffl be

None

1

Expectations
Value, Relevancy

•What their aAninistrators and
supervisors believe a good
trainer is:
1. A GOOD TEACHER
How/ why actis lean
How to teach taste
Need to be patient Anodvating

OH 2

2. ACCURATE
Knows correct procedures for
OH 3
Follows correct general food
service pnxedtres
Advocates correct procedures

Value/
Relevancy

3. THOROUGH/ORGANIZED
Ask:
•What do you do? When?•How do you do it?
"How do you know its right?
'What do you need to know?
•Where is the info?

Worksheet 1
(Have participants write down
what a trainee
needs to know
to do their job)
Save for later.

5-7
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OVERVIEW:
Expectations

Describe sequence of this
event
Day One: Good training/teachers
Day Two: Procedures/Packets

BODY:
Knowledge. Attitude,
Skills

Lecture/Discussion:
Ask:
What is good training?
Criteria necessary to assist
trainees to meet the job performance
goals:
(Expectations, KAS, Practice,
Confidence, Motivation)

Knowledge.Attitude.
Skills

Discussion/Activity:
GOOD TRAINING:
Create Expectations/Standards
1. Ask participant to teach'
instructor to do some task
(make a sandwich a dress
a tray)
2. Instructor does so doing it
exactly as tdd
3. GroLp discuss - Did it
meet standards?
Discuss: How job responsibilities
routines and procedures serve as
expectations and standards for
employees

None

OH-4

Items for
task

10-15

Ripchart 1

2-5

Diagram componen
of criteria for meeting
job performance training
goals:
Put 'expectations'
on chart

Knowledge, Attitude,
Skill

Activity: Identifying basic steps.
Have participants list the steps to
changing a tire.
Discuss what are the standards
of the job. What happens when
you cut comers?
Notice how difficult it is to break down
a task into basic steps, but how critical

Worksheet 2

15

Practice

Follow up: Have trainees write basic
steps for a simple task they do.

Worksheets

10
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Knowledge, Attitude,
Skill

Discussion/role play:
GOOD TRAINING:

Teaching SKills • 4 step
procedure
Role Play:
Have three volunteer participants
serve as trainees (A,B,C), instructor
is trainer

Instructions tor
volunteers

20

A. Trainer uses verbal instruction
only in teaching how to do a task.
Trainee A tries to do task.
B. Trainer then instructs Trainee B
by telling and showing how to do task.
Trainee B tries to do task.
C- Trainer instructs Trainee C
by telling, then showing and finally
guiding the Trainee in practice.
Trainee tries to do task.
Audience evaluates each performance.
Discussion:
Ask: Who did best?
Lecture:
The four-step procedure
(tell/show, trainee repeat, guided practice.
F/U)

OH-5

Place "knowledge
and skills" on flipchart

GOOD TRAINING:
Practice
Lecture/Discuss: The value
of independent practice and ways
to assire practice.
Practice

Knowledge, Attitude
Skills

Have participants record ways
to provide practice generated in
discussion

Place "practice"
on Flipchart
Diagram

Worksheet 4

Lecture:
GOOD TRAINING

Motivating/Rewarding
Feedback/Follow up as motivation
What is good feedback

OH-6
OH-7
OH-8

Praising
Place "confidence,
and "reward" on
flipchart

10-15
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5-10

CONCLUDE:
Practice, Reward

Activity:
Have each participant give me verbal
feedback about this day's training.
Instructor gives feedback to panictpam
regarding their ability to give feedback

(DAY TWO)
INTOODUCE

Lecture: Review in summary
what we have discussed so far.

None

Lecture:
A GOOD TRAINER
Accuracy
Must advocate/observe trainees
use of equipmem or practice of general
foodservice skills to assure(s)he uses
safe and standard procedures.

None

BODY:
Knowledge, Attitude,
Skills

Practice

Motivate, Incentive

Knowledge, Attitude,
Skills

Game:
Have parttcipants independently write
instructions for a common task. Have
them write them on large flip charts
Put them up.
Discuss and compare:
Did they meet standards?, why do they
differ?, Did the follow procedures

Worksheet 5

15

Discuss:
'How do you know to do
it the right way?
(Referring to procedure
manuals
Reinforcing adherence
Allowing for adherence)
'Do you teach short cuts?
'Do you teach experience?
'Why DONT employees follow
procedures? How does it affect
you?

None

Lecture/Discussion:
A GOOD TRAINER

Procedures
in packets

20

Demonstrate:
Preparing sanitizing sofn

Sanitizer,
Water
Test strips

10

Activity:
A GOOD TRAINER

Worksheets

Acsuaa
Review/discuss general
foodservice procedures.

Knowledge, Attitude
Skills

Write down in own wads their
jobfunaion. Turn in at end.
Knowledge, Attitude.
Skills

Discussion:
Begin training at the "beginning",
Give trainee overview of job
Don't make assumptions.

None
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Motivation
Value

Activity:
Have participants compare their
Training checksheet to their own
list of what a trainee needs to know
to do their job (Worksheet one)

None

Knowledge, Attitude
Skills

Lecture/Discussion:
'How to use training packets

Training Packet

'Sequence of training

OH 9

'When to tell, show, and
provide independent practice

OHIO

15-20

"What to give trainees to keep
'Observing/evaluating trainees
'Completing training / sheets
'Provide follow-up when on their own
Knowledge, Attitude,
Skfll

Lecture:
Patience: Ways to "cool ofP

None

CONCLUDE

Lecture:
Review what they have
learned.
Discuss how they will
probably use on the job.

None

Follow-up
On-the-job,
Practice

Activity:
Each participant wiB
demonstrate a task to
the the instructor using the
four-step procedure learned
in training.

None

Instructor will give feedback
on their demonstration.

10

NA
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"EMPLOYEE TRAINERS"
PREPARATION
WORKSHOP

January 8 and 10, 1991
Nutrition Services Department
Salem Hospital, Salem, Oregon
Conducted by:
Mary Cluskey
Oregon State University
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EMPLOYEE TRAINERS WORKSHOP
SCHEDULE
DAY ONE:
Opening Discussion:
Intro:
Lecture:
Activity:
Lecture:
Role Play:
Group Activity:
Activity:
Demonstration:
Discussion:
Lecture:
Activity:

What is training like?
Objectives of workshop
Advantages/disadvantages of OJT
A good trainer
What does a trainee have to know to do my job?
Meeting performance goals
Defining expectations
Breaking down a task
Basic steps for a job task
Teaching a task with a four-step procedure
Allowing for practice
What is good feedback
Giving good feedback
Practice giving feedback

DAY TWO:
Review:
Activity:

Lecture:
Discussion:
Lecture/Discussion:
Demonstration
Lecture:
Activity:
Lecture/Discussion:

Review:
Schedule Follow-up:

Comparing accuracy in procedures
Being accurate in procedures
Teaching/advocating procedures
Review of general foodservice procedures
Preparing/testing sanitizing solutions
Thorough and organized training
The job function
The training packet
Sequence of training
Role as trainer
Patience/motivation
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OBJECTIVES

OF WORKSHOP

* define a good trainer in Nutrition Service at Salem Hospital
" define what it takes to get performance
* learn and demonstrate two procedures to assist you
in teaching a task
* learn how to give good feedback
* review some standard foodservice procedures
* write your individual job function
* describe your role in the new Training Program at Salem Hosp.
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ON-THE-JOB TRAINING

4

*

THE GOOD SIDE

THE BAD SIDE

Real work situation

Not always a good
learning site*

Learn from the expert
Current procedures

Employees as trainers?

Efficient in cost
and time

Subject to abuse
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A GOOD

TEACHER/TRAINER

Knows:
How and when adults learn best
Needs to know how to teach tasks well
Is patient and motivating toward learner
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ADULTS AS LEARNERS

Learn best when:
*material is relevant or useful to them
learning involves participation
learning is organized
*mutual activity - not authoritative
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ACTIVITY: WHAT DOES A TRAINEE NEED TO KNOW ?

pppppppppppppppppppppppppppp
Take five minutes to jot down all the things a trainee needs to
know or to be able to do in order to do your job.

ELEMENTS

■D
(D

OF

Q.

PERFORMANCE

DEFINE
EXPECTATIONS

PROVIDE FOR
KNOWLEDGE
AND SKILLS

ALLOW
INDEPENDENT
PRACTICE

FOSTER
CONFIDENCE

MOTIVATE

to
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ROLE PLAY INSTRUCTIONS: CREATING EXPECTATIONS
999999999999999998999999999999999999999999999999999999999
VOLUNTEER TRAINER:
This is my first day at work and we have just received a call from an
irritated Unit Clerk to send up a piece of angel food cake and a glass of
juice for a nourishment that we failed to get to a patient. You are just
leaving to go on break, but you think you can tell me how to do it. Give the
trainee instructions to prepare the tray.
TRAINEE:
Prepare the food items and place them on a tray. You are new and
nervous. Do it exactly as you are told.

OBSERVERS:
Watch what happens and think about:
What does the tray look like?
Does it meet the standards for Salem Hospital?
What should the trainer have told the trainee instead?
How does the trainee feel?
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GROUP ACTIVITY: BREAKING DOWN A TASK
9999999999999998999999999999999999999999999999999999999999
THINK ABOUT THE PROCESS OF CHANGING A TIRE AND BREAK DOWN
THE TASK INTO BASIC STEPS.
The steps to changing a tire:

9999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999
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4 - STEP TASK INSTRUCTION
1. Tell and show the trainee how to do the
task by describing the basic steps.
2. Have the trainee repeat to you the
explanation of the basic steps.
3. Have the trainee tell and show you how to
do the task.
4. Follow up on the trainee's ability to do task.
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DEMONSTRATION: TEACHING WITH A FOUR-STEP PROCEDURE
99989999998999888889999999889999999999999998999
11-

■■

-'

m

=9?#^""^

OBSERVERS:
Watch the "trainees" and think about their problems with
learning the task.

sJ^K-

if^^T^v

4-

FT

Did Trainee #1 learn the task?
poorly?

What was done most

> f^ ^^

1 \

■

F-~ M
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FLEPCHART: INDEPENDENT PRACTICE FOR TRAINEES
999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999
Practice should be given: under guidance of trainer
independently while training
soon after when on their own
You may want to record some of the ways that you can assure
that you allow the trainee to get independent practice of tasks
while he/she is in training.
1.

6.
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GOOD
Immediate
Specific
Informative
Genuine
Reliable

FEEDBACK
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GIVING

GOOD

FEEDBACK

WHILE THE TRAINEE IS DOING WORK
INDEPENDENTLY, YOU SHOULD:
Observe closely to notice details
Tell something positive about the work
Make suggestions for ways to do it better
or differently. What exactly did they
do incorrectly.
Obsen/e again
Give feedback again
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ACTIVITY: COMPARING ACCURACY IN PROCEDURES
9999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999
Procedure:
Dress this tray as though it were a "late tray" for a patient. Put all the food,
dishware. etc. that is appropriate for a "renal" patient in the hospital to
receive. Indicate what belongs on the tray, and where it should be placed.

OR
Procedure:
List the procedure steps that are appropriate for handwashing.
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ACCURATE
Knows correct procedures
Follows correct procedures
Advocates correct procedures
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DO IT THE RIGHT WAY!

Policy/procedure manuals
Reinforcing procedures
Obstacles to following procedures
Short cuts versus good experience
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THOROUGH
Presents training in an organized manner
Communicates all information/tasks
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ACTIVITY: DECIDING JOB FUNCTION
999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999
Procedure:
1. Think what you would say if you were going to try tell someone that
didn't know anything about hospitals or food or dietary/foodservice
depanments about your job.
2. Be thorough, you don't just cook or serve food, you have multiple
responsibilities.
3. Try to decide one or two sentences that best describes your
function/responsibilities in your job.
What is your job function:
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CONTENTS OF TRAINING
PACKETS
Training checksheet-What to do
Job responsibilities/Job routine-What to do when
Task procedures-Tasks in the job
Equipment procedures-Operate, clean, safety
General foodservice procedures-Everyone
should practice
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USE OF TRAINING PACKETS
Use training checksheet as tool to remind
you of what to tell/do with trainee
Give trainee packet to read
Give trainee copies of the job routine
Use procedures for tasks when teaching,
remind trainee to use them if he/she is
concerned about forgetting a task.
Keep list of procedures that need to be
added.
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SEQUENCE OF HOW TO
TRAIN AN EMPLOYEE
1. Tell the trainee the job function or purpose
2. Give the trainee the packet to review
contents, explain them
3. Give the trainee copies of job
responsibilities/job routine
4. Train
5. Complete checksheet
6. Give follow-up when employee is on the job
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A NEW SYSTEM FOR TRAINING
Trainer Role:
Free to spend first 15 minutes of shift
introducing employee to job
Employees are to be trained as many
consecutive days as possible
Should not consider trainees excess labor
force
Trainers can request trainees be scheduled
for more days of training if necessary
Trainers will be expected to evaluate
employees use of standard procedures
Trainers "sign off' at bottom of checksheet,
an evaluation of trainee
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PATIENCE
Analyze your impatience
Put yourself in the other person's shoes

Walk away - Cool off
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ASSIGNMENT: BASIC STEPS FOR A COMMON TASK IN MY JOB
9999998888899999899888999899999999999989999888889999999
Procedures:
1. Select a task that you regularly perform on your job that is fairly
complicated. Select one that is completed within one work area or
with one or only a few pieces of equipment.
2. Think about how the task is completed:
What do you need to do it, what is the very first thing that you do,
what are the next steps.

-_.
\ £,

hi

3. Write down briefly the sequence of steps.
4. Re-read the description of steps and ask yourself if someone reading the
basic steps could do the task from what you have written.

9988888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888
RECORD THE STEPS HERE
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TRAINER PREP WORKSHOP QUIZ
PLEASE READ AND ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:
1. According to the supervisors and directors of Salem Hospital Nutrition Services
Department, two characteristics of a good trainer are:
a. confidence and accuracy
b. thoroughness and accuracy
c. efficient and reliable
2. Three of the five steps that are necessary to meet a training performance goal are:
a. create expectations, provide practice and provide incentives
b. deliver instruction, utilize audiovisuals and provide practice
c. good speaking skills, provide practice and skills testing
3. A safe and proper lifting technique includes:
a. feet placed securely
b. using your back to lift
c. using gloves for carrying very heavy items
4. Feedback is most effective when it is:
a. immediate
b. positive
c. general
d. consistently delivered
5. The
a.
b.
c.

action of chlorine (bleach) as a sanitizing agent is:
not effective when the water temperature is less than 120oF
best if kept stored in a dark place
destroyed by alkalinity of detergent or wash water

6. The four-step procedure for giving task instruction is:
a. describe the task; explain its importance; show the task; evaluate the effiicieny
of trainee
b. tell and demonstrate the basic steps, have the trainee tell the basic steps,
have the trainee tell and demonstrate the basic steps, follow-up feedback
c. demonstrate the task, have the trainee practice the task, explain the task,
reward the trainee
The first step in the employee trainee process at Salem Hospital Nutrition Services
Department is:
a. provide the trainee with a written Training Packet to read
b. give trainee copy of the job responsibilities
c. explain the job function for which s/he will be trained
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8. The job responsibilities in the Training Packet communicate to the trainee the:
a. standards or expectations for the job
b. procedures for the completion of tasks
c. schedule of events during the workshift
a. an
a.
b.
c.

aavamage or using on me JOD training (UJ i) is:
training is applied in the real job situation
it is always the best way to learn
the pace makes an employee learn more quickly

10. The best way to make sure that an employee knows how to get the information,
supplies or tools that they need is to:
a. tell them each day how to get the supplies, tools or information
b. write down how to get the supplies, tools or information
c. send the trainee to get the supplies, tools or information
11. Teaching work short cuts to a trainee is always a bad idea.

a. True
b. False
12. The most accurate way to assure correct sanitizer strength when preparing to
hand sanitize something is to:
a. follow the preparation "recipe" exactly
b. use a chemical sanitizer test strip
c. consult the Cleaning Procedure Manual
13. Feedback about job/task performance:
a. leads to greater job satisfaction
b. is only helpful when presented positively
c. is most effective when given by others
14. Adults learn best when:
a. information is relevant or useful to them
b. material is suited to their preferred learning style
c. they set the pace for the learning
15. The portion volume of a number 12 disher or scoop:

a. 3oz.
b. 1/3 cup
c. 4oz.

d. 1/2 cup
16. A technique used to change the number of servings a standardized recipe makes
would be:
a. factor method
b. explosion technique
c. standardization
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17. The length of time (days) that OJT should last is:
a. 3 - 5 days
b. 5 - 7 days
c. the number of days that it takes for the trainee to learn the job
18. The job routine in the Training Packet includes:
a. a list of cleaning procedures
b. the job responsibilities with times that it should be done
c. ways to dovetail tasks to get things done on time
19. The most accurate way to obtain 2 cups of milk for a recipe would be:
a. to get two 1 -cup cartons from the dairy walk-in
b. to weigh out 16 oz.
c. to use a 1-pint measure
20. For microbiological safety, cold food should be held at:
a. no higher than 40oF
b. no higher than 450F
c. no higher than 480F
Name

Date

How many years have you worked any foodservice position?
How many years have you worked at Salem Hospital Nutrition Services? .
RKT-1
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QUIZ:

NUTRITION SERVICES EMPLOYEE PROCEDURES

1. If you wanted to serve scrambled eggs in portions by volume, what piece of
serving equipment would you use:
a. a long handled spoon
b. an offset spatula
c. a disher, dipper or scoop
2. A foodservice employee must always wash his/her hands after:
a. food sampling
b. pulling clean dishes from the dishmachine
c. handling a food utility cart
3. A leftover steam table pan of (reheated) bread dressing is to be washed. After
prescraping it, the next four steps in washing and hand sanitizing it are:
Stepl:
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4

How can you prevent cutting boards from sliding when used on a stainless steel
table:

5. Whick large piece of foodservice equipment is useful in assuring portion control:
a. Milk dispenser
b. Sheer
c. Large mixer

6. Which utensil serves the largest portion:
- a. number 12 dipper or scoop
b. number 16 dipper or scoop
c. number 30 dipper or scoop
7. Employees have assigned cleaning responsibilities for each position they work.
List a position that you work most often and list two of the items that are
listed as "daily cleaning responsibilities":
Position #
Item one:
Item two:
8. A sharp knifer is safer to use than a dull one.
a. True
b. False
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9. Describe the cleaning procedure for one item that is on your assignment of daily
cleaning responsibilities:
Item
Cleaning Steps:

10. What are two safety rules (procedures) regarding one piece of equipment in the
foodservice area:
a.
b.
11. Which is a rule regarding the storage of hazardous chemicals in the foodservice
area?
a. never store chemicals with food
b. never store opened chemical containers below a sink or work table
c. chemical storage must be locked
12. When an foodservice employee opens a package and returns it to a storage area,
what should he/she write on the package?
13. The best knife to use if you were going to chop parsley would be:
a. French knife
b. utility knife
c. paring knife
14. If you were making a product that called for flour, the most accurate way to
determine the correct amount to put in the bowl would be:
a. sift it and use a measuring utensil
b. sift it and use a standard flour scoop
c. weigh the amount of flour you need
15. You are going to make a sanitizing solution to use when wiping down a counter
top. The sanitizing solution used when wiping in place is:
a. stronger than the solution used when an item is dipped in sanitizer.
b. weaker than the solution used when an item is dipped in sanitizer.
c. no different in strength than the solution used when an item is dipped
in sanitizer.
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EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Please rate the employee's performance as you have observed while he or
she has been working their regular position.

EMPLOYEE.

POSITION

DATE

SUPERVISOR
A 5 MEANS HIGH OR BEST PERFORMANCE AND A1 MEANS LOW OR
UNSATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE
This employee knows the job
responsibilities for this position.

5

4

3

2

This employee meets the position time
deadlines and gets work done on time.

5

4

3

2

This employee always follows correct
procedures involved in this position.

5

4

3

2

5

4

3

2

and work area adequately.

5

4

3

2

This employee works safely and follows
all safety rules and procedures.

5

4

3

2

This employee practices appropriate
food handling techniques. (Uses gloves and
utensils, never allows food to sit
at room temp, covers food, etc.)

5

4

3

2

This employee uses acceptable food
tasting techniques.

5

4

3

2

This employee handles equipment

carefully.
This employee cleans equipment

This employee washes his/her hands
as often as is necessary for good
sanitation.

4

This employee is accurate in his/her
performance of work or tasks.

4

This employee seems to want to do a
good job.
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EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Please rate this employee's perfonnance as you have observed while
he or she has been in training for the new position.
POSITION IN TRAINING FOR

EMPLOYEE
DATE

SUPERVISOR

A 5 MEANS HIGH OR BEST PERFORMANCE AND A 1 MEANS LOW OR
UNSATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE.
This employee knows the job
responsibilities for this position.
This employee meets the position time
deadlines and gets work done on time.
This employee always follows correct
procedures involved in this position.
This employee handles equipment
carefully.
This employee cleans equipment
and work area adequately.
This employee works safely and follows
all safety rules and procedures.
This employee
food handling
and utensils,
at room temp,

practices appropriate
techniques. (Uses gloves
never allows food to sit
covers food, etc.)

This employee uses acceptable food
tasting techniques.
This employee washes his/her hands
as often as is necessary for good
sanitation.
This employee is accurate in his/her
performance of work or tasks.
This employee seems to want to do a
good job.
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SOTT/ON-THE^JOB TRAINING ASSESSMENT
Please answer the following questions by circling the number that describes your
experience when you were just recently trained by
for
position
.
1. During training, the employee that trained me:
told me the job responsibilities for the job
showed me a written list of the job responsibilities
gave me a written list of the job responsibilities

YES
1
1
1

UQ
2
2
2

2. During training, the employee that trained me:

YES "
explained the job routine (what to do when)
showed me a written job routine
gave me a copy of the written job routine

NO

1
1
1

2
2
2

YES
1
1
1
1

UQ
2
2
2
2

YES

M2

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

YES
1

UQ
2

1
1

2
2

YES

m

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3. During training, the employee that trained me:
told me:
a. where to get the info we needed (prod sheet/menu/census/aiiy, etc)
b. how to use the forms/info we needed
c. the location of food supplies and chemicals
d. the location Of forms we needed (stores requisitions, nourisment tags
ee.)
4. During training, the employee that trained me:
asked me to:
a. go get the info we needed
b. use or tell him/her what info we needed
c. go find the food or supplies we needed
d. go get the forms we needed
5. During training, did the employee that trained you:
a. ask if you knew how to operate the large
equipment needed for the job (if applicable)
b. observe you while you used the large
equipment needed for the job (if applicable)
c. tell you when you used it incorrectly (if applicable)
6. During training, the employee that trained me:
taught me new tasks by:
a. just telling me how to do it (didn't show me)
b. just letting me watch him/her do it (didn't let me do it)
c. telling me/showing me first, and then letting me practice
d. letting me do it and then telling me how well I did
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7. During training, the employee that trained me:
YES
1
a. told me that there were written procedures for doing work
b. showed me where to find written procedures for doing work 1
1
c. gave me written work procedures to read

NQ
2
2
2

8. During training, the first thing that the trainer did was to:
a. explain the job function
b. put me to work
c. give me the job description

YES
1
1
1

NO
2
2
2

9. During training, the employee that trained me:
a. followed correct foodservice procedures (handwashing,

YES

NQ

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

proper food tasting, food handling.etc.)

b. followed correct Department procedures or rules
c. observed my use of procedures
d. told me when I didnt follow procedures or rules

10. When I was last trained, I believe
that the:

very
much so
1
training was well organized,
1
training was complete,
1
trainer used good teaching methods
trainer cared if I did things right
1
or well.

I was last trained for position:
by:

all
3
3
3

(Trainer name)

Who?

How many days did you train that person?.

Your name:
What positions do you work (list most frequent one(s) first):

TPT-1

not at

on (dates):.

Have you trained anyone in the last three months
For what position?

some
what
2
2
2
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TRAINER POST TOAININO IHTERVIEM

1.

Here you able to use the training packet

Tee

No

If no, why not?
If yes, how?
If yes, was it useful?
Does something else need to be added to packet?

2.

Here you able to use the training checksheet

»es

Ho

Did you complete all areas on the training checksheet

Yes

If no, why not?

3.

wo

Hot applicable

If no, why not?
4.

Here you able to assess/comfortable with assessing the
trainee's adherence to procedures?
Yes

5.

Ho

what did you find was the hardest thing for the enployee to
learn?
Has this the sane thing as when you have trained people before?

6.

Has the eifiloyee pulled from training at any tine?

Yes

Ho
If yes, why?
7.

Here you given 30 minutes to orient employee to job and give
him/her the packet/routine/responsibilities?
Yes
Ho

e.

Do you have any comnents about the training of this employee

